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Presented to loth Houses of the General Assembly by Command of His Excellency\

The Surveyor-General to the Hon the Minister of Lands.
Sir,— General Survey Office, "Wellington, 9th August, 1882.

I have the honor to furnish the annual general report on the operations
of the Survey Department for the twelve months ended the 30th June, 1882.

In the Appendices will he found the maps illustrating the progress of the
several classes of survey, extracts from the Chief Surveyor's reports on the surveys
conducted in the several provincial districts, and report and detail of map publica-
cations, also tables enumerating the work of the field surveyors, and reports on
the road-works through Crown lands under the direction of the department.
These items of information have been arranged in a similar manner to that in
former annual reports, so as to admit of easy reference and comparison with past
years.

During the twelve months under review the department has addressed itself
to the steady prosecution of the trigonometrical and topographical surveys over
areas which had not previously been brought under survey except in the
exploratory sketch of the reconnaissance surveyor. An area of 4,400 square
miles has been mapped, showing correctly the features of the country, the altitudes
of its main points, and the leading lines of the future main roads. The sectional
surveys of lands for settlement have also progressed well, extensive areas have
been surveyed in anticipation of sale, and a very considerable inroad has been
made on the arrears of survey, for, while 320,000 acres were disposed of by sale
and otherwise during the year, an area of 594,724 acres was surveyed, mapped>
and recorded in the same period.

There are also the surveys of the Native Land Court and Native Land
Purchase, Gold Eields, Land Transfer, and road surveys, and other matters,
which require separate notice.

But, before taking these in detail, the following general statement of the
complete field-work for the year is given.

Area. Hate per Acre. Cost.
£ s. d. £ s. a.

Major triangulation ... ... ... 1,107,994 acres 0 0 023 1,065 4 1
Minor triaDgulation without topography ... 528,055 „ 0 0 114 2,529 17 2
Minor triangulation with topography ... 830,693 „ 0 0 1-26 9,932 5 4
Rural and suburban section surveys ... 534,209 „ 0 1 57 39,512 4 8
Town section surveys ... ... .. 1,025 allots. 015 26 779 13 3
Native Land Court surveys ... ... 148,459 acres 0 0 355 2,163 1 0
Native Land Purchase 43,026 „ 0 0 4'B 86112 0
Gold-Mining surveys 4,497 „ 011 35 2,469 10 11
Eoad surveys ... ... ... ... 4266 miles 12 12 1 5,377 12 0
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Triangulation.

Referring to previous annual reports, it will be unnecessary to again explain
the basis or standard astronomical data which govern this work and enable it to
be prosecuted from independent points, wherever wanted, with the certainty of the
parts forming an harmonious whole. Could the surveyor have either a new
country to himself entirely for a time, or an old country already settled, his plan
of procedure would be a comprehensive network of triangulation first and details
afterwards, but in the settlement of a country both processes must for a time
proceed together, care being taken to keep the tringulation in advance of the
settlement survey. This has now been more than accomplished for New Zealand,
the triangulationhaving been extended over all the settled districts, and over many
of those yet to be settled. There is now a continuous network of triangulation
extending lineally a thousand miles from Mangonui to Stewart Island. There
are however still considerable areas on the flanks of this network which await
the extension of triangles over them.

The operations last year have been principally in the Provincial Districts of
Auckland, Taranaki, Westland, Marlborough, Canterbury, and Otago, an area of
5,495 square miles having been included within the sides of triangles.

The best test of the general accuracy of a triangulation is the close on a base
of verification, or the close of one triangulationon another; any radical error either
in the measure of the initial base or in the triangles themselves is sure to be
revealed when the work is so checked and verified. The closures last year have
been almost in every case very satisfactory. Mr. C. W. Adams' triangulation of
the Upper Waimakariri closed to -18 links per mile on the base of verification.
Mr. Cussen extended a triangulation across a piece of difficult country between
the Bay of Plenty and Tuhirangi Circuits, closing on a side of the major triangu-
lation, 7£ miles long, with an error of 3-4 links, or "46 links per mile. This result
is gratifying, not only in itself as a part of the year's operations, but is another
proof of the excellence of the major triangulation conducted in the Auckland
District under Mr. Heale, when Inspector of Native Surveys. In Marlborough
District, Mr. A. D. Wilson has extended a network of triangles over a large area
of country from Awatere across to the coast-line at Cape Campbell. He is now
working up results, and during the next season he will continue the triangulation
down the coast-line past the Kaikoura to a close on the triangulation in the
Amuri. His observations have diminished the hitherto accepted altitudes of
Mount Tapuaenuka, the summit peak of Inland Kaikoura Eange, by 238
feet, his mean heightbeing 9,462 feet, as against 9,700 feet, the height given on the
Admiralty Chart. The progress of the trigonometrical surveys is revealing very
material errors in the nominal altitudes of many of the principal points : thus,
last year, Mount Cook was reported as nearly 1,000 feet lower than the Admiralty
determination; and it is now found that Tongariro and the Kaimanawa Range, in
the North Island, are nearly 1,000 feet higher than the altitudes hitherto given.
These variations are easily accounted for and understood when it is considered that
the heights have been obtained in a variety of ways, by different methods, on no
definite plan, and often imder circumstances adverse to correct work; indeed,
the wonder is they come so near sometimes to the trigonometrical determinations.
In Westland, Mr. G. E. Roberts has continued the triangulation of the West
Coast; he has now got well down towards Jackson's Bay. The accuracy of this
officer's work, and the progress he has made, despite the difficulties of a very
rugged bush country and a wet climate, entitle him to the warmest commenda-
tion. The coast-line from Milford Sound northward to Earewell Spit was never
properly surveyed, the maps of it are simply a patchwork of good and bad work,
with the result that the position of many points is very doubtful, and the coast-
line is distorted at places on the maps to make it fit in. The triangulation will
set this right, and the topographical survey, which is carried on simultanously,
will give a correct map of the country inland for fifteen or twenty miles. It would
be too tedious to mention all the officers who have been engaged in trigonometrical
and topographical work, but an acknowledment is due to Messrs. Cussen, Baber,
Roberts, and Wilmot for the exposure and hardships they had severally to undergo
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in the difficult country they have had to encounter. I must also notice with
approbation the excellent out-turn of work furnished by the young officers,
Mr. H. M. Skeet, of Taranaki, and Mr. T. Brodrick, of Canterbury.

Settlement Surveys.
The operations under this designation comprehend the laying-out of road-lines,

and the subdivision of rural, suburban, and town lands into sections for sale and
occupation. Of rural and suburban lands, 534,209 acres were subdivided and
marked on the ground into 4,344 sections, and 514 acres of town lands into 1,025
sections. These surveys are all under trigonometrical check, the starting and
closing points of the traverses being the stations of the minor triangulation. The
traverses are reduced and tabulated on the meridian and perpendicular of the
trigonometrical survey, and compared directly with it. The limit of error allowed
is 8 links to the mile, or lin 1,000; but in practice the error is usually well within
this limit, except in rough bush country. In open land, and even in ordinary
bush, by taking the angles of the slopes, and using the steel tape, the error can
easily be kept under 4 links to the mile. As a matter of fact the error of many of
the more experienced surveyors does not usually exceed 2 links to the mile. This
accuracy is not the result of any finical painstaking—for the most accurate surveyor
is also, as a rule, the most expert—but is the outcome of method, the possession
of good instruments, and, above all, the acquisition of the trained habit of
accuracy. The necessity for precision in the settlement survey of a new country
becomes obvious when it is considered that there are no time-honored land-marks,
as in an old country, defining the boundaries of property, but, instead, a blank
wilderness, on which the surveyor creates boundaries, the surface-marks of which
must often get obliterated before the settler has thought of securing them. These
boundaries, once lost, could never again be restored with any confidence but for
the possession of the plan and mathematically-reduced traverses of a correct
original survey. With such data the lost boundary can be reproduced within a
narrow limit of error. The successful working of the land-transfer system very
much depends on the rigid accuracy in the execution and record of the sectional
surveys. The system of relying on protractor and scale for check in traverse
surveys does very well for topographical details, but for boundaries it is simply a
convenient way of ignoring errors and covering them up, to perplex the surveyor
who may be employed afterwards to restore lost boundaries, or subdivide and deal
with the land under the Land Transfer Act.

The Ordnance survey of the United Kingdom is, so far as the survey of
properties is concerned, a survey by plot and scale. By adopting a large scale for
the plot the evils of the system are mitigated, and an accurate topographical map
is produced; but, should the land-transfer system of the colonies ever be intro-
duced, and much subdivision of land take place, the system of survey and plot
hitherto pursued would be found quite inadequate to the necessities of the case.

In bush surveys where, on account of felling, clearing, and burning, the marks
of the sectional surveys are so liable to obliteration, iron-tube pegs are inserted at
the main traverse points and their adjacent stations, so that the survey, once
made, is never lost, but can be picked up again, and the intermediate points
re-established if necessary. This precaution is also adopted in the survey of new
townships, for in them the buildings and enclosures soon cover up or remove the
survey points.

Native Surveys.
During the year 34 blocks, comprising 43,026 acres, were surveyed for the

Native Land Purchase Department, and 98 blocks, representing a total of
148,459 acres, for investigation of title by the Native Land Court. " The Native
Land Court Act, 1880," by enabling the Native owners to have the cost of survey
defrayed in the first instance by the Government and registered as a lien on the
land, has, with other favouring causes, led the Natives to avail themselves more
and more of the opportunities of proving title, thereby rendering their land
negotiable. The liens registered for survey up to the 30th June last amount to a
total of £44,682, of which £1,526 has been paid off in cash, and £20,338 has
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been merged in land purchased by Government, leaving a balance unpaid of
£22,8 * 8 in the register of the office of the Native Land Court.

The applications for survey continue to come in, and such as are approved by
the Court and the Government are passed on for survey. There are at present
about 50 blocks, covering 398,173 acres, in hand and under disposal by the
department.

Road Surveys.
The question of exercising the right of taking roads through Crown and

Native lands within five years of the issue of the grant in the case of Crown lands,
and within fifteen years in the case of Native lands, is one which frequently
presses on the attention of the department. As stated in last year's report, the
time has lapsed and is fast lapsing in many cases, and all that the department
can hope to do is to take up the most urgent cases and dispose of them firstly.
It would have been better had the Legislature allowed a longer period to select the
road-lines, because in the case of many of the Native blocks especially little or
nothing has been done towards their settlement, and the necessity of having to
study a whole country-side for the purpose of intelligently selecting a road
through an isolated block is, in a bush country, an expense and trouble apparently
greater than the advantage to be gained, and a work which could very well be
postponed in very many cases indefinitely, without detriment to any one. During
the year 427 miles have been surveyed through blocks, and the selection and
survey of roads is being continued in the various districts as circumstances
permit.

Pioneer Road Construction.
In the preparation of Crown lands for future occupation the opening and

formation of road-lines, especially in bush and hilly districts, is nearly as essential
as the subdivisional survey.

The information furnished by the trigonometrical and topographical surveys
of the levels of the country, of the nature of the valleys, and of the localities and
extent of the fertile Crown lands, enables the selection of main lines of roads to
proceeed on an intelligent basis. In carrying on this important work the lines are
graded, benched, and in most cases formed either as bridle- or dray-tracks. Until
this is done the land cannot be said to be ready for the settler. Indeed, so
important are these pioneer road-works to the opening out of the country and its
future settlement, that the progress made in that direction will mainly depend on
what is done in this way. During the past year 340 miles have been in progress
of formation, at a cost of £35,935. These works are under the immediate charge
of the officers of the Departments of Land, Survey, and Public Works, or of local
bodies, as is found most convenient in the several districts. Reports giving
details will be found in the Appendix. The operations during the current year
will be in prosecution of works already in hand, and the keeping pace with
the sectional survey of Crown lands in opening out more roads to give access to
these lands as surveyed.

Land-transeer Surveys.
The surveys of private lands under the Land Transfer Act are all executed by

private authorized surveyors. The duty of the department is to see that no plan
is passed in as basis of title to be guaranteed by the Government until it has been
carefully checked and examined, with the view of guarding against any overlap
or double granting. As the subdivision of land in and around towns is frequently
very minute, the check by distance and bearing from a known established point
is, as already referred to under settlement surveys, the only satisfactory method of
procedure. It will be unnecessary to repeat what has already been said in former
annual reports about old imperfect surveys. But it may be said that during the
last year, with the exception of the Nelson District, and one case in the Auckland
District, nothing has occurred calling for special remark. In Nelson both the
execution and records of some of the earlier surveys are very imperfect, and it
would only be the beginning of trouble to allow certificates of title to issue in
such cases in lieu of the old Crown grants, which, although quite satisfactory as
holding titles, are too imperfect for dealing with under the land transfer. It
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seems but reasonable that, if a landowner requires a certificate of title for sub-
division of property, or other of his purposes, that he should provide the accurate
survey and description of his land. This is stated more as a general principle than
the rigid rule observed by the department, for there are circumstances where it is
considered but fair that the Government should bear part of the expense; as in
Auckland, where a landowner, through certain changes occurring between the
time of his mortgaging his land and its reconveyance, was compelled to bring his
land under the land-transfer system, although quite content with the old grant,
imperfect and inaccurate though it was, as a description of the boundaries of the
land.

Publication oe Maps.
Good progress has been made in the production by photo-lithography of the

maps on the scale of one inch to the mile.
The great utility of maps on this scale for general public purposes is well

known, and the survey districts are being reduced to it, and published as soon as
they are sufficiently filled in to make it worth while. Sale maps for runs on a
scale of half an inch to the mile, and of Crown lands for settlement to a scale of
two and four inches to the mile, have been published as required during the year.
The number of copies struck off for each sale varies from 250 to 1,200, according
to the importance of the land to be disposedof. In the larger maps the printing has
to be done by hand-presses, and where there are several registerings this becomes a
very tedio.us and laborious process. As for the smaller maps, they are machined
and turned out with great facility. There is nothing to prevent the larger maps
being done in the same easy way if we only had the necessary plant, and room to
work it in. At present the Government Printer's departmentand the lithographic
branch of the Survey Department are very much in each other's way, there not
being sufficient room in the present premises for both. It would be true economy
to have the lithographic presses shifted to more roomy quarters, and it is hoped
this may be accomplished soon. Erom Mr. Barron's report it will be seen that
396,233 copies of maps and diagrams were printed last year, of which 168,784
were for other departments of Government.

Euture Operations—Departmental.
Eor the current year the trigonometrical and topographical surveys begun

and projected aggregate an area of nearly 4,000 square miles. The greater part
of this is in the North Island, where, on account of the numerous applications of
the Natives to have negotiable titles to their land, the necessity has arisen for
surveys in some of the most inaccessible portions of the Island. In this there
is the opportunity of pushing forward the topographical surveys in the localities
where otherwise it would be impossible to do so from the innate hostility of the
Native mind to the mapping of the country. The applications for " Native Land
Court" and "Native Land Purchase" awaiting survey amount to a total of
400,000 acres. The topographical surveys in a great measure supply all the
information for investigation of title. The advantage of having this class of survey
extended over every available acre of the colony is patent in this and in many
other ways. Erom the accumulated information of this class of survey the
department was enabled to furnish the public with contour maps of the three
million acres of pastoral country, disposed of on lease during the past twelve
months. Indeed no other survey was necessary to allot the boundaries of the
runs, and the total cost of the original topographical survey, mapping, and publica-
cation did not reach 2d. an acre.

Of settlement surveys there is an area of 670,000 acres on hand, of which
nearly 200,000 acres is for survey of lands in Auckland, Canterbury, and Nelson,
already sold but not yet surveyed. These arrear surveys are now being disposed
of, and by the end of the year should be nearly, if not altogether, completed.

There are no arrears in any of the other districts, and the balance of 470,000
acres is the area which is under survey preparatory to the land being offered for
sale and settlement, as the various blocks are got ready, and plans of them
published.
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Recently there has been an extra demand for gold-mining lease surveys at
Reefton. The usual staff in that district has been temporarily strengthend by
surveyors from adjacent districts, so as to enable the demand to be met promptly.

There are 83 staff surveyors at work in the field, and 26 cadets in training
under them, also 26 surveyors on the temporary list; in all, 109 parties at
work. This force may be curtailed or augmented according as it is desired to
effect the more or less rapid settlement of the country. But it would certainly
be very inconvenient to reduce it at present, for, in addition to the work already
alluded to awaiting disposal, there are several hundred miles of road which
should be marked off through granted lands this season before the right to do
so lapses. It is not unlikely that there may have to be a temporary increase in
the number of survey parties employed during the summer to meet that and
other emergencies. If so, there is a reserve force in the senior cadets, that can be
drawn on if necessary.

I have, &c,
The Hon. William Rolleston, James McKerrow,

Minister of Lands. Surveyor-General.

6
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APPENDIX.

EXTRACTS FEOM THE REPORTS OF CHIEF SURVEYORS IN CHARGE OF SETTLE-
MENT AND SECTIONAL OPERATIONS IN DISTRICTS.

AUCKLAND.
I must preface my remarks with the statement, that owing to the unprecedented had weather
prevailing during the last three months of the year ending on the 30th June, the field work has heen
seriously retarded, and the cost thereby materially increased, so much so, that I estimate the clear
loss to the Department at £1,800.

MeanDeyree of Precision in Survey attained during the Period.—ln order to afford information as to
the mathematical closures of surveys performed during the year, and to supply data for comparison with
similarresults obtained elsewhere, I called on the Staff Surveyors to supply a tabular statement of
their field closures, of both trigonometrical and chainage work, the result of which, in as far as the
Surveyors could furnish them (some not having kept records), is appended hereto.* From this you
will observe that 54 trigonometrical closures, both major and minor, show a mean difference of 10.7
seconds in bearing, and a mean difference of 1.03links per mile in length, whilst 98 chain closures of
an aggregate length of 265.9 miles furnish a mean of 1.92 links per mile, as testedby the triangula-
tion or by traverse simply. These results which are far within the limits of error allowed by the
Regulations, are very creditable to the gentlemen producing them, and tend to induce a feeling of
confidence that no troubles will hereafter arise through titles to land based on such work.

Major Triangulation.—Under this head a total of 932,200 acres is returned at a cost of less than
a farthing per acre. The angles of the triangles have been observed with 10-inch and 6-inch instru-
ments, the lengths of the sides varying from 6to 14 miles. The portion executed by Mr. Goldsmith
was undertaken to cover a country already minor triangulated, but in which a considerable accumula-
tion of error existed. It resulted in reducing this error to small limits, whilst it at the same time
afforded another closure between the Bay of Plenty and Mount Eden circuits, showing a mean
difference of 0.5 links per mile on four sides. The larger area has been undertaken by Mr. Cussen in
continuation of his last year's work in Patetere. It covers the country frem the latter district to Lake
Taupo, and thence follows the east side of the lake into the Kaimanawa Mountains, closing on to the
Tuhirangi circuit in the Province of Wellington. Serious delays arose through the opposition of a
party of natives at the south end of the lake, and later on by the exceedingly bad weather which
caused Mr. Cussen and his party to endure great hardships and privations in the snow-covered
mountains of Kaimanawa. The closure on to the Wellington work is as follows :—

Bay of Plenty circuit side stations ... 38—43= 58722.2
Tuhirangi circuit side 88—43= 58725.6

~ 3.4 = 0.46 links per mile.
Bay of Plenty circuit side ... 38—43= 55° 48' 42"
Tuhirangi circuit side 38—43 = 55° 50' 13" -f convergence.

~ 1' 31"

This affords another example of the general excellence of the major work. The distance between
the Maketu and Maraekakaho bases through the 53 triangle composing the Bay, is 184miles. The
closure in bearing is not so good, but it is affected by a quantity (47") which should properly be
applied to the Bay of Plenty triangles, and this would then reduce the discrepancy to 44". No com-
parison ofheights can be made, for the reason that those of Tuhirangi are merely approximate ones,
obtained by myself with the aneroid in 1871, deducedfrom Napier, and are known to be inaccurate.
The whole of the 657,000 acres has been topographically sketched by Mr. Cussen, and broken up into
smaller triangles of about 4 mile sides ; but owing to the late period at which he left the field and his
subsequent illness, this work will not appear until next year's return. Twenty-two other trigonome-
trical closures were obtained during the progress ofthis work, showing a mean of 0.5 links per mile on
closure, a result which is quite in keeping with Mr. Cussen's usual careful work. The season's work
in this district has brought out the fact that the Kaimanawa Mountains are much higher than was
supposed, the highest peak being 5,700 feet. The height of Tongariro was also approximately
ascertained to be 7,515 feet, being nearly a thousand feet more than has been accepted of late years,
though the result nearly agrees with observations made by Mr. Heale, in 1868. In addition to the
work shown in return as completed, Mr. James Baber has 132,000 acres of major triangulation com-
pleted in the field, and stations up over other 172,000 acres in the Urewera country, but owing to the
inclement season and the difficulties of a country covered with dense forest without tracks, and the

* See note.
C. 3.—1.
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higher portions of which are under snow, I had to recall him in June. His maps, therefore, are not
yet complete, and the work will not appear in thereturns until next year. Mr. Baber met with con-
siderable obstructions from the natives, owing to misapprehension of the nature of the work, which
has, however, been removed by the good offices of Captain W. G. Mair, and no further obstruction is
therefore contemplated when he takes the field again next spring.

Minor Triangulation.—Of the 296,941 acres returned, over 80,000 acres were triangulated specially
in the interests ofLand Transfer Surveys, and 70,000 in the interests of Native Land Court Surveys.
The rest is in extension of the meridian to section surveys.

Topographical and Triyonometrical Surveys.—Under this heading 330,405 acres have been com-
pleted, incidentally to the " breaking down" of the major triangles for settlement surveys, the cost
per acre, is just double that of last year; but the work is of better quality, though far from
being whatI think it should be. Mr. Newmann has produced the best topographical work, his map
being very nicely drawn in sketch contours. It is a matter of regret that the large amount of
topographical information now to hand, is not made available to the public, by publishing it in shade
on the 80 chain maps.

Rural and Suburban.—The expectation expressed in last year's report, has been realised as to
quantity and price ofwork under this head. As more than three times the acreage at about one-half
the cost per acre has been completed, viz., 94,920 acres at per acre, as against 30,320 acres at
2 per acre. This is owing to largerblocks having come in for subdivision, four of them aggregating
53,000 acres. The greatest quantity of work, and at the least cost, has been produced by the younger
members of the staff. The reason being, as you are aware, that the senior surveyors are, as a rule,
engaged on the intricate and difficult work of surveying applications surrounded by old and inaccurate
surveys, where their knowledge and experience are of most service to the Government. Although the
efficiency of the public service is best secured by this course, it at the same time operates most
unfairly against the surveyors themselves, for, in addition to the unceasing care required to guard
against errors involving liabilities on behalf of the Government, and the labor involved in reconciling
discordant and inaccurate surveys with an exact system: they find at the end of the year that they
produce the least amount of work, and that at the greatest cost. These facts, though recognised by
theDepartment, are not so well understood by the public, and hence the complaints, as to delays in
attending to the wants of each particular settler. The cost of these isolated surveys, encumbered as
they are by contiguous former surveys, is very high, so much so that Government often realises very
little more than the bare cost of preparing them for sale. Under the heading of Rural Lands, must
be mentionedthe survey of 7596 acres in 44 sections by authorised surveyors, for settlers under the
Homestead clauses of the Act; but, as these are paid for by fees deposited prior to survey, they are
not included in thereturn. Native reserves are, however, included, they amount to 7511 acres in 66
sections, costing 0.87 pence per acre. During the period 7,903 acres at a cost of £1,570 6s. lid have
been surveyed, in order that old grants might issue, the data for so doing being previously deficient,
and £508 0s 6d has been spent in defining boundaries of lands sold and granted many years ago, but
which had not been marked on the ground.

Town Section Surveys.—Two hundred and thirty-five acres, in 373 allotments, at a cost of 13s.
each, have been prepared for sale. These are nearly all in villages, laid out in the new blocks
surveyed during the year.

NativeLand Court Surveys.-—A large area has been prepared for the operation of the Native Land
Court; but as the Court sat before the largest blocks couldbe completely surveyed or mapped, an area
of over 400,000 acres was shown on sketch maps and sent to the Court, which does not appear in this
year's return, but will do so in next. The surveys completed sum up 138,755acres, in 36 blocks, the
larger number having been surveyed by authorized surveyors, at schedule rates, the cost being
advanced by Government under the Act, 1880,and secured on the lands, by liens registered in the
Native Land Court. The Government staff surveyors are fully employed on other classes of
survey, and, therefore, but a small amount (25,260 acres,) has been completed by them. The survey
of native blocks executed by private surveyors at the cost of the natives, number 83, containing
303,757 acres, some of which are subdivisions of original blocks which had formerly passed the Court.
Instructions for the survey of them, involving sometimes minute directions and often a search of the
Native Land Court records, and the supplying of trigonometrical and other data, causes a very large
amount of work, which, added to the correspondence withnative applicants and agents, takes up fully
one-third of my time, and that of some of the draughtsmen. Mr. Barnard, in charge of the Poverty
Bay District, has to devote a large part of his time and that of his office assistants to this particular
branch. The Act of 1880, which allows the Government to advance the cost of survey if the
applicants wish it, is not taken advantage of to the extent it ought to be in the interests of the
natives, the principal cause operating against it being the time which elapses between the signature
of the applications and the date when they are received by me, approved for survey. During the
year, 363 applications for survey have been received from the Court for this district, a large number
of which are at present " tied up " through one cause and another.

Land Purchase Surveys.—Only 9,606 acres have been surveyed for the Land Purchase Depart-
ment in 5 blocks. If this area is added to that of the Native Land Court surveys, an area of 426,858
acres, in 113 blocks, will be found to have been prepared for the issue of titles under the Native
Land Act, when the lands shall have been all adjudicated on, besides about 400,000 acres now before
the Court on sketch plans.

Roads. —Seventy-four miles, at a cost of £11 4s. per mile, have been marked out; about half of
which quantity is in exercise of the road rights under Crown grants, the other half being roads for
immediate formation, to open Crown lands before sale, most of which has been done by Mr. Lambert.
This mileage bears a very small proportion to the amount that should be undertaken. Unless the
Legislature will extend the period for taking roads, the rights in hundreds of cases will either lapse or
have already done so. The works of actual construction carried on by the department are referred to
in another report.
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Detention and other Works. —Comprises all such services as cannot be entered in the tables, the
principal items of which are field inspection of surveys, inspection of road works by members of the
survey staff, standard surveys of towns, &c, and delays caused by obstruction of natives.

Standard Surveys of Towns. —A survey of this nature in extension of the City of Auckland Survey
of two years ago, had become so urgent owing to the rapidly-increasing number of land transfer
surveys received, that I was obliged to detail Mr. Inspector Williams to carry this on during the
months of May and June. He has already laid down a number of stone standards in the suburbs,
and by the end of July should have the survey sufficiently advanced to admit of his return to his
proper duties. A very great deal of trouble has been caused by the removal of some of the standard
points, by gas companies, and by contractors, through ignorance of their character and use ; but not-
withstanding these drawbacks, theirpractical use in affording starting and connecting points for city
surveys has been very great. The towns of Gisborne, Cambridge, Ngaruawahia, Onehunga, and
Devonport have had the survey partially applied to them, besides all new towns and villages.

Land Transfer Surveys.—A large increase in the number of plans, deposited from actual surveys,
has taken place during the past year. I have passed 164, and Mr. Barnard at Gisborne 29. The
work in this branch has kept two draughtsmen and a cadet fully employed in examining plans and
placing diagrams on the certificates' forms for the District Land Registrar. The character of the
surveys have been very good, and my requisitions have, in nearly all cases, been most willingly met
by the Surveyors employed on the work. Owing to the improved prospects of the colony generally, I
anticipate a considerable increase in the work of the ensuing season.

Inspection.—Mr. Williams has inspected a number of surveys during the season, diagrams of
which, together with those by Mr. Barnard, in charge at Gisborne, have been sent to you. In several
instances these inspections have resulted in the Surveyors having to amend their work before it could
be passed. The number of Surveyors employed in this district on work of an official or semi-official
character, whose plans have to be passed by this office, is 82 : it is manifest, therefore, that onlya small
percentage of surveys can be inspected in the field. As amatter offact it isonly thosesurveys m which
evident discrepancies or inaccuracies are rendered apparent by the office examination, that are
inspected, and, as a consequence, the diagrams you see only represent these doubtful cases. Only one
of the Staff Surveyors has had his work inspected this year. Mr. Williams experienced great trouble
in inspecting some of the large forest blocks near Rotorua—he had, in fact, to execute some minor
triangulation to accomplish it; this of course makes the work expensive. I have myself visited nine
of the survey parties in the field, and six of the road parties, travelling 2,560 miles in the sixty-nine
days I was away from the office, fifteen of which were occupied in a journey to Rotorua with yourself
and the Hon. Minister ofLands.

Office Work.—The returns of the Chief Draughtsman, Mr. Kensington, show a large amount of
work ; the greater portion, however, of officers' duties cannot be exactly specified. The large number
of Surveyors in the field, both staff and schedule, employed by the Government, together with the
private Surveyors engaged on Native Land Court and other surveys which have to pass through this,
office and be properly recorded and checked, involves a large amount of work, more indeed than can
be properly kept up to date ; the office staff not being proportionate to the field staff. A large
number of sittings of the Native Land Court have been held in different parts of the North Island
during the year, the majority of the plans for which have to be sorted out, compared with advertised
descriptions of boundaries, and then transmitted to the Courts. After each sitting, all the plans are
returned here for custody, and the orders made, noted, and communicated to the Chief Surveyors of
other districts, whilst for those in this district, where subdivisions, &c, are ordered, instructions,
accompanied with tracings, have to be prepared and issued to the Surveyors. During the season the
Draughtsmen have got out 300 block sheets, bringing the total number up to 960, prepared during
the last five and a half years, on each of which more or less work is plotted.

The number of lithographs printed in this district has been considerably less this year, the cost
has been, including drawing-printing and paper, £115 25., whilst the sales have amounted to £75. I
regret to say that a large number of the 80-chain lithographs are out of print. Indifferent as they
were, they have saved the Department, in tracings alone, three or four times their cost.

I shall be able to send you within a fortnight the first sheet of the 4-mile map of the province,
which has been in hand, off and on, for nearly two years. The number of marginal plans placed on
Crown grants, certificates of title, native memorials and certificates, and copies of the latter sent to
other districts, under the direction of Mr. Kennedy, CrownGrant Draughtsman, is equivalent to 2,139,
whilst the Gisborne Office has placed on N.L.C Order and other forms, 140. Mr. Sturtevant, in charge
of theLand Transfer Branch, has prepared marginal plans for 593 certificates, mortgages, &c, in
duplicate, thus showing a total of 3,465 marginal plans. The number of certificates and grants on
hand to be prepared, amount to 290, a large number ofwhich cannot be made out for want of surveys.
Fox roads taken and closed under the Public Works Act, 90 plans and descriptions have been passed.
The correspondence relating to the business of the Department, is increasing, more especially that in
the Maori language, Mr. Johnston, the accountant, has passed through his hands 1,620 vouches, repre-
senting £55,052 17s. 4d, which includes the survey, homesteads, roads, and Great North Road
expenditure. The refunds for " services rendered" (surveys, &c.,) amount to £557 12s lOd, which has
been paid to public account.

Work for the ensuing Season, 1882-3.—A reference to the monthly abstract will show that we
have on hand, for which instructions have been issued to the surveyors:—Triangulation, 1,676 square
miles; rural and suburban, 88,004 acres; native blocks, 271,000; roads, 239 miles. This amount
will take the staff fully twelve months to get through, without counting work which will come in from
time to time, out of this total, about 15,000 acres of rural land is subject to the same difficulties, as to
survey as much of last year's work, i.e., it is adjacent to old surveys. I hope that the blank space on
the map, known as the Urewera country, will disappear during next summer, and its natural features
become known as the triangulation covers it. There are some very large blocks ready for survey
there, which the native owners wish to pass through the court and obtain a title for. During the past
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season one surveyor (Mr. Clayton) has left, and two young surveyors have been transferred from
Southland. In a few months time two of the cadets here will have completed their three years of
service, and will be available for more responsible work. With your sanction I have informed all the
field cadets, that before passing they will be required to spend some time in theroads branch, in order
to acquire a practical knowledge of the construction of roads and minor bridges.

S. Percy Smith,
Chief Surveyor.

HAWKE'S BAY.
Trigonometrical Surveys.—One party under Mr. Hallett has been engaged for six months on the

minor triangulation and topographical survey of the tract of country on the coast linebetween Cape
Kidnappers and Black Head, and extending inland from 10to 20 miles. So far very satisfactory
progress has been made: the area finished and mapped is 99,170 acres. In connection with the
triangulation, standard traverses have been laid down in the townships on the plains. Mr. Hallett
has also carried on a major triangulation over his minor stations, the observations being taken with a
good 7-inch instrument. The other small triangulations have been made in conjunction withroad
surveys. The total area triangulated is 162,210 acres ; cost, £714 7s.

Settlement or Section Surveys.—The arrears having been worked off, the area completed is less
than in former years. The survey into sections of the Tikokeno Native Reserve, on which Mr. Rich
was engaged, proved a tiresome and difficult piece of work, giving at least twice the surveying that a
similar subdivision in new country would occasion. To illustrate the bother of reconciling old pegs
and fences, it will be sufficient to state one case, where, on the boundary of an 80-acre property, there
is a difference of 132 links in 63£ chains, from the Crown granted distances, between the corners as
fenced. The owner has made a declaration that he fenced by the pegs. The total area ofrural
lands sectionized is 19,441 acres; cost, £1,475 6s. 6d.

Road Surveys.—Here again Messrs. Laing, Rich, and Irvine complain that the old surveys cause
additional labour, and materially increase the cost of their work, through the difficulty they experience
in connecting the traverses with the boundaries of sections and native blocks. During the year 99
miles have been surveyed at a cost of £809 2s. 6d.- Land -Transfer Surveys.—A standard traverse of the town of Napier has been entrusted to Mr.
James Rochfort, satisfactory progress is being made. The Borough Council contributes one half of
the cost of the survey. Bench marks havebeen laid downby Mr. Hallett, in the townships of Meanee,
Taradale, Clive, Hastings and Havelock, other inland places will be provided for as the triangulations
are extended. The area surveyed by licensed surveyors, and examined by the draughtsman, is
18,406acres, in 460 allotments on 46 maps. A number of land transfer surveys have been checked
on the ground.

Proposed Operations and Work on Hand, 1882-83.—Triangulation.—The trig and topographical
surveys will be continued by Mr. Hallett, over the Kidnapper, Oero, Waimarama and Pourere districts,
about 300,000 acres. Assistant surveyors Messrs. Laing and Irvine, will carry on triangulations in
connection with theroad surveys.

Section Surveys.—The area in progress in the field is 19,321 acres, leaving 8,037 acres on hand.
Should the upset price of Crown land be reduced to the market value, there will probably be calls on
the Department for the survey of an additional 30,000 acres.

NativeLand Court Surveys.—The causes which were mentioned in last year's report, as operating
against the survey of native lands, are still in existence. Under these circumstances the only course
to adoptis to leave them alone, nothing the survey department can do is likely to move the opposing
claimants into consenting to surveys. The Native Land Court is now engaged on the Waikire-
Mohaka confiscated block, particulars concerning the surveys inside this block were reported to you
in January last. The area to be surveyed is 237,000 acres in ten blocks. The estimated cost of the
surveys is £2,600, survey of blocks one penny an acre, minor triangulation one half penny an acre,
loads 130 miles at £7 a mile. If the triangulation block surveys and roads are made at the same
time, the cost will be reduced by one-third.

Roads.—The mileage on hand for survey is 145 miles, which covers the pressing demands, but
new cross or country roads are constantly being asked for by settlers. The moving of survey parties
from one district to another to secure the roads before the rights lapse, entails extra expense, which,
under existing conditions, cannot be helped. In connection with triangulation, Mr. Hallett will lay
out roads in each district. Messrs. Laing and Irvine will be engaged in the Wairoa County on roads
through native blocks.

Horace Baker, Chief Surveyor.

TARANAKI.
Trianyulation.—Under this head 146,000 acres have been completed at a rate of 2d. per acre.

22,000 acres form the long desired link in the chain of triangulation round the coast, the accomplish-
ment of which has, until this year, been strenuously and sucessfuily resisted by the natives. The
close of the two series is at the rate of -3 link per mile. The remaining 123,000 (combined with
topography) lies in the interior, between Stratford and the Wanganui River, at Tangarakau. This
country is densely wooded, and difficult of access, making the work exceptionally arduous, and the
moderate rate (under the circumstances) is due to Mr. H. M. Skeets' untiring energy. There has been
no opportunity of verifyingthis by closures on to other series, or bases, as it is but a portion of a series
that will form a junction with the northern one near Waitara ; but the doses of polygons evidence
careful work, thus, '4, -9, -8 links per mile.

Settlement Work.—The return shows 35,572 acres of rural and suburban. This has been sub-
divided into sections, averaging 89 acres, at a cost of Is. 7£d. per acre. But this hardly represents the
actual state of the operations of this nature; for besides that amount there is a further area of 27,000
acres under survey, 22,000 of which is all but completed. Of the 35,522 acres finished, about one-
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sixth is open, the remainder level forest land. This, together with that now being operated upon, is
generally of such good quality, and some so superior, that its ready sale may be predicted, at prices
ranging from £1 to £7 per acre.

NativeLand Court.—Only 100 acres appear on the return, this being the only survey paid for by
the Government. There is a lien lodged, but the amount has not yet been repaid. A Surveyor has
been most of the summer engaged upon the Mangaotuku Block, but has lately had to desist, in conse-
quence of the defficultyand heavy expense in prosecuting such work in the winter season ; the survey
will be resumed early in the spring. There has been the supervision of other blocks, the Surveyors
ofwhich have been engaged and paid by the natives themselves ; arrangements having been entered
into, prior to the coming into force of the Act of 1880.

Railways.—Surveys for landplans have been completed of 12J miles of line, theremaining 14
miles in hand is well forward. In this work great difficulty has been experienced, the lines running
through districts, the surveys of which were made in some cases forty years since; and in no case have
we had the good fortune to come on modern work. It is almost unnecessary for me to allude to the
immense amount of detail work thereby involved, as it is so obvious. For land transfer purposes it
is imperative that the piece of ground dealt with should be so defined as to enable the depicting with
certainty theparticular portion of the section of which it forms a part; and here is the difficulty, for
not only has that section to be determined on the ground, but it often entails a traverse of four to
five times the length of the piece of land to be dealt with, when the Surveyor is compelled to extend
his investigation to several sections beyond, on finding overlapping, which often occurs.

West Coast Commission.—The expenditure incurred on account of this particular service (including
£100 for inspection and office work,) has been £834 ss. 3d. This work has been laying out reserves
and hapu divisions. By agreement, the department undertook the whole of the West Coast Com-
mission surveys from Waingongoro to Taungatara, and Moutoti to Waiweranui. One of the main
reasons for this arrangement was, that owing to a great amount of the work being so intermingled
with our sectional work, we could ofnecessity do it very economically. The surveys of the hapu and
other reserves on the Waimate and Titahi Blocks have cost only 6fd. per acre. The cutting out of
20,000 acres, reserve atParihaka, cost £326 4s. Besides this there were some surveys seaward, ofsmall
reserves or burial grounds, which cost £28 18s. 5d., and other works in the Otauto Reserve, costing
£11 10s.. Summing up the whole, we have 33,420 acres, with 29 divisions, costing 5-Jd. per acre ;
which, with other charges for work done, mentioned above, amount in all to £834 ss. 3d. As the
foregoing might be somewhat misleading without explanation, I wouldremark that the above cannot
be made a basis for calculation of the cost of theremaining survey work to be done by the West Coast
Commission, as the conditions have been more favorable than are to be expected in the future. These
are in large blocks, good country, and half of the area mixed up in a measure with our settlement
work, while the residue will be affected in a reverse manner, viz., smaller areas, rough country, and a
great deal of it isolated.

Other Work.—The amount of £2,804 3s. 4d. includes work in progress, viz., 27,000 acres upon
which £2,087 have been expended to date. The balance is for various kinds of work, such as inspec-
tion, west line, University Reserve, &c.

Inspection.—Three inspections have been made by Mr. Bird, thirty-three by myself; and it is a
pleasing duty that I have to perform, in bringiug to your notice the very excellent work done by the
officers of the staff. I find that in no case has the closing error in meridian and perpendicular
distance exceeded 16 links, and this special one was a traverse of 6 miles, wholly in forest, with no
triangulation to lean upon, closing on to another surveyor's of 3 miles, making in all 9 miles.
Another case has 13 links in 5-J- miles, and no other exceeds 8, the highest rate being 3-8 per mile,
and the mean 1-9. On examining my field checks, which have from timeto time been forwarded to
you, I find that I have traversed 385 chains of different surveyors' work, the greatest difference has
been at the rate of 2-8 links per mile, and I differ only 5-3 in the aggregate. The bearings have been
equally good. I have tested them astronomically in the middle of traverses, with a maximum error
of 1' 15".

Future Operations.—The work for the ensuing season will be the completion of settlement surveys
now in hand, and also all theremaining area, about 20,000 acres, of available land between Wain-
gongoro and Taungatara. When this is completed, I propose to take up settlement work to the
eastward of the Mountain Road, in the Huiroa District, near the Waitara, and also in the Ngaire and
Hawera, at the back of Whareroa. Surveys will also be proceeded with inland of Patea, as well as the
subdivision of the University Reserve. Mr. Skeet will continue thetriangulation he has now in hand
through to the coast at Waitara. It is more than probable that a series will also have to be carried
up into the Mokau country, as a basis for the Native Land Court surveys in that locality. During
the year there appears to have been a thorough change in the attitude of the natives in regard to the
survey of their lands, which was fully borne out in the Land Courts lately held at New Plymouth and
Waitara, when the claims on about 200,000 acres (a large portiou of it in the Mokau country) were
investigated and interlocutory orders issued. Hitherto comparatively few Native Land Court surveys
have been done, but, now that the ice is broken, it is probable there will be heavy calls for surveys of
this nature in the future.

Office Work.—There has been the usual plotting of surveyors' work on the office block sheets,
reducing and drafting them on the Crown grant record and other maps of smaller scales. A good
deal of time has been occupied in the preparation of Crown grants for West Coast Commission. Of
Crown grants proper, 68 have been prepared, and 467 certificates of title in lieu of Crown grants.
The drawing of the maps on the latter was done by contract, but the work of drafting descriptions,
checking, and recording fell upon the office staff. 60 deposited maps under Land Transfer Act have
been examined and passed, and 847 plans drawn on ordinary certificates of title for the Land Transfer
Office. Mounted tracings of 42 working block sheets have heen prepared and forwarded to the Land
Offices at Patea and Hawera, and 11 drawings made for photolithographing.

Thos. Humphries,
Chief Surveyor.
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WELLINGTON.
Taking the surveys in the order in which they are arranged in the General Return, I have to

remark in regard to :—
Minor Triangulation. —That the small area 4,540 acres, executed under this head, was effected

by Messrs. Sicely and Tone, in detached pieces to govern their sectional surveys.
Topographical and Trigonometrical Survey.—With the exception of 5,700 acres returned by Mr.

John Annabell, in the Waipakura Survey District, Messrs. Llewellyn Smith and G. A. Northcroft
executed the triangulation, the greater part falling in the Kopuaranga and Puketoi districts. Mr.
Annabells' work cost 4fd per acre, the cost is reasonable, taking into consideration the great number
of stations which had to be cleared of forest in the small area, covered by his triangles. The total
area triangulated sums 178,975 acres, and theaverage cost per acre amounts to 1-J-d, a most satisfac-
tory result as the country operated upon, comprises forest clad hills and parts of the Tararua and
Puketoi Ranges; some localities being so inaccessible that the surveyors had to cut tracks, and swag
their equipment and supplies to distant points. Mr. Llewellyn Smith's triangulation was extended
northward from his last season's work, and embraced the Forty-mile Bush country, surrounding Mount
Bruce, extending westward to the ranges: this has enabled the sectional surveys in the vicinity of
Mauriceville to be started, and carried on with all requisite checks. In Mr. Northcrofts' Puketoi
triangulation, errors of observation average 10", and the discrepancies in polygonal closures average
o'7 link per mile ; his maps are not only neatly drawn, but they are thoroughly complete and prac-
tical, with a careful attention to details. During his explorations he discovered a favorable route for
a road through the Puketoi Ranges, from Pahiatua towards Aohanga, which cannot fail to be of
importance when settlement extends eastward of the lower Tiraumea valley. As the present seems
to be a convenient time to review the results of the various triangulations, which have been executed
in this district in recent years, I have the honor to request your attention to enclosure marked A,
which sets forth some interesting particulars of comparisons made between the several triangulations
and their bases.

Rural and Suburban Surveys.—With the exception of a few hundred acres, the settlement surveys
comprised forest lands. The area returned for the year totals to 47,101 acres, and the cost Is. 9fd.
per acre, being an advance upon that of the preceding three years. This is due to the high rate of
Messrs. Snowden and Foster's work, to the expense caused by the extra labor bestowed by the staffin
exploring road routes and running trial lines, and the increased cost of traversing the intricate grades
in back country. Mr. Snowden accounts for the costliness of his survey (3s. 2d. an acre,) to loss of
time in surveying and readjusting boundaries of defective prior work. Mr. Foster points out that his
block, which cost 4s. per acre to sectionize, adjoins some unsatisfactory old work, and that he
had to alter his road lines more than once to conform to the views of the engineer who has charge of
the constructive works. Notwithstanding the large cost of these two blocks, and the additional
expense of cutting more back lines than usual, the average cost of the whole is not excessive. Being
fully sensible of the importance of attending to the inspection of the field operations, I devoted a large
proportion of time during the past twelve months to this duty. This enabled me to examine and get
a thorough knowledge of all the country comprised in the surveys, to carefully inspect the road lines
laid off by the staff, to verify their work, to see that they were proceeding in a judicious and
economical manner. I had also ample opportunities of conferring with them upon all points con-
nected with their duties. Every member of the staff was visited, several of them twice, and many
three times. In all twenty-two visits were made to the survey camps. Sixteen check diagrams and
special reports were forwarded to you. In addition fourteen inspections of the work of nine private
surveyors were effected, and twenty check diagrams submitted for your scrutiny. Mr. District
Surveyor Dundas made five of the above inspections in a thorough and able manner. The examina-
tion of the surveys of Messrs. Dundas, Knowles, Annabell, and Tone afforded me much pleasure by
reason of the practical and finished manner in which they were performed. Messrs. Struthers and
Thompson also are fast becoming experienced in the various branches of their profession, I append
a schedule (B.), prepared by Captain Hewitt, which shows the quality of the work executed during the
year. This, I think, will be considered to reflect credit upon the staff. Mr. J. D. Climie's standard
traverses, of which samples are given, are considered as accurate in their determinations as those by
minor triangulation. The other samples of work have been taken from the tabulations of traverses
executed in hilly forest country, where frequent checks were impossible, and where, from the shortness
of the lines, steepness of the ground, and other causes, instrumental and linear errors are apt to
accumulate to the detriment of the work. The return contains fair samples of general work per-
formed. There were no new townships laid off in this district.

The Native Land Court and Land Purchase Surveys accomplished by the staff, included two blocks
of 6,087 acres, at a cost of 9|d. an acres. The contract surveys defined were 16 sections, comprising
1,015 acres, at a cost of Is. BJd. an acre. In addition twenty plans were received from authorized
surveyors, representing 10,898 acres, which were surveyed at the expense of the natives, and not paid
for in the first instance by the Government. It will be noticed that the area surveyed falls far short
of thereturns of former years, the main causes being—(l) Less activity in the operations of the Land
Purchase Department; and (2) The completion of arrears of defective surveys. The only cases in
which undue delay now occurs in furnishing reliable plans of claim in this district, are those for
which private surveyors or their employers are responsible.

Land Transfer Surveys.—The road traverses are permanently pegged and marked by iron
tubes, and as the work is carefully done they serve as an excellent basis for the surveys of
licensed Surveyors. In the towns progress has been made with the standard traverses. Those
of Masterton, Bulls, and Wellington City being complete, those of Wanganui and Marton are
in progress. A large expenditure has been incurred by the Survey Department upon these; in
the case of the city it amounts to £1,495 ; it may be desirable, therefore, to give an account of the
operations, and the advantages which they are expected to secure. The following is an outline of the
manner in which the survey was conducted. (1.) A triangulation of the city and suburbs was effected,
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incorporating as many of the points used in the traverses as possible, this triangulation being ulti-
mately reduced to the mean of the best base lines measured within the city. (2.) Traverses were
made of all streets, the lines being kept, when practicable, about 20 links from the building frontages
on the northern and eastern sides ofthe streets, so that the concrete blocks marking their extremities
cleared the side drains. Measurements were made with steel tapes and straining gear, each chain
being marked by a line on sheet lead let into boards ; corrections were applied for temperature
and reduction to the horizontal; angles were turned several times and mean values adopted;
preference was given to the measurements where the work was rectangular. Offsets were taken from
lines run parallel to the standard lines, on the sides of each street, close to the fences and buildings,
the tape being kept in range by theodolite from end to end. The advantages resulting from the
survey are:—(a.) Excellent plans, representing the buildings, fences, and other details of occupation,
besides the bearings and lengths of traverse lines and the offsets therefrom, (b.) The accuracy and
completeness of the survey and plans should frequently enable the public to ascertain the position of
their properties without further survey; and if survey be necessary to get it done at a small fraction
of the cost formerly involved, as surveyors will be enabled to make surveys with facility, and the
Department can verify the work promptly and economically.

The accompanying tracing illustrates the style of mapping adopted for representing the survey,
and I think it will be conceded that, taken as a whole, the work presents the essential features of
accuracy, completeness, utility, with the further advantages of future saving ofexpense to the citizens
by reason of the facility with which they can now have their properties surveyed. Surveyors need
not be told that the standard lines will enable them to effect in a few hours what previously was an
impossibility, even with days of labour, viz., the execution of a survey of a holding, referred to recog-
nisable and indisputable permanent points.

Road Surveys.—Of the 76f miles of road surveys, part were undertaken by Messrs. Annabell and
Sicely, in the Wanganui and Rangitikei Districts, to secure public highways, under the powers
conferred by " The Crown Grants Act, 1866." The Department has co-operated with the local
governing bodies, when desired, in this important matter. It would be well if more attention were
devotedby some of the County Councils and Road Boards to this question whilst time permits of
action being taken. There are tracts of country in this district which are not sufficiently intersected
by roads, although hundreds of acres of " road allowance" were included in the Crown grants of the
estates for that purpose.

Miscellaneous.—The return appended hereto of " other work" furnishes particulars of the miscel-
laneous duties of the staff, such as, report on the Taonui swamp drainage ; legalising Foxton-Otaki
road ; standard surveys of Wellington City and Bulltown; besides various surveys of boundaries
required by the public,

Office.—Regarding the office duties, Mr. James McKenzie, the Chief Draughtsman, reports that
notwithstanding the reductions made in the number of officers employed, satisfactory progress has
been made, and that the draughtsmen were attentive and industrious in the performance of their
duties. There are now 89Crown grant and 32 land transferrecord plans, 78 trigonometrical diagrams,
26 topographical and 247 block sheets, besides manygeneral compilations. The trigonometrical plans
are for the main part complete, the other plans comprises only new surveys and the surrounding old
work. Mr. Mason, in charge of the land transfer, and Mr. Tronson of the Native Land Court
branches, gave every attention to the wants of the public, and kept their mapping arrears within
small limits. In reference to publishing the survey plans, I have to state that during the year the
whole of the Hutt and Wairarapa East and West County lithographs were completed and revised,
and forwarded to the head office for republication.

Future Operations.—The following proposed survey operations for the current year are submitted
for your approval:—Mr. Dundas to extend triangulation over the Apiti and Hautapu Districts, and
superintend the sectional surveys and road works on the Otamakapua and Pohangina Blocks.; Mr.
Foster to continue his sectional surveys in South Mauriceville ; Mr. Llewellyn Smith to subdivide the
country south of Eketahuna and Mangaone Blocks; Mr. Northcroft to extend his Puketoi triangula-
tion northward and westward to embrace the Mangaone, Mangahao, and Makuri Districts; Mr. J. D.
Climie has in hand 150,000 acres of triangulation in the Rimutaka and Pencarrow Districts, of which
90,000 acres would have been completed lastyear if the weatherhad not been so unfavourable. He has
in hand arrears of sectional surveys, amounting to 8,000 acres ; Mr. John Annabell to triangulate the
Nukumaru District, complete the standard survey of Wanganui Town, sectionize West Tokomaru,
and lay off and legalize roads; Mr. Sicely to finish Marton standard survey, Paraekaretu back
boundary survey, exercise his warrant in legalizing roads, superintend clearing of Murimotu Road,
and extend triangulation in the Tiriraukawa District; Mr. N. J.Tone has in hand the West Carterton
and Manahawea sectional surveys. He might take up the subdivision of Crown lands north of
Rangitumau trigonometrical station, and from time to time legalize certain roads required in the
Wairarapa East and West Counties; Mr. G. Struthers, who is at present employed on sectional
work in the Awhea District, can undertake the triangulation of the Haurangi and Kaiwaka Districts ;
Mr. C. W. H. Thompson to take up and complete the East Pohangina sectional surveys ; Mr. A. E.
Ashcroft'is engaged in laying off roads in the Tinui District for the Highway Board. It is proposed to
send him to Wanganui to co-operate with Mr. Annabell; Messrs. Greville and Crombie, if approved,
will be detached to assist in the Forty-Mile Bush surveys; and Mr. Knowles is at present on sick
leave of absence.

The areas which appear desirable to be surveyed under the different heads, are as follows :—
Standard bearings, Upper Rangitikei and North-east Wanganui, 2,000 square miles; minor trian-
gulation and topographical surveys, 430,000 acres ; settlement survey, 43,000 acres; and road
surveys, 50 miles.

In addition to the above, there are many miscellaneous surveys required which it seems unneces-
sary to particularise.

J. W. A. Marchant,
Chief Surveyor.
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NELSON.
Topographical and Trigonometrical Survey. —Under this head an area of 116,123 acres has been

executed, at an average cost of 2d. nearly. With the exception of the area covered by Messrs. Smith
and Thompson in theAmuri District, the remainder has been chiefly extension of triangles sufficient
only to cover outlying sectional surveys. In the Collingwood District, Mr. C. Lewis has in hand
triangulation ; but being employed also on sectional and mining surveys, and his services having been
required for road exploration during three months of the summer season, but slow progress has been
made there. A portion of the Grey District, lying round the Kopara Lakes, and in the Haupiri
District must, if possible, be taken in hand next year, in order to locate a number of outlying applica-
tions, and triangles should be extended up the Ahaura Valley to connect with the work of Messrs.
Thompson and Smith in the Amuri District, lying on the other side ofthe main range. The officers
named above have 130,000 acres of triangulation well in hand, which cannot be returned this year.
Most of the stations were erected and partially observed, when the winter set in with heavy snow-
storms, compelling a cessation of their arduous work and a return of their parties to the lower lying
lands. During the past season, exceptionally high winds were experienced, which greatly retarded
their operations.

Rural Sectional Surveys.—The work executed during the past year shows an increase in the
number of surveys made, and a larger area as compared with the work of the previous year, viz., 457
sections of an area of 42,056 acres, as against 395 sections containing 31,349 acres surveyed in
1880-81, while the average cost per acre is slightly less. The whole of this area may be classed as
" isolated sections in bush," among old surveys, requiring revision.

Mining Surveys.—To the above must be added 186 surveys of mining sections, making a total of
643 sections, with an area of 45,251 acres of an average size of 70 acres. The mining surveys are all
situated in rough broken mountain ranges, covered with bush, at altitudes reaching up to 4,500 feet.
During the past year a great impetus was given to quartz-mining by good returns having been
obtained from several low level leads, at a greater depth than had been previously worked, and also
new indications of auriferous quartz having been found in the several parts of the coast, nearly
simultaneously. A large area of auriferous cement composed of a white conglomerate of sandstone
and quartz pebbles in Sankey's and Murray Creek localities, hitherto worked in a primitive way, has
been applied for under lease, for the purpose of working more systematically by companies, while
mineral leases are being applied for to work for minerals other than gold, the existence of hematite,
antimony, native platinum tin and silver ores having been found. Leases have also been applied for
to work auriferous quartz on the upper slopes of Mount Owen, at an elevation of 4,500 above sea-
level, near which a seam of coal 14 feet 6 inches thick is reported. The excitement caused, became
general, and a rush of applications took place for mining and mineral leases, many being in localities
far away from previous surveys and on old workings, abandoned for want of funds and other causes.
This taxed the energies of this branch of the department to the utmost in meeting the demand for
surveys, and five surveyors have been employed, viz., Messrs. Montgomerie, Snodgrass, Jennings,
Bullard (Cadet), and Mr. E. Young, authorized Surveyor. One hundred and eighty-six applications
for leases have been surveyed, averaging 17 acres (with mineral leases), and there still remains 180 on
hand on 30th June. Nineteen applications having been made during the last month, and, if they
continue, I shall have to ask for more assistance, as at present rural section survey is falling into
arrears again in that part of the district.

Land Transfer Work.—During the year 144 plans have been examined and passed, and 314 plans
placed on certificate of title. As the arrears of Crown grants had been overtaken in the previous
year, only 5 have been prepared, and 8 certificates of title for sections purchased, have been issued.
Purchase has been completed of 60 rural sections, of which for 23 we have sufficient data to issue
certificates, and 37 require revision survey before they can be prepared, and in addition to the last
there are 40 town sections on magnetic surveyrequiring revision for certificates of title. Mr. F. Curtis
only is employed on the above work, and requires assistance to prevent the work accumulating, as
little assistance can be given him by other officers.

Office Work.—During the year three cadets have left the office for field work, and one office and
one field .cadet taken on. Mr. J. Knyvett has been temporarily employed for six months as clerk and
assistant draftsman. Mr. D. Brown is in charge of the plotting work, and arrears are accumulating
of surveys requiring to be placed on block sheets. Plans of 643 sectional and mining surveys have
been examined and passed during the year, and another plotting draftsman is required, all the other
officers being fully employed. Mr. J. Pollock, with Mr.P. Carrington's assistance, has been employed
mostly in preparing sectional and mining leases. 601 plans have been placed on 394 leases and
licenses containing 210,839 acres, and there are now 165 leases awaiting preparation. Besides the
issuing of new leases, there is a current work of preparing new leases for the renewals, after the first
term of years, during which they are held, has expired ; and also of preparing fresh leases for rural
and mining sections, which, after having been held, are cancelled or forfeited from various causes, the
surveys of which, having been once made, do not appear in field work again. 5 Crown grant record
maps, 47 new block sheets, and 2 application maps, have been constructed, and 96 tracings, with other
information, have been furnished to Commissioner of Crown Lands, and others. A sketch map has
been compiled, from additional data collected in the field, of 170,000 acres of pastoral run country,
reported on and personally inspected by Chief Surveyor, assisted by Messrs. Smith & Thompson,
previously to being submitted to public auction. Reports and sketch plans have been forwarded of
explorations by Mr. C. Lewis, for practicable lines of road to connect the East and West Coasts, also
the table landand Mount Arthur District with Takaka. I have also compiled, from all the sources
available, the results of previous explorations and observation into one sketch map, extending from
the Gouland Downs, on the north, to the Lyell Eanges, on the south, and Mount Arthur Ranges, on
the east, and have condensed all the information obtainable to date, in a report on the nort-west
portion of the district, which has been already forwarded toyou. The correspondence with Surveyors,
other departments, County Councils, Road Boards, and the public, together with the accounts of the
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department, is more than I can manage, although assisted by Mr. H. Trent, Chief Draughtsman,
and occasionally a cadet for recording, This work also seriously interferes with the duties of the
Chief Draughtsman on whom the chief part falls. 2,080 letters have been recorded as received and
sent during the year, and I must ask for the assistance of an officer as clerk and draughtsman. The
total cost of office, including general inspection by Chief Surveyor, amounts to £2,082 18s. lOd. A
fireproof safe has been erected during the year at a cost of £259 6s. In this shortly the whole of the
plans and most valuable documents of the office will be placed in security.

Arrears of Sectional Surveys.—The arrears of applications unsurveyed on 30th June, 1881, were
611 of 102,353acres, and on 30th June, 1882, amounted to 524, containing 91,121 acres. During
the past year, 194 applications for 14,570 acres have been received. The overtaking of the old arrears
of applications is very slow work, the present staff having to deal with current applications and also
with other work, comprising road surveys, triangulation, exploration, revision of old surveys, and
mining surveys, which last has been the main work on the West Coast. The employment of several
authorised surveyors, paid by fees deposited for cost of survey, has enabled me to prevent new arrears
of unsurveyed applications accumulating, and to work a little into past arrears. If a sum is provided
for cost of surveying old applications in arrear, on which no deposit for survey has been made, and
also for revision of boundaries of present leasehold sections (now on magnetic meridian); where
necessary for locating new applications, considerably more workin overtaking old arrears can be made
next year. By the above means and the survey of about 30,000 acres in theAmuri district, now in
hand by Messrs. Smith and Thompson, the old arrears should be reduced to small compass. The
previous arrears on mining surveys, which at 30th June, 1881, had been overtaken and worked off on
the West Coast; owing to the great rush of applications during the present year have now accumu-
lated to 180 surveys in arrear, to begin the ensuing year with. The amount of fees remaining on
deposit in the Reefton district, amounts to £1,975. New arrears are, however, arising from other
sources. With nearly 400,000 acres of leasehold sections on old magnetic survey,having a purchasing
clause, revision is necessary before certificates of title can be issued, when purchases are completed,
and slow progress is made. No more revision is being done at present than is necessary to locate the
older and current applications on the ground. The purchase of these leasehold sections is being
completed each month in every part of the district, from Cape Farewell to the Grey, forming another
set of " isolated surveys." The surveyors take these up where they are found to adjoin other work in
hand, but the delay which must arise in many cases, is a great source of dissatisfaction to purchasers.
The work done in revision survey, however, though slowly proceeding, is beginning to tell, and will do
so more each year ; thus of 23 leaseholds of which the purchase was completed, the surveys had been
revised, and certificates of title can be issued at once. Of others requiring revision before title can be
given, there has been during the past year, the purchase completed of 37 rural sections, containing
4,691 acres, and 40 town sections on magnetic survey, where standard lines are required to be laid
down. The present conditions of title ofland, held under freehold, is a great source of complaint from
the public. Crown grants have been issued on the magnetic meridian from record maps, compiled by
the building up of sections on each other, having no connection with fixed points. In most cases the
diagrams and descriptions on old Crown grants, when presentedfor operation under theLand Transfer
Act, cannot be accepted as correct, and the responsible officer is held to be obstructive. Some portions.
of the past year have been very wet, which has retarded operations, and the whole work of the year
has been executed in rough broken ranges, heavily timbered, and in scattered localities.

John S. Browning, Chief Surveyor.
MARLBOROUGH.

Trianyulation.—Since my report of the 30th June, 1881, detailing the operations under the
heading completed to date, Mr. Wilson has extended major and minor triangulation southward to the
Ure River. The triangulation amounting to 320,700 acres is carried over open country ranging in
height from the sea level to 5000 feet. The field work and computations are finished, and the prepa-
ration of the trignometrical and topographical sheets is all that is required to complete the work. Mr.
Wilson, assisted by the office, is now engaged on those plans, which I hope to be able to return as
completed before the spring sets in. The greatest difference in closing the major triangulation on
itself, equals 2-4 links on a side of 71,730-2 links or -27 link in a mile. The minor triangulation in
two instances giving a difference of 1-8 and 1-7 links to amile; theaverage close, however, being only
•8 link to a mile. The calculated bearings between five geodesical stations, comprised in the work,
show a difference between standard and calculated bearings, ranging from three seconds (3") up to a
fraction over eight seconds (8"). With the object of obtainingfurther connections with the Wellington
triangulation across Cook Strait, efforts were made by means of the heliotrope to observe from Trig
E, Arapawa District, near Tory Channel, about 42 miles to Mount Matthews, Wellington. A clear
sight to Weld's Cone, 42 miles distant, was obtained, the difference between the deduced and observed
bearing from E, on Weld's Cone, being a fraction only over eight seconds (8"); unfortunately,'how-
ever, during the whole time (nearly a month) Mr Wilson was engaged on this work, the weather was
most unfavorable for observing towards Wellington, either a dense mist hanging over the strait, or a
haziness in the atmospheretowards Mount Matthews, preventing signals being seen, he had, therefore,
most reluctantly to abandon the attempt for a time. During the progress of the triangulation, obser-
vations were taken to Tapuaenuka (Mount Odin) the summit peak of the inland Kaikoura Range,
from 5 trigonometrical stations, the mean height deduced therefrom is found to be 9,461 feet, above
the mean sea level. (Stanford's map,published 1864, givesthe height as 9,700 feet). The comparison.
of the heights for the five (5) stations is as follows : Differences

Links Feet from mean.
Blairich 160,019-3 = 9,4597 2-
Malvern 91,454-9 = 9,460 I'7
Ned 222,041 = 9,464-6 2-9
Weld's Hill 96,320-5 = 9,470-3 8-6
G 219,074-8 = 9,454-2 7-5

157,782-1 9,461-7 mean.
C. 3.-2.
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Mr. Wilson reports as a probable explanation of the difference between some of the results that
the angles were not all taken under the same conditions, as on several occasions the top of the
mountain was covered with snow, whilst on others it was entirely clear. All the observations, both
of the major and minor triangles, were taken with a 6-inch Troughton & Simms transit theodolite.

Rural and Section Survey. — The returns show under this heading that 16,532 acres of
section survey, in 20 sections, and 2,993 acres of revision surveys, in 44 sections, have
been completed during the year, in detail as follows:—Seven sections (804 acres,) at
an average cost of Is. 6d. per acre, principally bush, surveyed on application for auction,
or for selection under the deferred payment system. Eight sections (13,127 acres,) Awatere
Shearing Reserve Block, partly open and partly manuka scrub, at an average cost of 4Jd. per acre.
Two sections (2,000 acres,) Endowment Block for the Borough of Picton, at an average cost of IOJd.
per acre. (The major portion of these sections is covered with heavy bush, and a great deal of pre-
liminary work had to be done in setting out street lines and establishing the town boundary on the
one side, and clearing hill tops on the watersheds forming the boundaries on the other sides, thus
adding to the expense of survey.) Forty-four sections (2,993 acres,) of revision surveys, principally
bush, at an average cost of Is. Id. per acre. (The above are mostly detached sections scattered about
in the various bays of Pelorus Sound, the average cost includes traverses and sub. trig, connections
with trig, points.) Three sections (601 acres,) open country, adjoining old surveys, at an average
cost of Is. 5fd. per acre.

Gold Mining and Mineral Lease Surveys.—Of gold mining surveys 123 acres in 9 sections have
been surveyed at an average cost of 14s. Bd. per acre. These gold mining surveys are in the Wairau
and Pelorus Mining District, at Deep Creek, and Dead Horse Creek, in the Wakamarina Valley, and
one section of 280 acres mineral lease survey at Shakspeare Bay, Queen Charlotte Sound. Surveys
of this nature generally detached, of small area and in an inaccessible rough country, requiring survey
as applications are sent in, entail long journeys and much loss of time, hence their greater cost over
ordinary section survey.

In this district, surveys ofthis character have been limited ; private authorized surveyors, there-
fore, are employed to execute them, as requisitions come in from the warden. Of late, however, the
discovery of quartz-reefs in the Wakamarina Valley is attracting the attention of the mining com-
munity to'the locality, and an increase of this class of survey may be anticipated during the current
year.

Road and Bailway Surveys.—No roads have been surveyed during the past year for the purpose of
opening up Crown lands; but a separate report will inform you of the actual roads constructed
tending to open up lands for settlement, the cost of which is not borne by the survey votes. The only
survey undertaken in relation to railway survey is that of the Picton and Hurunui Railway extension
(to Vernon) land plans survey, 4J miles. As it was very desirable to at once put this survey in hand,
upon receipt of your instructions, an authorized surveyor was engaged to do the field work, the office
undertaking the plotting and preparation of the plans, &c, as the field work progressed, to expedite
its completion as speedily as possible. Part of this survey runs through streets and quarter-acre
allotments in the town of Blenheim (subdivisions of private lands, no proper survey plans existing to
refer to, and very sparse information to guide the surveyor, obtainable, some few measurements only,
but no angles being given), which have been partly laid out from time to time in a disjointed manner,
so that a very large amount of extra work had to be done in determining the true positions of street
lines and allotments passed through. The remaining part passes through rural lands ten (10)
sections of which, some 1,500 acres, requiring reconstruction, before correct positions of lands taken
in relation to section boundaries could be ascertained. With the exception of two old marks, all
traces on the ground of the original survey of these sections are obliterated. These are some of the
difficulties, well known to yourself and professional men, the department has to deal with, of which
the general public have no conception.

Other Work, dc.—The details given in the accompanying returns under this heading, show mis-
cellaneous work not returnable, in the general return of field operations ; they consist of sub-triangu-
lation, 9,440 acres, at Id. per acre; 1,500 acres revision surveys partly executed, and work done for
other departments, &c, such as Crown Lands, Public Works, Mines, and Marlborough County
Council, and Blenheim Borough Council.

Office and Land Transfer Work.-—■Within the twelve months 26 plans have been received,
checked, and the majority plotted on their respective block sheets, of which 17 have been constructed
during the year, besides additional work having been put on those previously constructed. Four
Crown grant record maps have been constructed, and the recording on these completed up to date.
These are confined to town and village maps, the rural ones remaining in abeyance until trigonomet-
rical connections are more advanced. Thirty-two application maps have been made for the use of the
Land Office and general public. These are mounted lithos. of each survey district, with general
topographical features and nature of land tenure shown thereon, and comprise the whole of the
Marlborough district, withthe exception of Gore survey district, the lithos. ofwhich have not yet been
received. It is needless to say they have proved very useful in reducing the number of tracings that
would have otherwise to be made. Triangulation district sheets have been traced forphotolithography
of Mr. A. D. Wilson's major and minor triangulation of parts of Cloudy Bay, Linkwater, Arapawa,
and Gore survey districts, and of Mr. R. F. Goulter's minor triangulation of parts of Linkwater,
Arapawa, and Orieri survey districts. Land plans of the Picton and Hurunui Railway, Blenheim to
Vernon contract, have been constructed ; and plans of the Awatere shearing reserve survey made and
forwarded to be lithographed. In addition, the usual calls of the Crown Lands Office have been
responded to in the preparation of diagrams of gold mining leases, deferred payment, pastoral,
mineral, and timber licenses, &c.

Land Transfer Work.—Owing to there having been no draughtsman in theLand Transfer Office,
through the illness and subsequent death of Mr. Carey, much more work in connection with this
department has been put upon the Survey Office staff—in fact, so much has this been the case that
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equally pressing work has frequently to be laid aside in order to satisfy the urgent requirements of
the Land Transfer Department. During the year 26 deposited plans of 200 allotments have been
checked and recorded and passed on to the District Land Registrar. Thirty-nine applications have
been examined and compared and checked with original records ; and 60 certificates of title in lieu of
Crown grants, and 87 ordinary certificates, representing 340 marginal plans, prepared. Owing to the
increased call upon the time of the office staff in the preparation and completion of the railway land
plans, in meeting the increased work of the Land Transfer Department, and in preparation, examina-
tion, and checking plans and descriptions in duplicate of some 80 pastoral leases for the Crown Lands
Department, I have been unable to make so much progress as I anticipated with the Crown grant and
land transfer town record maps. I purpose, however, to proceed steadily in this direction as time can
be spared from more pressing work. The amount received for lithos., searches, tracings, &c, during
the year, is £22 Is.

Arrears and Proposed Operations, 1882-83.—This year commences with 320,700 acres of major
and minor triangulation, with topography ; field work completed, but not mapped, and arrears of 950
acres of section survey. Six hundred (600) acres of this amount is land to be taken as payment for
public works let by the late Provincial Government, in lieu of money, and cannot be surveyed until
selected ; and a deposit paid to cover the cost of survey in terms of the agreement entered into at the
time. The balance of 350 acres is in the hands of Mr. Goulter, who will this year as last year, go on
with section surveys as required ; and continue to revise and connect with trig points the detached
blocks and sections in the bays of the Sounds. In this direction good progress is being made in the
Pelorus and Kenepuru Sounds, but there is still a large amount to do in in Queen Charlotte Sound of
the same character, which I hope gradually to overtake. I recommend that Mr. Wilson extends
major and mider triangulation southwards to close on the Amuri circuit, also to extend triangulation
up the Awatere valley, from the Waihopai westwards, to close on the Nelson circuit. lam of opinion,
on the grounds stated in my last year's report, that the extension southwards should be the first
triangulation undertaken, unless it is your desire that the latter triangulation should be the next taken
in hand.

Henry G. Clark,
Chief Surveyor.

WESTLAND.
During the year ending the 30th June, 1882, the following surveys have been completed :—
Major Triangulation.—Area completed, 39,994 acres, at a cost of 0-75d. per acre. This survey

was executed by Mr. Roberts simultaneously with minor triangulation, and hence the low cost as
compared with that of major triangulation in the preceding year, l-16d. per acre. It covers the
southern part of the Okarito Circuit, and part of Wills' Survey District, within the Jackson's Bay
Circuit. The closing error of the triangles observed—24 in number—is 6-7 seconds.

Minor Triangulation, Topographical, and Trigonometrical Surveys.—Of minor triangulation proper
(without topography), Mr. Roberts completed 46,081 acres in Okarito Circuit, and Mr. Price 18,405
in the Upper Arahura Valley, at the ordinary rates, while Mr. Lord is credited with 2,000 acres at the
high cost of 3d. per acre. The latter work, however, is of an exceptional character, and comprises
the fixing of a number of tubes within the Greymouth Municipality, in comparatively close proximity
to each other, for the purpose of incorporating in the present system the old surveys of the town of
Greymouth. The topographical and trigonometrical surveys consist of minor triangulation with
topography, executed by Mr. Roberts, 128,000 acres, at l-Bd. per acre ; and traverse circuit surveys
in place of minor triangulation, carried out by Messrs. Murray, Lord, Smyth, and Price. The cost of
the latter ranges, according to the varying difficulties in the several parts of the Westland District,
from l-3d. to 3-25d. per acre. Mr. Roberts's mean error of observation in 160 triangles of minor
triangulation (with and without topography,) amounts to only 6-6 seconds. The closures of the traverse
circuits are not so satisfactory, though they may well be allowed to pass, considering the rough and
broken nature of the ground traversed. These closures stand as under:—

Sural and Suburban Section Surveys.—lo,s76 acres, at a cost of 2s. 2-2d. per acre; scattered
over the whole district. In many instances the connection of a section with a trigonometrically
fixed point has been more expensive than the survey of the section itself. The connection of the early
surveys in the Grey District with standard surveys has proved more troublesome than anticipated.
Simple transposition of the magnetic to true bearing I found would not meet the case, seeing the
difference (1-03 inches) between the present standard chain and the one used in the provincial days of
Canterbury and Westland, was considerable, and hence distances required rectification also. This
and sundry other local conditions helped to complicate transposition of surveys to such an extent as
to make it cheaper, more expeditious, and in every way more satisfactory to determine the true
position of early surveys by " picking up " the section pegs on the ground.

Road, Railway, and Water-Race Surveys.—63| miles, at a cost of £20 17s. 4d. per mile. About
22 miles of these have been graded ready for contract, i.e., pegged every chain and longitudinal and
cross sections, bridge plans, &c, prepared. Some of the ground traversed has been very difficult, not
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so much so as regards road construction, but difficult for selecting the best line obtainable on account
of its broken nature, steep sidelings, &c, and to do this satisfactorily, miles of prospecting and trial
lines had often tobe cut. A lengthened experience in road construction has taught me to be particular
to a degree in selecting the line ; a few pounds judiciously spent in trial lines and systematic exploring
will effect great saving in construction. In a densely timbered andbroken district like theWest Coast,
more especially, there is need for caution in this particular; instances are not wauting where the
anxiety to effect the survey ofroads, at least possible cost, has led to heavy cuttings and embankments
being made, which might have been avoided, and to " ups and downs " quite unnecessary.

Office Work.—Land transfer, certificates of title, &c, as per Return. The mapping has not
progressed as atisfactorily as could be wished. Triangulation and block map plotting of the
last six months has fallen in arrear. The causes are—lst. The loss of one draughtsman, Mr. Federli,
transferred to Christchurch in the beginning of the year ; and, 2nd. The prolonged illness of Mr.
Willberg, draughtsman and lithographer. However, all the surveys completed have been plotted, the
section surveys, &c, on the forms for filing in the guard-books, and the triangulation and other
surveys on ordinary working plans. Only one map was lithographed at Hokitika office during the
year. This, the triangulation of the northern half of Hokitika meridionalcircuit on a scale of two
miles to an inch.

General.—Little has been done toward the survey of roads through lands sold prior to 1878 ;
the right of taking which, without paying compensation, expires five years after the issue of the
Crown grant. The pressure of other surveys prevented this being done, but in not a single case
where a reservation for road has been really necessary, has the time been allowed to lapse. Within
Greymouth and Okarito, and to some extent within Kumara and Ross municipalities, iron tubes, held
by trigonometrically fixed points, have been sunk at the street corners and connected with the town
surveys. This work requires still to be done within Hokitika municipality and some of the small
townships. Field inspection has been attended to. With each of the surveyors I spent a number of
days at camp, going through their work and applying checks. Besides this the road works under
construction have been regularly visited—in all the survey and works inspection—during the year,
necessitating my absence from Hokitika office for 121 days. Having been so much pinched for office
assistance, I have not yet been able to complete the calculations of the true position and heights of
the-principal mountains in theDividing Range—many of these were observed to during 1880 to 1881.

Proposed Operations 1882 to 1883.—Continue major and minor triangulation to Jackson's Bay.
Already five major (iron) and nineteen minor(wooden) triangulation stations have been erected within
the northern part of the Jackson's Bay circuit. Of section surveys 49,266 acres are still in arrear.
These, together with the incorporation into present system of the remainder of the old provincial
surveys, the laying off of roads, attending to mining and other surveys, will keep the staff surveyors
fully employed.

Gerhard Muller,
Chief Surveyor.

CANTERBURY.
I am glad to be able to report very satisfactory progress in the operations of this branch of the

survey department, for the year ended 30th June, ultimo, practically the whole of the work duringthis
period has been done by the permanent staff, or by officers temporarily engaged to assist in the com-
pletion of special surveys, under the village settlement clauses of the Land Amendment Act, of 1879,
or in the survey of pastoral landproposed to be dealt with under the deferred payment clauses of the
Land Act of 1877, and the cost, as shown under the respective headings of the return forwarded to
you, will not, I think, be found to exceed the average for similar work in other parts of the colony,
except, perhaps, in one or two cases hereafter explained, and I deem that the advantages of having
the surveys done by staff officers who generally remain in the provincial district, and know that they
will be heldresponsible for errors disclosed duringtheprogress of the work or subsequently, more than
counterbalance any cheapening of the rates by contract, to which, nevertheless, the pressure of over-
whelming arrears, and the necessity of putting purchasers in possession of their boundaries with as
little delay as practicable, compelled resort to, in former years. In making these remarks, lam
far from desiring to throw discredit on all contract surveys, for I am sensible that I have had contrac-
tors who have executed their work with as much care and fidelity as could well be exercised by any
staff officer, but it is none the less true, that when tenders are called, and the lowest usually accepted,
it is not always practicable to obtain men who will give to the smallest details of the field operations,
&c, that careful attention which is vital to the accuracy the department rightly strives to maintain.

Minor Triangulation and Topography.—Mr. C. W. Adams has finished the plans of 24,960 acres,
executed in the field during the year, and the survey of 67,911 acres beyond Porter's Pass, in the
back Waimakariri country, the average height of the stations selected being about 3,500 feet from sea
level; some being over 5,000 feet. Mr. Adams states that the difficult nature of the country, the
proportionately large number of stations, their height, the clearing ofbush and the unfavorable weather,
have all conspired to prevent greater progress. Mr. Broderick has completed 120,488 acres of
triangulation without topography, in the Oxford district, 37,030 acres with topography on the Hunter
Range in the Waimate country, the stations averaging 3,100 feet above sea level, and has executed a
topographical survey of 104,525 acres, mostly over high andrough hilly country in the south portion
of Canterbury, the plans of this work have been completed, and duly transmitted to this office before
the end of June, but he commenced the triangulation in May, 1881, whichwould apparently show that
it had occupied 14 months ; were it not that out of thattime hewas engaged for 4 months on sectional
surveys mostly in the Oxford Bush. I think it but fair, therefore, to call your attention to this officer,
whose energy this amount of work amply illustrates. The total area added this year to the triangula-
tion of the Canterbury district, is, therefore, 250,389 acres, and 104,525 acres of topography over
country previously triangulated. The closure made by Mr. C. W. Adams, from base line measured by
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the Inspector, with a base of verification measured by himself (Mr. Adams) at Castle Hill, on line A.88., in the Harper survey district, gives a difference of only -32 of a link in 12,946links, showing the
extreme accuracy of this officer's work even over difficultcountry. Theclosures made by Mr. Brodrick,
and tabulated in the usual way, also exhibit very satisfactory results, giving a mean error of but little
over one link per mile.

Table Closures.

Mean error per mile = 1-185 links.

Sectional Work.—During the year there have been surveyed 1,220 sections containing 94,403
acres, purchased under the Canterbury free selection land laws, giving an average of but 77 acres to
each section. Of these 959 sections, containing 78,000 acres, are new work and 261 sections=l6,4o3
acres are surveys which had to be revised before the Crown grants or certificates of title could
issue. 24 sections = 40,055 acres have been surveyed under the pastoral deferred payment clauses
of " The Land Act, 1877," and 222 sections aggregating 1,603 acres laid out under as Village
Settlements. 46 sections, embracing 4,067 acres, have been surveyed for suburban and deferred
payment blocks, and 450 town allotments = 134 acres, surveyed in the Waimate, Rangitata, and
other townships. The Peninsula surveys upon which five of the fourteen staff officers have been
engaged have, as in former years, been more costly than the others. However, the greater portion of
the bush surveys is now completed, and most of the intricate and difficult coast-line traversed, there-
fore, though the unsurveyed sections and the necessary revisions will, I am afraid, take some time to
finish, it is to be trusted that the end of the current year will show a marked decrease in the cost per
acre. Of the character of the work, you will observe that the 378 sections, containing 22,598 acres,
surveyed there this season, average only 60 acres each, and, I may add, has entailed the traverse of
207 miles ofroad or river, the ranging and chaining of 92f miles of boundary-lines, and the ranging
only of miles. Of this 56| miles have been cut through bush and 3,563 pegs driven, proving
that, though but a small area can be credited to them, and the cost per acre has been comparatively
high, the officers engaged have been by no means idle. Two of the most energetic surveyors on the
Peninsula, Messrs. Welch and Hay, though partly working in open ground, have not been able to
bring down the cost below 2s. 6d. and 2s. lid. per acre respectively. Of pastoral deferred payment
land, 40,055 acres have been surveyed by Messrs. Pickett (of the staff,) and Adam (on the temporary
list,) at the rate of about sd. per acre. These officers having thus got through a commendable
quantity of work during the season. 243 sections, = 12,956acres, have been completed in the Christ-
church and Timaru offices at a very small cost, most of them sections or pre-emptive rights now pur-
chased, and being hemmed in by prior surveys, required but little field work to complete them.

Inspection.—The Inspector of Surveys has measured two base lines for the minor triangulation
executed, this year, and has visited and inspected the work of 12 staff, 2 temporary, and 5 land
transfer surveyors, making 38 inspections, reports and diagrams of which have been duly forwarded
to you, besides attending to, and reporting upon, various matters in connection with the department.
I deem it most desirable that the land transfer surveys should be put to the same test as the Govern-
ment surveys, for it is quite as essential that care equal to that devoted to the original surveys on
which the Crown titles are founded should be exercised in checking the subsequent surveys on which
the land transfer titles are based.

Mapping.—During the year 69 large and 123 small plans, in addition to the trigonometrical
and topographical maps, have been received from the field officers ; 241 plans have been checked and
are ready for the issue of the certificates of title ; 205 were entered on the Crown grant record maps,
and 180 duplicated on the block sheets of the various survey districts. 48 newblock sheets have been
constructed in the Christchurch office and 12 in the Timaru office. 10 new district and 1 town Crown
grant record maps have been made, and are ready for recording the surveys as soon as the work can be
overtaken. Mr. Shanks, the officer in charge, reports that only 120plans yet remain tobe checked. The
recording of these plans is, however, considerably in arrear, 588 having to be entered on the Crown
grant maps and 773 on the district block sheets. The computers' work, however, being nearly over-
taken, I hope during the current twelve months to make greater progress towards the completion of
the record maps.

Provincial Surveys.—During the past year some reduction has been made in the arrears of un-
plotted work, which are being gradually overtaken. In this office 54 sections (4,206 acres) have
been plotted, and in Timaru office Mr. Wright has done 82 sections, = 8,884 acres. Area certificates
have been forwarded to the Chief Commissioner, and titles can issue. This is now done as part of
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the current work of the office, one of the computers being uninterruptedly engaged upon it, and, as he
proceeds, surveys which will not close fairly are reported for revision to the staff officer who may
happen to be in the district. It is, therefore, hoped that the end of the current twelve months will
show them all plotted or in course of revision on the ground.

Trigonometrical Plans.—Good progress has also been made with these, eight new districts having
been completed, together with tracings for thephoto-lithographer. Two of the previous seasons' and six
prepared this year have been lithographed, leaving but two in hand. The number of survey districts
of which the triangulation is published being now fifty-five, and as these comprise the whole of the
settled districts in which land-transfer surveys are likely to be required, all the triangulation is now
easily available to the surveyors working under the Act; therefore, for the present, I have transferred
the draftsman formerly engaged on this work to the compilation of the district maps showing the
sectional work.

Reduction Office.—-During the year a copy of the map of the County of Ashley has been made for
the head office, and one for the Christchurch public office, and the map of the County of Geraldine
is in hand. Two new district maps have been constructed, ten have been traced for the photo-
lithographer, and seven others are in hand. Six districts have been traced and coloured for the
public office in Christchurch, and two for the Timaru office, to be used as land-application maps.
And there have been prepared and shown at the Exhibition a map of the Canterbury District
delineating the surveys up to the then date, and another showing the trigonometrical surveys, together
with copies of trigonometrical, topographical, block, and district plans. For these exhibits the
Christchurch Survey Office was awarded a gold medal.

Crown Titles.—During the past twelve months have been prepared forty-six Crown grants,
covering 4,322 acres under the old system, and 985 certificates of title, covering 1,519 rural or town
sections, equal to 151,814 acres, have been delivered to the Land Transfer Office for issue. 2,107
certificates of area, embracing 197,736 acres, were forwarded to the Chief Commissioner to enable the
schedules to be prepared and transmittedto Wellington for the necessary authority to issue titles. The
delay of purchasers to pay for excess areas has, however, considerably retarded the certificates, which
otherwise would have been issued much faster. Thus rather large arrears remain to be overtaken.

Land Transfer Surveys.—Very little has been done during the year in putting down standard
stones for' reference points for these surveys, Mr. Maitland, the officer formerly engaged on the
work, having been absent on sick leave. He has, however, now resumed duty, and has commenced
the standard survey of the Timaru borough, now very much needed; but sufficient progress has not
yet been reached to enable me to do more than mention it. Mr. Monro, the officer in charge of the
draughtsman's office, reports of the work for the past twelve months that there were 100 plans
deposited, containing 2,288 allotments of from 10 perches to 588 acres; 15 plans of land taken for
railway purposes for Public Works Department; 1,088 transfers for verification of descriptions, areas,
&c, prior to drafting certificates ; 19 mortgages for verification of descriptions, areas, &c. ; 40 leases
for verification of descriptions, areas, &c.; 9 proclamations for verification of descriptions, areas, &c. ;
386 applications referred (9 in excess of number receivedby Land Transfer Office owing to requisitions
on some previously received being complied with, &c.); 2,102 ordinary certificates issued; 1,052
certificates issued in lieu of Crown grants under " The Land Transfer Act Amendment Act of 1880.
He also reports a slight but steady increase in the general work of his office, and it is a pleasure for
me to state that, owing to his most effective supervision of the surveys coming before him, a great
and marked improvement has taken place in them. The Land Transfer surveyors being made aware
of what is required, nearly all send in their plans in a highly creditable manner, in accordance with
the survey regulations. These plans are now carefully checked before they are sent in, and conse-
quently the work of revision is much lightened, delays in passing them are lessened, and the frequent
and unavoidable detentions formerly complained of seldom or never occur; in fact, I may say that,
during the last twelve or eighteen months, no complaint of any kind has been brought under my
notice in reference to the survey work of the Land Transfer Office, and this result being mainly due
to the highly satisfactory way in which Mr. Monro carries out his duties, I am but rendering this
officer justice in acknowledging it.

Proposed Operationsfor 1882-3.—The arrear surveys of sections purchased under the Canterbury
Land Act are now considerably reduced, the work remaining to be done not exceeding 1,486 sections,
containing 98,642 acres; but as these are very much scattered, the surveys will be more tedious than
hitherto. I estimate that about 20,000 acres of revision will complete the old provincial surveys,
except the peninsula work, anent which see my last year's report. These arrears I hope to greatly
lessen during the current twelve months. Of the surveys I have instructions to proceed with, there
are in progress 31,281 acres of pastoral deferred-payment land, and 5,200 acres reserved for settle-
ment in the Oxford district; and I find also that there are yet unsurveyed 1,562 acres of town land
in six reserves, and 3,761 acres of suburban and deferred-payment land set apart under " The Public
Reserves Act, 1878," and in addition there are 35 reserves, containing 4,524 acres, which have been
recommended as suitable for subdivision into village settlements, for which purpose they will probably
be set apart during the present session of Parliament. The above, with the standard survey of
Timaru, and the completion of the triangulation in the Waimakariri country, is the work I purpose to
take in hand during the current year. I cannot conclude my report without bearing testimony to the
constant and effective support I have received from the various officers of this branch of the depart-
ment, and to the zealous discharge of their respective duties.

John H. Baker,
Chief Surveyor.

OTAGO.
The season generally of 1881-82 has not been propitious, there having been a great deal of rain,

wind, and mist, which have caused much trouble and delay to the surveyors at work in the field.
These drawbacks have been specially felt by the surveyors engaged in triangulations on the Lammerlaw
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mountains, the Eakanui mountains, and West Coast, while it has greatly affected the ordinary section
surveys in the Mataura district. Notwithstanding this, a very fair amount of work has heen accom-
plished, and which I propose now to pass under review.

Minor Triangulation and Topography.—The principal work of the year has been triangulation,
The object kept in view by me in directing this triangulation (as also of last year) has been, as you
are aware, mainly to determine the topographical features of those Otago runs the leases of which
expire in March, 1883, and of which the new leases were sold by public auction in February, 1882.
In attaining this, as most of the country is purely pastoral, the triangles have been kept large—that
is, from four to six miles side—but, owing to the peculiar configuration of the surface and the extreme
difficultyof working in the trig, stations on adjoining old triangulations, this has not in every case been
possible. I have also been careful to get all altitudes, fences, yards, and huts laid down on the
maps sent in, so as to make these maps as useful and complete as possible for the public
use. In this way the area of 675,454 acres of pastoral country has been surveyed, so that
run boundaries can be laid down or identified without much difficulty. The value of, and
necessity for this work is already manifest, as the new leaseholders are now applying for
their leases. The cost of this work has been 072 dper acre. The officers of the staff who
have been engaged on this triangulation are District Surveyor Mackay and Assistant Sur-
veyors Murray and Wilmot, supplemented by Messrs. Dennison and Grant as contract surveyors.
Mr. Mackay's work has lain between the Clutha and Manuherikia rivers, near Alexandra on the west
and the top of the Eough Eidge on the east. It is all rough, broken country, and rises from 500 feet
to about 4,000 feet in height above sea level, covering runs 261, 262, 220, and 256. The total area
overtaken by Mr. Mackay is 222,454 acres, at a cost of 092 per acre. The bearings observed by 5 inch
theodolite are based on the geodesical bearings of Lindis Peak circuit, and close with the bearings of
the old Gimmerburn triangulation, making allowance for the differences of meridian to 23" the least,
difference being 14" and the greatest 30". The linkages are taken from the base of Blackstone
district and close on Gimmerburn district, with a mean difference of 5-7 links per mile. This
indicates the necessity for a revision of the old bases. Assistant Surveyor Murray has trian-
gulated 175,000 acres, at a cost of O's9d. per acre. The work has been mostly on the Lam-
merlaw, and Eock and Pillar Mountains, and covered portions of runs 186, 254, and 260. The
bearings,"which are on the meridian of trig A., north Taieri, close with those of the Serpentine
triangulation, with a difference of 1' 35", allowing for convergence of meridians. The linkages
are based on those of the Sutton district, and close on the Long Valley and Serpentine trian-
gulations, but not so well as is desirable. As, however, there is some doubtregarding the accuracy of
the base line in the Sutton district, I must defer reporting further at present on this point, until that
base has been remeasured. This I have instructed Mr. Langmuir to do before finishing his present
survey on run 254. Assistant Surveyor Wilmot has overtaken 118,000acres, at a cost of 0-57dper
acre, lying in the Nevis valley, covering the numerous old gold diggings there, also the celebrated
antimony lode, the first smelting from which is now on exhibition in Dunedin. Portions of runs 330,
339, and 345, are included in this survey. The topographical map of this work is neatly executed,
and supplies a blank of long standing in our records. The other work on which Mr. Wilmot's party
has been engaged, besides laying off some gold mining leases, has been the building and flagging of
the trig stations in the Hollyford Valley. This was all successfully done by the party under the
direction of Cadet Burns, and considering the dangerous nature or the country, and its rugged and
alpine character, reflects credit on so young a surveyor. It was on Mr. Burns' return towards the
Wakitipu, after completing this work, to meet Mr. Wilmot, who proposed then to begin his observa-
tions with the theodolite, that young Mr. Eaymond was unfortunately lost as already reported to you
at the time. The weather from the end of December to the end of May, was unusually wet, even for
so watery a region, so that duringthe latter month, when Mr. Wilmot attempted to begin his readings,
it was impossible to do anything; and he had to leave it over for another season. He was then sent
to push on with sectional work, on run 239, Lake Wanaka—the " Fork Bun." The remaining trig
work for the year, is that done by Messrs. Dennison & Grant, under contract. It lies mostly in the
Kakanui and Waihemo survey districts, and embraces runs 11, 134, 209,217, 800, and 301. The area
triangulated in all extends to 207,795 acres, but, I have only included in this year's returns 160,000,
which has cost 0-6d. per acre, the balance will go into next year's returns. The reports received by
me during the progress of this work, showed that it was a much more difficult triangulation than would
be supposed, this is due not only to the ruggedness and inaccessibility of the ranges, but also to the
constant presence of mist and fogs, alternating with sleet and wind, so that the surveyors were much
hindered in their operations. The bearings were taken from the geodesical readings, Highlay Hill to
Swinburn Hill, and carrried over the Kakanui Mountains, closing on Otepopo, Kauroo, and Domet
Districts, with a mean difference of 46". The linkages were also based on the calculated length,
between the same two geodesical stations, and closed on the above districts with a mean difference of
3*2 links per mile.

Run Surveys.—Of runs subdivided by survey for re-leasing, Mr. Barron has surveyed 12,150 acres
of run 205, Mr. Armstrong 26,503 acres of run 224, and Mr. Farquhar 25,046 acres of runs 236 and
240a, pegging off the boundaries where necessary.

Rural Section Surveys.—-Nine surveyors of the staffhave been more or less occupied with sectional
survey during the year, but only seven of them have been confined to that class of work, and of these
some have been at work for six months only; the area therefore overtaken, viz., 80,159 acres, is
satisfactory, and the cost—lOjd. per acre—moderate. The character of the work has varied between
two extremes, the costly survey of the small sections in different localities involving travelling long
distances, and the cheap survey of the largest class of sections, the pastoral deferred-payment, lying
in blocks together. Curiously enough the former class is what the public seem always to expect should
be most easily and cheaply overtaken, while experience proves the opposite to be the case. Mr.
Strauchon's and Mr. Mackenzie's surveys have been of small sections, many of these being in bush,
and so necessitating much bush clearing. Very bad weather in the case of the former's work, and
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shifting camp so often in the case of the latter's has made, of necessity, the cost per acre high. A
similar explanation is applicable to Messrs. Wilmot's and Gibson's rural surveys. Of land reserved
out of the Otago runs, Messrs. Barron, Langmuir, Armstrong, and Farquhar have surveyed 40,018
acres in Maniototo, Swinburn, Strath-Taieri, Lower Wanaka, Hawea, and Tarras Districts, and
Messrs. Barron, Armstrong, and Farquhar have surveyed 13,851 acres in Maniototo, Strath-Taieri,
Nenthorn, and Lower Hawea Districts. Of pastoral deferred-payment land set aside otherwise than
as above, Mr. Murray has surveyed about 8,686 acres in Rankleburn and GlenkenichDistrict, in sections
of from 500 to 1,000 acres.

Town Section Surveys.—The town extension of Moeraki is the only one returned this year. The
soil generally is good in this township, and the situation beautiful, with an unexceptionable climate ;
yet, excepting a few resident fishermen and visitors during the summer season, it is much neglected,
and the pier in the bay is never used.

Native Lands Court Surveys.—Of surveys for half-castes, 362 acres in all have been made, viz.',.
28 acres at Otara, by District Surveyor Strauchon, and 334 acres part in North Harbour and Blue-
skin District, by Mr. Mackenzie. There was detention to some extent to Mr. Mackenzie's work,
through his having to wait till the half-castes agreed among themselves and pointing out allotments
to the claimants. The average cost per acre has been 10s. 9d.

Gold Mining Surveys.—Of gold mining surveys, the area overtaken this year has been 924 acres,
in 39 allotments or sections, at a mean cost of ss. 11-J-d. per acre. This cost is so much less than last
year's that I must point out that, it is owing to the greater area surveyed, and that in sections of

' which some were of large size. It also included coal mining leases.
Roads, Railways, and Water-Races.—Under this heading, roads are the only works surveyed this

year, and the principal work of the kind is that of the Wyndham Valley Road for the Board of
Governors of the Otago High School. An engineering survey of this road, and one from Fortrose
towards the Waikawa, were very well executed by Mr. Strauchon, who sent in very creditable plans
of them. Altogether 28J miles have been surveyed, at a cost of £15 6s. 2d. per mile, whereof
9| miles were merely re-surveys, not engineering surveys. I append a separate report on the work
done in construction of roads.

Survey Parties and Inspection.—During the year (in whole or part,) 9 survey parties have been at
work :• 1 private survey party about Clyde, and 1 contract surveyor. Owing to much of my time
having this year been devoted to office work at Wellington and in this office, in connection with the
Otago runs released in February, I have not been able to overtake so many field inspections as usual;,:
but I have inspected the survey parties on nine different occasions, and have sent in seven field
checks on the work, besides making five other inspections, including district offices and road forma-
tion in the Wyndham Valley ; also accompanying the Commissioners of the Waste Lands Board on
their examination of lands reserved out of runs. The surveyors generally are working satisfactorily,
and the younger officers give promise of becoming veryefficient. The pegging and definingboundaries
is well done ; and in map-drawing Messrs. Strauchon, Mackenzie, Langmuir, Wilmot, and Farquhar
are specially worthy of praise. Mr. McLean, draughtsman at Lawrence, keeps his office records very
systematically and orderly.

Dunedin Office Work.—-The draughtsmen in this office have been fully occupied during the year
in copying, lithographing, recording surveys, and preparation of certificates of title and Crown grants.
The Chief Draughtsman, Mr. Douglas, left the service in January, 1882, and his particular work has
since then been divided between Mr. Skey, the present Chief Draughtsman, and Mr. Runcie, the
Accountant. Mr. Wilson was removed to the Head Office in Wellington during the year. Mr.
Thompson has examined and checked 96 plans, sent in by the staff; 65 road andrailway plans,many
under the Public Works Act; 30 gold and mineral leases ; and 24 agricultural leases.

Land Transfer Work.—This work does not decrease, and occupies a great deal of the office
Surveyor's time, Mr. Thompson, and the whole time of Mr. Treseder. Mr. Thompson has examined
and checked 93 plans, and Mr. Treseder has examined and checked 191 applications, 1,607 transfers,.
1,235 mortgages, 1,320 draught certificates of title, and placed plans on 2,640 certificates of title in
duplicate.

Crown Grants.—Mr. Skey has prepared, recorded, and issued 358 Crown grants, representing
83,708 acres, and 165 certificates of title,representing 23,164 acres. He has also prepared and has
ready for issue 318 Crown grants and 120 deferred payment licenses. Mr. Browne has prepared 70
copies agricultural leases, 40 mining leases, 18 exchange leases, and 18 miscellaneous leases.

Lithograghic Branch.—Mr. Percival has prepared, on transfer paper, 32 block maps, 4 for photo-
lithography, besides a number of circulars. Mr. Ross, assisted by Mr. Bain, has printed block maps,
12,800 ; traverse forms, 1500; circulars, 1,000 ; protractor forms, 500; envelope headings, 500 ; and
Chinese proclamation, 3,000. Mr. Bain has mounted 425 maps.

Proposed Operations, 1882-83.—The work proposed is, first, the completion of triangulation
necessary to determine accurately the position of the boundaries of runs recently re-leased, also, so far
as possible, of those runs the leases of which expire in March, 1884. But the staffwill be so fully
engaged in cutting up the agricultural lands reserved out of the Otago runs, that without extra
assistance it is quite impossible that all can be overtaken in time. Besides the ordinary triangulation
I expect Mr. Wilmot will be able to finish the angular observations in the Ray trace of the Hollyford
Valley, Martin's Bay.

W. Arthur,
Chief Surveyor.

SOUTHLAND.
Field Work.—Our operations in the field during the past year have almost exclusively been con-

fined to rural and suburban surveys. Belonging to this category there have been executed during
the year 294 sectional surveys, embracing 45,062 acres, at an average cost of Is. 4d. per acre. This
acreage, I may explain, comprises a considerable number of saw-mill areas, as well as a number of
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bush-clad sections surveyed for sale, the number of sections surveyed in bush being 95, and
the acreage covered by same being 6,516. The township surveys throughout the year have been of
trifling extent, there being only some 76 allotments laid off, embracing 37 acres, of which some 22
allotments, covering 23 acres, were in bush, the average cost throughout being 15s. 9jd. per allot-
ment. The work this year has been unusually dispersed, theresult being that considerable time and
expense have been entailed travelling. This cause, joined to the large proportion of bush surveys,
has made the acreage cost of survey necessarily larger than would otherwise have been the case. The
retarding effects of bush have been particularly experienced by Mr. John Hay, who, in the survey of
the timbered country between Orepuki and the Waiau River, found it necessary for a distance of
some 6i miles to execute a road traverse averaging 15 chains from the coast-line, along which latter
a traverse had also necessarily to be carried. It would be but justice also to Mr. Blaikie to state that
in addition to his work being unusually dispersed, a large number of sections were laid off by him in
Seaward Moss, where, owing to the chronic wetness of the ground, aggravated by heavy rainfalls
during the period of surveys, considerable difficulties and discomforts required to be overcome. The
work, though rough and wet, was, lam glad to be able to report, well and carefully executed. An
analysis of the total work of the year would show that a large proportion of the surveys was for the
purposes of deferred-payment settlement. Some 80 sections, embracing 15,000 acres or thereby
were laid off expressly for this purpose; and there are other blocks, such as those between Orepuki
and the Waiau River, which will partially, at least, be dedicated to this mode of settlement. It
would appear that the agricultural deferred-payment system has, upon the whole, received a most
successful application in Southland; and there can be little doubt that in many localities it is rapidly
changing the surface of the country. The free selection surveys throughout the year have only been
23, but these embrace the comparatively large area of 11,912 acres. Considering that by far thebest
and the greatest bulk of the land has long since passed into private hands, I would look upon the
sales as a very fair year's average, and a practical proof of confidence in the future of the district.
The areas that have been laid off for saw-milling purposes number 11, covering an acreage of 1860.
This would give an idea, though a somewhat imperfect one, of the importance which the saw-milling
industry has assumed here— an importance, I should think, which is likely to increase for many years
to come. The remainder of the surveys consists—apart from a few township sections, half-caste
claims, and some special value lands—of the blocks already mentioned between Orepuki and the
Waiau, and of some blocks in Seaward Moss, the selection and settlement of which latter can only be
expected to be a matter of very gradual process, and attainable only by giving selectors the easiest
possible terms.

Office Work.—Apart from much of the routine of office duties which it would be impossible to
particularise, I may state that throughout the year 539 certificates, in lieu of Crown grants, have been
prepared. It being necessary to have plans of these prepared in triplicate, it will be seen that this
branch of the work involved the preparation of 1,617 plans. Of the ordinary certificates of title 659
were prepared, and, each being in duplicate, the number of plans prepared under this head has been
1,818. The number of surveyors' plans examined and passed in connection with theLand Transfer
Department has been 36. These plans cover 166 original sections, the number of subdivisional allot-
ments being 2,540, and the acreage embraced being 38,824. There being 240 applications to bring
land under the Land Transfer Act which required examination, the time and trouble involved in testing
the consistency and accuracy of the diagrams and descriptions must also be taken into account. The
Crown and ordinary certfficates of title, I need not say, required careful recording on the office maps;
and in connection with this, I might say, that 55 fresh transfer record maps and 7 Crown grantrecord
mapsrequired preparation. The number of lithographed maps got ready to guide land selectors and
the general public has not been so great as during the previous year. 7maps of villages and deferred
payment blocks, entailing 850 prints, were drawn and lithographed locally. There were also maps
of 4 survey districts, comprising Oteramika, Waimumu, Invercargill, and Campbelltown Hundreds,
prepared and forwarded to Wellington for purposes of photo-lithography. Each of these comprises
a large number of sections, and embraces an extensive acreage. In addition to these, a topographical
map of the whole Southland district, showing all the chief natural and artificial features, was pre-
pared, on a scale of 2 miles to inch, and photo-lithographed in Wellington on a scale of 4 miles to
inch, and subsequently on a scale of 8 miles to inch. This map, the necessity of which was very
urgent, owing to theprevious issuebeing out of print, was designed to supply the place of one seventeen
years old ; and as in the matter of roads, railways, and fresh townships the.district has made immense
strides in the interval, the new map, as a record of the features up to date, will be of great service in
various ways. It has served as a convenient basis for the recent maps, showing the pastoral runs;
while for property tax, electoral, statistical, and similar purposes, it is certain to prove of greatutility.

General.—While the free selection surveys, and those of the outstanding deferred payment blocks,
have nearlybeen brought upto date, acomparatively large acreage of land, situated in differentlocalities,
has recently been reserved for deferred payment purposes; and this, along with bush and village
reserves, the subdivision of which is more or less urgently required, will afford scope for our compari-
tively small staff for some considerable time to come. As intimated in my last report also, the timeis
fast approaching when the comparatively large areas comprised in the whole of Seaward and in the
southern fringes of Longwood Forests, willrequire subdivision for purposes of settlement. Meanwhile
the sawmillers are successfully utilising the superior timber, not only to supply thelocal building, &c,
wants but those of Otago and Canterbury. On the heels of the sawmilling will follow the firewood
trade, and hand in hand with this, or following closely upon it, will come agricultural settlement. In
the case of Seaward Forest particularly, it is impossible that such a large expanse of rich vegetable
mould, lying so close to the centres of settlement, can long be left uncultivated. In anticipating the
future, the subdivision of these areas must therefore be looked upon as work to be done.

John Spenoe,
Chief Surveyor.

0. 3.-3.
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HEAD OFFICE.
Sir,— General SurveyOffice, Wellington, 30th June, 1882.

I have the honor to report that the general correspondence and accounts of the department
has continued to increase during the past year.

Mr. Lakeman, Chief Clerk, notes that 8,109 letters and memoranda have been received and
despatched.

The expenditure of the Survey Department, it will be seen by the returns, amounts to £117,232
13s. 3d., and that for roads to open Crown lands for sale, is £35,223 18s. sd.*

The increase in the correspondence necessitated the employment of a temporary clerk ; but, not-
withstanding this, the work of the record-room has been very heavy on the officers there.

In the drawing office, 19 new survey district maps, 6 town maps, 9 large run maps, and a great
variety of more miscellaneous drawings have been executed principally for photo-lithography.

Mr. Spreat, lithographer, besides having designed and drawn a few book covers, &c, has been
chiefly engaged on a 25-mile mapof the Middle Island, now nearly completed.

In the early part of the survey year, the electoral maps and descriptions, and maps and descrip-
tions ofnew licensing districts, engaged the timeof many of the draughtsmen,and when itis considered
that there are 91 electorates and 396 licensing districts, of each of which at least two maps had to be
prepared, and also detailed descriptions of their boundaries, the work will be understood as involving
some labor.

In the Photographic Gallery the number of negatives taken has not been quite so great as in
previous years, but in the Lithographic Printing Office the work done has been of the average quantity.
So far as the Survey Department work, the quality of the drawings and their printing have been
decidedly superior. The tendency seems to be towards the desire for larger maps than the means at
our disposal have been capable of producing without great cost and time. The necessity therefore for
a larger machine and premises more suited to the work is very pressing. Thepublication of the maps
of the Otago runs, for instance, could have been done in very much less time had the department
possessed a steam printing press large enough to print them. As it was, all the presses capable of
printing these maps were kept at work night and day for several weeks to supply the demand..A.site on thereclaimed land has been selected, and it is hoped the sum placed on theEstimates
will be passed by Parliament, so that the building and machinery may be put in hand at an early
date.

Some difficulty is experienced in getting draughtsmen to understand or to remember that
drawings for photo-hthography should be made in line, and in pure black and white only, with every
detail distinct and firm. For the New Zealand Institute Transactions lately, a number of drawings
were photographed which were not all suitable for the process, and I dare say the artists were dis-
appointed with the results. They will be so, unless they bear in mind that a drawing on, say, buff-
coloured paper, will not produce a negative which will print well; and that lines which are not sharp
and continuous can never become so by being photographed. It seems to be imagined that any rough
diagram or careless tracing will, by being photographed, become equal to a steel engraving, whereas
what is actually produced and printed is a facsimile of the drawing, with the weak and rotten lines
frequently gone altogether.

In company with the Hon. the Minister ofLands and the Chief Surveyor of Nelson, I visited the
northern portion of Nelson and Marlborough, from Collingwood to Nelson, and by the Buller and
Matakitaki to Beefton and Westport, returning by the Cannibal Gorge, Hanmer Plains and Awatere
Valley, to Blenheim. I have already reported to you the results of this journey, which was mainly
to see the country, with a view to its opening up by tracks prior to sale by the Crown. I have also
reported to you on the utilization of the Hanmer Plains Hot Springs, which were visited on the route.

For the coming year the Head Office should endeavour to forward as much as possible the publi-
cation of the 80-chain district maps. Their use as the settlementof the country advances is becoming
more necessary. At thepresent time the Property Tax Department is in very urgent need of them
for rating and other purposes, and were they now published a great deal of cost would be saved to the
Government.

A map of the northern part of the North Island will, I trust, be put in hand very soon, so as to
supplement that just published by the Department on the 8-mile scale. The Middle Island should
also be proceeded with so soon as the topographical work can be compiled.

A. Barron,
Office Surveyor.

ROADS TO OPEN CROWN LANDS FOR SALE.
Extracts from Reports on Works undertaken during the Year ending 30th June, 1882.

Auckland.
The past season, for the last three months, has been one of the worst experienced for many

years, and, as a consequence, theroad works have not progressed as fast as they should have done,
whilst at the same time great damage has been done to some of the lines by floods and land slips.

Boad, Head of Eaihu Valley to Kaikohe.—Vote 107,item 1. Very little has been done on this
line beyond completing some piece-work begun last year. There is no immediate hurry for it until
the Manganui Bluff to Kaihu Road is open, and, as the votes were taken for three years, the extension
of it can well be delayed.

*Full details of expenditure and liabilities, on roads to open Crown lands for sale, will be found on page 11 of the
Public Works Statement Table, No. 6.
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Eoad, Wairua to Sandy Bay.—Vote 107, item 4. A commencement on this line has been made
by starting the grade survey, on which Mr. S. G. Anderson is now engaged. He had completed 4£
miles for contract on the 30th ultimo, at a cost in surveying of £95 12s. 9d. This road will run from
the Great North Eoad, near the crossing of the Wairua Biver, through some homestead selections,
and thence through the Crown estate in Opuawhango and native land, to a point on the Whananaki
Harbour, suitable for a landing and future township. The nature of the country is such, that
although a good deal broken, a good line on easy grades will be secured. Mr. Fairburn accompanied
Mr. Anderson on the preliminary exploration, and chose the most suitable direction. The next item
in the appropriations,—Wairua to Sandy Bay Road, —will be a branch from the above running almost
wholly through Government land, and this it is contemplated to proceed with as soon as the survey
of the other is completed.

Purua and Mangakahia Districts.—Vote 107, item 7. It is proposed to expend this vote in
building a bridge over the "Wairua Kiver, which at present prevents the Crown lands being occupied
on the further side. We have already made a considerable mileage of bridle road through Crown
lands, which this bridge will render easy of access. Mr. Fairburn has obtained datafor drawings of
the bridge, though nothing further has been done owing to pressure of other work.

Manganui Bluff to Kaihu.—Vote 107, item 9. At the date of last year's report, 8f miles of
bridle road had been completed over the Bluff. In December last, the work was again commenced,
under a foreman and party, and, since that time, about 7J miles of road have been partly completed;
but it will not be open for traffic until September, as there are contracts in progress for 4 bridges of
from 12 feet to 20 feet spans, and draining and fascining to be done, which will bring the cost of the
1\ miles up to about £1,450. A large portion of the road has been done by piece-work. Although a
nearly level line, a large number of swamps and streams have to be crossed, which makes the work
expensive. At the end of the present work, a distance of some 4 miles has been constructed by the
County Council. To effect a junction, therefore, with the work of last season, there willremain to be
formed about 6 miles of level bush and easy ascent to the Crown lands which have been subdivided
for sale. Mr. J. C. Blythe is in charge of this work.

Okaihau to Victoria Road.—Vote 107, item 12. On this line, which will in the future be the
Great North Eoad, a distance of about 17 miles has been explored by Mr. Garsed, who obtained a
grade of one' in twenty-one, over the Maungataniwha Eanges, crossing them in a saddle at about
1,100feet above the sea. This portion will be expensive to make as the cuttings will be very steep,
and nearly the whole of it is through forest. At the Okaihau end an exploration is in progress to
determine a line to effect a junction with the part already known. As the spring sets in it is hoped
the work of actual construction may be commenced.

Helensville to Kaipatild.—Vote 107, item 13. The works under this head consist in the construc-
tion of a swing bridge over the tidal waters of Kaipara, which is 251 feet long. A contract was let for
£1,136 135., onplans and specifications drawn out by Mr. Fairburn, but unforseen difficulties, in the way
ofrock, has rendered extras necessary, amounting to £120, this, together with a small contract for
about half a mile of road leading to the bridge, and the purchase of part of the road, will absorb the
vote of £1,500. The works will shortly be completed. The lands recently sold by the Government,
and those still open for selection, will thus have the greatest difficulty in approaching them removed,
though to complete what has been begun, the road should be continued on for some four miles.

Lake Whangape to Block VII., Awaroa.—Vote 107, item 15. This road had been commenced
under the appropriation for the previous period. During the present year 5f miles have been
constructed, at a cost of £837, under Mr. J. C. Blythe's superintendence. More than ordinary difficul-
ties have been met with on this line, owing to rock-cutting, and the work of keeping open the first
part of the road across the swamps. Mr. Blythe has built a good substantial cart bridge over the
Maire stream, of 66 feet span, complete in every respect, and of good totara and rimu timber, for the
very small sum of £90. This road may be taken as a fair specimen of the style of bridle road we are
making all over the country, and as the nature of the country (excluding the swamps androck-cutting)
is also a fair average of what is usually met with, the cost per mile will serve as a guide for others.
Taking 12J miles of part bush and part open, the side cuttings 4 feet in the solid, all the streams
bridged, the cost has been at the rate of £91 per mile, the work being done by day labour under a
foreman. The grade, as you are aware, nowhere exceeds one in ten. We hope to push through to the
open land on the West Coast this season. The end of the formation is now 15fmiles from Churchill.

Waikato River to Block XVI., Awaroa.—Vote 107, item 14. Work was continued on this line in
December last, and since then a party has been continuously at work by day labour, having com-
pleted 5 J miles, up to the 30th ultimo, of open and forest country, nearly all of which has been side
cutting, 4 feet in the solid, at a cost of £637 for everything. Some expenditure has taken place, on
portions completed last year, in raising embankments across swamps, removing landslips, and
planting willows along the swamp embankments. The ensuing summer will see this line through to
the open land of the West Coast. By means of this line, and that from Lake Whangape, a large
extent of Crown land of very good quality, though broken, will have been opened. Mr. J. C. Blythe
has charge of this line also.

Hikutaia to Ohinimuri.—Vote 107, item 16. Shortly prior to the date of last report this work
had been commenced, in spite of the opposition hitherto offered by the natives. It has now been
carried into the village of Paeroa at Ohinemuri, and with the exception ofa contract for raising one of
the swamp embankments is completed, though in connection with it, a drainage contract has yet to
be let, but for which tenders are now called. This, being one of the main roads of the Province, has
been constructed for cart traffic 16 feet wide. The length is 6J miles. Owing to the length and
number of swamps crossed (one being 76 chains long), and the necessity of providing long outfall
drains, the work has been costly, averaging about £580 per mile. During the summer, as you are
aware, it was used by one of the line of coaches forming a connection between Thames, Te Aroha,
Hamilton, and Eaglan. Mr. Nepean Kenny has had the immediate charge of the work, and has
carried it out in a substantial manner.
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Te Puke Roads.—Vote 107, item 17. The portion of this vote expended by the Survey Depart-
ment has been spent under the direction of District Surveyor Goldsmith in forming a cart-road 18
feet wide from the Kaikokopu Stream, for a distance of 5i miles, to open up Te Pukeroa Block. It is
a portion of the main line from Tauranga to Opotiki. Mr. Goldsmith started the work in March,
with a gang of men under a foreman. The cost per mile for the completed portion (including a bridge
not yet on the ground) is £132, a price which is exceedingly low, and shows that Mr. Goldsmith has
exercised great care in directing it. There are 2\ miles at present under construction, and a contract
is in progress for bridging the Kaikokopu Stream. The plan has been adopted of building the small
bridges at Tauranga, and then carting them out. This has proved to be very much more economical,
there being no timber near the works.

Tauranga County.—The Engineer to the County Council of Tauranga reports that " the section
between the Hairini Bridge and Grant's Hotel, on the Te Puke Block, has been constructed
by your department, except those portions formed by the Armed Constabulary, the total
length being 13 miles and 8 chains ; 2miles and 23 chains ofwhich was made by the Armed Constabu-
lary, with the exception of bridges and culverts, the material for which was obtained out of the money
granted by the Ministerfor Lands, but the labour furnished by theabove force. Theroad throughout is
formed 18 feet in width, and completed, with the exception of the long swamp at Kopuaroa, but is open
for traffic, and will shortly be completed. These works consist of heavy face and side cuttings, forma-
tion of extensive embankments across deep swamps, and the erection of eight bridges, as follows:
One plain bridge 17feet long, five 8 feet in length, and two truss-bridges of one span each, viz., the
Kopuaroa, 27 feet, and the Atuaroa, 42 feet; in addition to the above, 44 culverts have been con-
structed, varying from 9-inch to 2-feet-6-inch openings. This line is formed with easy gradients
throughout, and will, when the embankments are raised over the several swamps to make good the
subsidence, be a good summer road, and, if metalled, fit for any traffic throughout the year. The
following have also been executed : (1.) The several embankments over the swamps have been raised
2 feet to make up for subsidence (some of which require again raising) over that portion of the road
between Grant's Hotel and the Waiari River. (2.) That portion of the line between theWaiari River and
the Canaan Landing, on the Kaituna River, a distance of 1 mile and 10 chains. This section was
surveyed by Mr. Turner and also constructedunder his supervision. The road is formed 18feet in width,
including the erection of two bridges : one plain, 27 feet long, over the Parawhenuamea Stream, and
a truss-bridge, of one span of 42 feet, across the Waiari River. (3.) A truss-bridge is now under
construction over the Kaituna River, 124 feet in length, consisting of three spans of 40 feet
each."

Ormond to Opotiki.—Vote 107, item 19. Mr. Barnard reports that 21 miles of this road have
been completed, the work consisting in opening out some 10£ miles to the south of Motu River to 1
chain wide, the track formerly made being only cleared 12 feet through the bush, and the clearing of
10-J- miles on the north side of Motu. In addition, 22 miles of the oldroad have been repaired, slips

removed, bridges built (part corduroyed) and made fit for traffic. During the stormy weather for the
last three months, however, the road has become impassable, and additional expense will have to be
incurred to put it in order. 15J- acres of bush have been cleared for aresting place, and ll£ miles of
old road sown with grass. The difficulties of getting provisions into this country, a distance of over
sixty miles, in the winter, has obliged us to defer the construction of the road until spring. The
termination of the present year's work is at the point where the Public Works deviation comes into
the old road from Omarumutu. Under the direction of Mr. Crapp, of the Public Works Department,
a contract for 10 miles on the Opotiki side is now under progress, and this will carry the formation of
a 4-feet track to a junction with the works near the Motu River.

Huihuitaha Patetere.—Vote 107, Item 21. This road is a portion of the main line from
Cambridge to Taupo. Work was commenced on the 4th February, and 8J miles, including two
bridges of 14 and 18 feet, were completed on the 21st June, at a cost of £631 os. Od. The country is
very easy, with the exception of some heavy cuttings at the commencement. The work done (under
the supervision of. Mr. A. B. Wright) has opened up 11,000 acres of Crown land very effectually,
whilst it at the same time renders a considerable portion of the Patetere district accessible by wheeled
traffic. A comparatively-speaking small expenditure on the extension of this road, would open a
communication for coaches with the Tauranga-Taupo Road, and thus complete the coach road from
Auckland to Wellington via Napier. In connection with the above work, Mr. Wright has superin-
tended the construction of the Alexandra Bridge, over the Waipa River, to give access to Tawhiao's
new settlement, Whatawhatahoe, and which will at the same time eventually be on the main line
leading into the King country. The bridge will be open now in a fortnights' time, it consists of 6-24
feet spans, and 3-40 feet trusses, a total length of 264 feet, the height being 42 feet above ordinary
river level. The approaches and about a mile of road, and a large culvert have been made by Mr.
Wright, with Maori labor. The whole will have been completed at a cost of about £1,800.

Boads through Ruakituri Block. —Vote 107, Item 22. Although in my district, these works are
directedby Mr. Baker, Chief Surveyor, Napier, I learnthat a road through Tararnarama, from Ohuka
towards Erepeti, for 11 miles 5 feet in width, has been completed; and that another from Marumaru
on the Wairoa, into the Ruakituri, is partly under contract at the present time ; and that a further
extension of the latter is being carried out by Maori labor. Mr. Baker speaks in high terms of the
manner in which Mr. Assistant Surveyor Lambert has carried out the supervision and arrangement
of these works, and of the great advantage that has arisen through the employment of the natives in
the more distant works.

Ormond to Waiapu.—Vote 107, Item 23.—Under Mr. Barnard's direction Mr. Haig has 25| miles
of this road surveyed, 17 miles of which are ready for contract so soon as finer weather sets in, at a
cost of about £12 per mile. A good deal of obstruction was experienced from the natives to the
survey of a part of the line, demanding great patience and forbearance on Mr. Haig's part; this, how
ever, has been happily overcome, and no trouble is now expected, if ordinary care is used in carryin-
on the works.
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Gisborne to Waimata.—Vote 107, item 24. Mr. Barnard reports that this line is very nearly
finished. Ten miles on the direct road, and 1\ miles to render it accessible from Ormond and
Gisborne respectively, are completed to a width of 8 feet in the solid, or about 12 feet general width,
at a cost of about £1,850 a large number of culverts and small bridges have been built, under the
immediate supervision of Mr. H. Krippner. Mr. Barnard reports that the road would have been com-
pleted and open for traffic, but for the heavy slips caused by the late heavy rains.

Gisborne to Wairoa.—Vote 107, item 25. This is part of the main road between the above places.
The works have been carried out by Mr. Winter, the County Engineer, under Mr. Barnard's super-
vision. In all 27f miles are completed and under contract, the present terminationof the work being
at the Wahau village site, situated on the Crown lands lately surveyed for sale. It is hoped that the
whole will be completed early in spring. The works have for the most part consisted in widening and
improving the old line, building bridges and culverts, &c, a large number of which are necessary.
Mr. Barnard reports that the late heavyrains and floods have seriously damaged the line, necessitating
additional expenditure to clear slips.

Katikati Te Aroha Boad.—This road does not come under the expenditure for opening Crown
lauds, but it is being constructed under the direction of the Survey Department, Mr. A. C. Turner,
County Engineer, having the immediate supervision of it. The road, is 12f miles in length, of which
is 7f through forest on the Te Aroha range, which it crosses at an elevation of about 1,700feet. Two
contracts have been entered into for the construction of an 8-foot road on a one in thirteen grade,
but, owing to the extraordinarily bad season, only 3f miles have been completed up to date, mostly in
the open country. When completed, it will furnish a direct means of communication between
Tauranga and Te Aroha, and will be much used. The magnificent view to beobtained on the summit
of the range will prove an attraction to many travellers. The above are the works of construction
•carried on by this branch of your department in connection with the opening of Crown lands before
sale under the Honorable the Minister for Land's votes. In addition to those, under the Honorable
the Minister for Public Works we have directed the construction of bridges, and contracts for road
formation on the Great North Road, the formation of a cart road from Helensville to Kaukapakapa
(still in progress), and its continuation as the West Coast Road towards Port Albert as a bridle road,
including in the latter a bridge of 186 feet length across the Makarau river, now nearly finished; the
North Road being under the immediate charge of Mr. Fairburn, and the two latter works under that
of Mr. Blythe. As so many of the works are still in progress, it is impossible to say exactly what it
would be fair to count as complete, but the approximate amount is 85 miles for the year tinder the
Honorable the Minister of Land's votes. A trial of over two years has fully demonstrated the fact
that in the class of work undertaken by the department it is cheaper to employ first-class labourers,
under a reliable foreman, than to let everything by contract; the work too is much better in quality.
Large bridges, or other works which can be exactly specified, are better undertaken by contract. In
this opinion I am supported by all the officers working under me, whose special attention was called
to the matter when asking for their annual report.

S. Percy Smith,
Chief Surveyor.

Whangaroa Highway Board.—Mr. E. Frissell, Engineer to the Board, reports that the works have
been confined to the main Raglan-Waipu road, with the exception of some pipe culverts, on the first
branch road to harbour.

There have been 1 stone, 8 pipes, and 7 timber culverts laid down, 4 bridges repaired (using
about 1,200 feet of timber), and 153 chains of earthworks, and 141 chains of surface formation with a
formation width of 20 feet, completed, at a total cost of £226 14s. 10d., including about 800 feet of
timber (distributed at different bridges for repairs as necessary) and 11 pipes on hand. I may
mention that I consider the works have been done very cheaply.

The works have been done in detached portions, in order to distribute the benefit of them as far
as possible, extending from the west boundary of district to the Waimarino creek, a distance of nearly
7 miles, not including that portion between the Waimarino and Tukorokoro creeks, the contractor for
which has thrown up his contract.

Nearly all the portions of road missed badly require forming, but that, together with remainder of
road to the Waitetuna Bridge, must be left in abeyance until funds are available.

There was one hundredpounds (£100) expended on the mountain road, outside district, but as
that was done by day labour, under the superintendence of theBoard, I need not further refer to it.

Hawke's Bay,
Ahuaturanga Block.—Blocks VI. and IX., Woodville Survey District. —During the past year 2 miles

of road have been formed for dray traffic, including the erection of bridges and culverts, at a cost of
£474 2s. Id. Cross roads, cleared through the bush, 66 feet in width, 105 chains, cost £108 Bs. 9d. ;
cleared 20 feet in width, 65 chains, cost £27 16s. 9d. The length of road through the Ahuaturanga
Block, opened for dray traffic, but not metalled, is 4 miles, the bush has been felled and stumped 14
feet in the centre over another 2 miles, at a total cost of £1,841 9s. 9d., or ss. 2d. per acre. The
cost includes exploration, levelling, and the supervision of the work. These lands were offeredfor sale
in March last, when 11 sections, containing 1,674 acres, were disposed of for £2,036 9s. 6d. cash, and
16 sections, containing 2,520 acres, value £3,415, were taken up on deferred payments. From the
deferred payments one-third, or £1,138, will be handed to the Woodville Road Board to be expended
on road works inside the block.

Puketoi Block.—Tahoraiti Survey District.—Block XIII. The bridle road has been widened and
continued about 30 chains, 2 bridges built, and 30 chains of road cleared, at a cost of £180. Block
XIV. 5 miles of road have been explored through the forest cost £45 17s. 2d. The sum of £75 out
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of the vote is to be expended by the Woodville and Kumeroa Road Boards to open up direct commu-
nication between the places named. Specifications for this work have been prepared by the Survey
Department, and the formation put in hand by the Road Boards.

PuketitiriBush. —Pohui Survey District.—The sum voted for the formation of a road to the Puke-
titiri Bush is to be spent by the Hawke's Bay County Council, who have supplemented the vote by
£240. Contracts have been let for the formation of 6 miles of road, cost £426, and for clearing the
road through the bush, 2J miles, £333.

Tukituki to Waipawa.—Makaretu Buataniwha Survey District.—It having been found that the
Crown lands in the Makaretu Reserve could not be sold until the reservation had been cancelled, the
road works were not continued; but in view of legislation on the subject, the road formation and
surveys have recently been commenced. A statement of the expenditure on this road will be found in
the report for last year.

Tautane and Botokakaranga.—The votes for the Tautane and Rotokakaranga Blocks, have not as
yetbeen operated upon, for there is little probability that these lands would be taken up, until the law
has been so altered as to allow of the upset prices being fixed at the selling value. In the case of the
Rotokakaranga Block, the 39th parallel of latitude, the boundary of the provincial district, cuts the
block into two narrow strips, thereby spoiling it for subdivision. It is intended to send out a party in
July to explore for roads through the Tautane Bush, the object to be kept in view is to find a main
road through the centre of the block, that will connect from the sea cost at Wainui with the railway
at Tahoraiti, in the Seventy Mile Bush.

Horace Baker,
Chief Surveyor.

Wellington.
The following works were undertaken to open Crown lands for sale in the Wellington Provincial

District, during the year 1881-2, the funds being obtained from vote 107.
Item 37, £8,000, and 49, £500.—The whole of the works carried out in the Forty Mile Bush,

were intrusted to the Wairarapa West County Council; I am only in aposition to indicate generally
what has been done in that district. (1.) In the Pahiatua Township a contract has been let for
clearing and formation of a dray road between the main coach road and western boundary, of section
number one, Block VIII, Mangahao, and from thence southwards to the cross road to the Tiraumea,
distance about 3J miles. (2.) The Hawera-Mangaone Cross Road has been laid off by the County
Engineer, and contracts let for the construction of a dray road for a distance of 2 miles. (3.) Con-
tracts are in progress on Foster's Line, South Mauriceville, to the extent of 2J miles; the road will
be sixteen feet wide ; and is being constructed in a more expensive manner than usual in similar cir-
cumstances. No provision has yet been made for the necessary bridges ; and the work has not been
pushed on expeditiously, save on one contract; the time allowed expired on 31stMay. (4.) Regarding
the road works to open up the Wangaehu, No. 2 Block, I have no certain information : the County
Council have accepted tenders for the formation of a bridle road.

Item 39, £500.—The Manawatu Highway Board are expending £350 in making the road from
Knight's towards Fitzherbert Township, and the road eastward towards section No. 270, block XVI.
Formation, 14 feet wide.

Item 40, £1,500.-—The Hutt County Council brought the Akatarawa Block Road contracts to a
conclusion, most of the work being done in 1880-1. About twelve miles of bridle-tracks were made,
ranging from 3 to 7 feet in width.

Item 41, £1,000.—The only work done on the Waikawa Blocks was the felling of the forest 1
chain in width, and clearing 16feet in centre, on a distance of 2\ miles, under the supervision of this
office.

Item 42, £5,000.—The department is engaged in laying off a road through the Otamakajma
block, preparatory to inviting tenders for the clearing.

Item 43, £1,000.—Proposals have been submitted for your consideration regarding the opening
of the eastern side of the Pohangina Valley.

Item 44, £1,500.—Mr. G. F. Robinson is superintending, under your directions, the road works
on the Momahaki Block. He was good enough to inform me, in May, that he had completed or in
hand about 13 miles of road works, comprising-—clearing 1 chain and stumping 30 feet in width, and
earthworks and bridging, the width of road being feet. The marvel is how so much could be done
for £1,500. Mr. Robinson requires some further funds to construct a line from Richardson Township
towards Waverley.

Item 45, £1,200. —The Wanganui-Waitotara Highway Board, through their engineer, Mr. A.
Atkins, are making the £1,200 voted to open Tokomaru Block spread over a considerable distance.
The bush is felled 1 chain in width and stumped 18feet in centre, formation being 8 feet in width.
Contracts have been undertaken for about 16 miles of road.

Item 46, £2,000 ; and 47, £2,000.—The Wanganui County have been proceeding with the con-
struction of Mr. Field's Mangawhero Line. The Marton-Murimotu Road has had no money spent
upon its improvement yet.

Item 48, £2,300.—The Hutt County Council completed the construction of the bridle-road from
Akatarawa to the Waikanae River, distant about 8 miles, width of road 5 feet.

Item 50, £1,330.—This vote was expended by the district engineer, Public Works Department,
in completing the roads and drains on the Kairanga Block.

Item 51, £90.—Was expended by the Manawatu County Council on the Kiwitea Main Line.
Item 52, £1,500.—This is to be handed over to the Wairarapa East County Council to improve

various roads leading towards Crown lands, but no road works have yet been undertaken so far as I
am aware. J. W. Marchant,

Chief Surveyor.
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Wairarapa West. —The County Council reports as follows. " I have prepared the statement for all
roads constructed. The sums taken into account, therefore, include a previous vote of £5,600
for the Mangaroa Block and £2,000 for Pahiatua Block, in addition to the £8,000 vote of last
session. The return which accompanies this letter shows the amounts granted by the
Lands Department and the amounts expended on contracts completed or amounts engaged
on contracts in course of completion; but, as in the case of the £8,000 vote, none of the
works have been finally completed for the whole of their lengths. The contracts completed and in
progress have been brought on charge without distinction. I have also to explain that, on account of
the same reason, the expenses of survey and inspection have not yet been included in the return.

Surveys are now going on in addition to those works mentioned in the statement for the following
works, and it is expected that tenders will be called during the present or next month, viz. : Alfredton
to Tiraumea Road, vote £350; Wangaehu Road, in continuation of the portion now being con-
structed—Makakahi Bridle Track, vote £1,000; Central Mangaone Road, vote £500; Dreyer's Rock
Road, vote £800.

In furtherexplanation of theannexed statement,I would also explain that Section No. 5, Pahiatua
Block Road, comprises a road the construction of which this Council has undertaken for the Wellington
City Corporation, being theroad leading through the Endowment Reserve. The cost of this work
will be defrayed by the Wellington City Council, and the work is mentioned in the statement merely
because as the connecting link between roads authorised for opening Crown lands. The sum voted
for repairs of the Mangaone Block Road, from Eketahuna to Alfredton, has been duly expended."

The County Engineer furnishes the following Eeturn, showing the works executed by the Waira-
rapa West County Council, out of votes, to open Crown lands for sale :—

Mangaone and Alfredtoii Extension Road, to open up Mangaone Block, leading from Eketahuna
to Alfredton, a distance of about 12 miles.... £. s. d.

Original vote 5,600 0 0
Amount expended on same road, in excess of original vote, and

appropriated out of the £8,000 vote 290 11 5

£5,890 11 5

Pahiatua Road, to open up the Pahiatua Block, leading from main road to Tiraumea river, a
distance of about 4J miles.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Original vote... 2,000 0 0
Additional amount for same purpose appropriated

out of £8,000 vote 1,000 0 0
Contracts have been let as under :—

1. 44 chains formation (Township Eeserve) ... 153 0 0
2. 79i „ „ „ „ ... 340 0 0
3. 45 „ „ „ „ ... 185 0 0
4. 70 ,, „ continuing road to cross

road leading to Tiraumea ... ... ... 305 0 0
5. 66 chains formation through Wellington City

Corporation Eeserve ... ... ... ... 289 0 0
1,272 0 0

£3,272 0 0

Memorandum.—The Wellington City Council has agreed to pay for Section 5, leaving therefore
a sum of £2,983, plus the cost of survey, &c, to be paid by Government.

Wcmgaehu Valley Road, to complete road to west side of Wangaehu, No. 2 Block. Contracts
have been let as under :—

£ s. d.
1. chains formation ... ... ... ... ... ... 155 0 0
2. 50 „ „ 137 10 0
3. 63 „ „ 187 8 6
4. 55 „ ,, • 162 5 0
5. 84 „ ,, 281 0 0

£943 3 6

Memorandum. —A grant of £500 has been advised by the Government as authorized for this
road ; an additional grant of £400 has been authorized to come out of the £8,000 vote; the remainder
is to be made up by the Council and settlers.
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Hawera Road, to open up village reserve on Mangaone stream, about 3J miles long; part of
£2,000 authorized out of the £8,000 vote. Contracts have been let as under:—

£ s. d.
1. 54 chains formation 264 0 0
2. 112 ~ „ 735 0 0

£999 0 0

Mauriceville South Road, to open up Crown lands at South Mauriceville.—The Government has
not yet granted any money for this road. Contracts have been let as under:—

£ s. d.
1. 46 chains formation 105 0 0
2. 56 „ „ , ... 261 0 0
3. 60 „ „ 229 0 0
4. 46 „ „ 189 10 0

£784 10 0

Eketahuna to Alfredton Road is formed 15 feet wide, and cleared 33 feet on flat ground. All
necessary or requisite bridges and culverts are built. No metalling'done. Road Pahiatua Block.—This
road is formed 13 feet wide throughout, the bush felled 66 feet wide, and cleared 33 feet wide. All
necessary or requisite bridges are built, no metalling done.

The Mauriceville South Road is formed 16 feet wide, bush felled 66 feet wide, and cleared 33
feet wide. The contracts include all culverts, but no bridges or metalling. The road, through town-
ship reserve, Corporation endowment, and other parts of Pahiatua Block are formed 13 feet wide,
bush felled 66 feet wide, all culverts are provided for, but no bridges or metalling. Hawera Road.—
The formation is 16 feet wide, bush felled 66 feet wide, and cleared 33 feet wide; all bridges and
culverts are provided for, but no metalling. Wangaehu Valley Road.—Formation 13feet wide, felling
66 feet wide ; and clearing 33 feet wide; all culverts provided for, no metalling.

Manawatu Highways Board.-—The Chairman reports as follows :—" The £500 grant is being laid
out on roads, south and east, in the Fitzherbert Block, and the roads to Palmerston North and the
Manawatu Eiver. The length of the roads being formed with the £500 grant, is 3 miles 55 chains,
in manner following. On ordinary lengths, 15 feet in width, with two side drains 2 feet wide and 1£
feet deep. On sidelong slopes, 12and 14 feet in width, with inner side drains l£ and 2 feet wide ;
together with the culverts required for removing surface water, and for leading creeks under theroad."

Taranaki and West Coast.

Mr. Robinson, Crown Lands Ranger, reports as follows:—By the schedule you will see that in
the Taranaki Provincial District over 46 miles of roads have been felled, and that over £1,862 has
been spent in bridges, culverts, drains, and earthwork, besides improving by drains, grading, &c,
over 4 miles of Tariki Road, and grassing over 55 miles of newly felled roads. Also other minor
works.

With respect to the works in progess and to be carried on during the ensuing year, I do not
know of any in the Taranaki land district, excepting an order I have just received for completing the
felling of the Waingongoro Road (a few chains that is) beyond those I have shown in the statement.
I should however, strongly recommend the opening of the Tariki Road to the Waitara River, a
distance of under 4 miles, and the improving of the East Road from Stratford to the confiscated
line. With regard to the latter, on receipt of your instructions of the 20th March last, I immediately
wrote to the New Plymouth Borough Council, to the School Commissioners, and to the Manganui
Road Boad, asking them to subscribe in the following ratio : New Plymouth Borough Council, £75 ;
School Commissioners, £45; and Road Board, £10. I received answers from the School Commis-
sioners and Road Board agreeing to the proposal, but the Council adjourned the discussion on the
question to a future day. I again wrote to the Council on the 15th May, requesting an early answer.
The matter was again discussed, and at last referred to the Reserves Committee, which really means
that the Council will do nothing to assist. I can therefore do nothing on this road without further
instructions from you.

In the West Coast land district also the work to be done will be very limited unless the
" continuous reserve " at Waimate is to be opened up by roads (to be charged against the rents), and
the lands for sale to be further opened up by felling the cross-roads between the Eltham, Skeet, and
Opunake Roads. Settlers in the Whakamara District are anxious to have lands opened up behind
the Mokoia Reserve. They say it is equal in quality to the lands already sold in Whakamara, and
that a good line of road can be got out, avoiding altogether the Otoki and other gorges.
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Schedule of Roads opened up by Felling, Culverting and Bridging, in the Taranaki Provincial
District, for the Year ending 30th June, 1882.

(a) Incluaes culverting from Mountain Boaa to near Manaia Eoaa.
(6) Incluaes culverting from railway line to near Auroa Boaa.
(c) Incluaes culverting from Waingongoro to past Manaia Boaa.
(d) Incluaes culverting from Main South Boad to Opunake Boaa.
(c) Fellea ana culvertea from Skeet Boaa to Cornwall Boaa.
(/) Fellea ana eulvertea from Skeet Boaa to Cornwall Boaa.
(g) Fellea from Waingongoro to Manaia Boaa.
(h) Improving roaa from railway line to Mangaotea ; four miles.
(i) Approaches to Inaha Bridge.
(j) Be-cuttingunaergrowth; 7J miles.
(lc) Balance of payment aue on felling last year.
(1) Grassing bush roaas; 55J miles.

(to) Painting office, Manaia ; pump; closet.

Schedule of Roads opened up by Felling in the Wairoa, Momahaki District, Wellington
Provincial District, for the Year ending June 30, 1882.

Part of the Overseer's wages shown above should be charged against earthwork now in progress, and against bush-
road-felling through University Reserve, Patea.

Statement of Works in Progress, in Taranaki Provincial District, on the Ist July, 1882.
1. Felling and culverting Opunake Road from about three miles west of Manaia Road onwards

towards Opunake.
2. Improving Opunake Road from Mountain Road to Waingongoro stream.
3. Culverting Eltham Road from Manaia Road, westwards, and felling same road from Auroa

Road westwards.
4. Culverting Skeet Road, Manaia Road, to Oeo stream.
5. Improving Salisbury and Croydon Roads, Huiroa District.
6. Improving Tariki Road, Mangaotea to Ratapiko Road (D. P. Mooney.)
7. Felling and culverting roads through University Reserve, Patea.

Statement of Works in Progress in Wellington Provincial District, on the Ist July, 1882.
1. Bridge over the Momahaki stream, Motoroa Road, Wairoa District.
2. Earthwork (road formation), Motoroa Road.
3. Earthwork (road formation), Richardson Road.
The cost of the above works will be about £800.

C. 3.-4.
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Name of Road. SurveyDistrict.
Widthof
Roadway
Felled.

Width of
Cartway
Clear,

Length of
Roadway
Felled, in

Chains.

Cost
of

Felling.

Culverting
Bridging,
Drains.

Total Coat.

)punake ..
Sitham ..
ikeet
Luroa
lastings ..
)uthie
leill
?ariki
ihipaipa ..
iast
Lnderson..

Ngaire andEaupokonui
Kaupokonui

1chain
2 chains
1 chain

16 feet 709-13
658-14
573-21
515-00
411-48
253-60
592-40

£ s. d.
489 8 9
822 15 6
399 16 10
383 10 0
288 0 6
177 10 4

419 3 6

£ a. d.
694 17 0
511 4 11
282 9 6
187 15 6
95 11 3
41 6 0

£ s. d.
1,184 5 9(a)
1,334 0 5(6)

682 6 4(c)
571 5 6(d)
383 11 9(e)
218 16 4(/)
419 3 6(g)
250 0 0(h)

49 10 0(i)
42 7 6(j)
13 0 0(ft)

128 11 2(1)
16 0 0(m)

312 19 10

>>

Ngaire andKaupokonui
Huiroa
Kaupokonui
Ngaire

4910 0

Ngaire and Kaupokonui
Supervision- -Ranger, £50 + £109 1:!. ldd. traivelling e: -.penses. 0rerseer, £li53 18s. Od.

£5,605 18 1

Name of Road. Width Felled. Width of Cartway. Length in Chains. Cost.

tichardson Road .. .. I 1chain
lotoroa Road .. ... | 1chain

Cost of Overseer's wages ..
20 feet
20 and 16 feet

406-42
599-34

£ s. d.
230 14 2
444 9 9

67 13 0

£742 16 11
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Marlborough.
During the past year ending 30th June, 1882, 17 miles 20 chains of roads, and about 12i miles

of tracks have been constructed in this district, which may be classed as roads assisting to develope
the occupation and opening up of Crown lands, viz.,—(l) In the Awatere Valley, 7 miles 20 chains;
(2) in the Rai Valley, 7 miles ; (3) in the Wakamarina Valley, 3 miles; (4) in the Sounds, 14 miles
of 6 feet tracks.

Number 1.—7 miles 20 chains long, forms a portion of the main line of road through the
Awatere Valley, from Picton, via Blenheim and the Taylor Pass, to the upper part of the valley, and
thence southwards to Canterbury. This road passes through and opens up for profitable occupation,
a block of good pastoral country, know as the Awatere Shearing Reserve, 13,127 acres in area,
surveyed and subdivided into 8 sections, preparatory to offering for sale. The greater part of the line
is on side cutting, through sandstone and pudding-stone, very hard to work in places, but forming an
admirable metalled road when disentegrated by a short exposure to the weather.

The road has been carefully graded and cut 14 feet into the solid, making up roadway to an
average of over 20 feet wide at a mean grade of 1 in 37, the steepest grade being one in 9 for a
distance of about 4 chains, cut through a hard sandstone breast cutting, which was unavoidable. The
cost of this road was £2,756 145., or an average of £380 4s. per mile.

The engineering surveys and specifications were prepared by the Awatere Road Board's Surveyor
and Inspector at the Board's expense, subject to my approval, theBoard's Inspector supervising the
works generally during their progress, with occasional and final inspections before payment, by
myself.

To bring the contracts within the scope of small parties of working men during the slack time of
the year, the work was divided into 13contracts. To this and the care taken in boning out the road
to the hill contours between grade pegs, is to be attributed the comparative small cost of the work,
taking into account the broken nature of country passed over.

Roads numbers 2 and 3, and tracks number 4, have been carried out under the direction and
supervision of the Public Works Department, and a report on them appeared in the statement of
that department, pp. 58, 59.

Henry G. Clarke,
Surveyor.

Nelson.
Boads.—During the month of January, instructions were received to survey and construct a

horse-track, with gradients for a dray-road from Hampden, Matakitaki to Walker's Track, Maruia.
Mr. T. Sadd was sent to commence the work until the services of Mr. H. Tarrant, Road Surveyor,
could be obtained. On the 10th of February, the first contract was let. The survey has been com-
pleted from Hampden to the Glenroy Junction, a distance of 14 miles, and contracts let for bush-
felling and formation for that length. The total cost to 30th June on contracts let, including
expenses of survey and an overseer, amounts to £3,063. No payments on contracts have been made
during the year.

The remainder of the line is now being surveyed to the Maruia, a distance of about 7 miles.
When this portion is constructed, it will be a good road from Hampden to Reefton for a horseman.

When the above is completed, it is proposed to commence grading a road line to connect the
Tadmor and Sherry Valleys with the main road from Nelson to the West Coast, by way of the Hope
Valley, which will open out a block of good land for selection.

Jno. S. Browning,
Chief Surveyor.

Road, Cobden via Coal Creek to Seventeen-Mile Diggings.—The sections of this undertaken under
vote of £1,500 last year, were—(Ist.) A length of 3 miles 1 chain in the Coal Creek Valley, not before
constructed at all, and which will open up a good deal of fair agricultural land for settlement. Metal
is difficult to obtain along most of the length. The road will probably be completed about end of
October next, but a further vote of £500 is required to finish it properly, so as to be available for
horse traffic throughout. The felling has been made 40 feet wide, clearing 6 feet, formation 6 feet,
metal 3 feet, with side drains, culverts, and bridges. (2nd.) A length of 48£ chains of side-cutting at
the Ten-Mile Bluff to make ascent at each end practicable for pack horses. An old track which was
in existence was altogether too steep. This work, which involved a good deal of rock-blasting, is not
yet quite complete, owing to difficulty of getting men for the work, also owing to wet weather. It
will be finished not later than end of August. The felling here has been made only the width of the
track and slopes, formation 6 feet, metal 4 feet.

Boad, Grey Valley to Teremakau via Bell Hill and Bruce's Paddock to Upper Ahaura.—The work
hereunder has consisted of—(lst.) Lake Poerua Contract, 1 mile 10 chains in length, now in progress.
This extends from the open ground at Bruce's Paddock to the settlers' homesteads at Lake Poerua,
and is to be metalled 8 feet wide for a dray road. The felling has been 1 chain wide, and clearing 16
feet wide. It will facilitate the settlers getting out their produce to the Christchurch Road, and
thence to Hokitika and Greymouth, which at present they have great difficulty in doing. (2nd.)
Hatter's Terrace to Haupiri Plains. Of this division a length of 6 miles has been surveyed, and of
this length tenders have justbeen accepted for 3 miles. Tenders have also been called for the other
3 miles. The felling to be 40 feet, clearing 6 feet, formation 6 feet, metalling 3 feet. It is only
contemplated to metal this for a bridle track. The survey of further sections is in progress.

F. W. Martin,
Resident Engineer, P.W. Dept.
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Canterbury.

Mathias Pass Road.—The track has been made from the grass flat above the Junction ( \_ on Mr.
Mueller's plan) to the cliffs at the mouth of Canon Creek. It has been made from 4to 5 feet wide
throughout, except at a few bad rocky points, and very little work would make it fit for packhorse
traffic. The total length constructed is four miles forty-three chains. As far as lam able
to judge, there will be about two miles more to make to reach the Saddle. There are two very bad
cliffs to pass. The rest of the ground presents no special difficulty; although the sidling is very steep,
the ground is clear and free from all scrub, so that it will not take long to make a good foot track.

Cost of Work.—The cost of the works to date has been as follows :—
£ s. d.

Wages 731 2 10
Plant and tools 97 8 8
Carriage, horse-hire, and packing 128 19 4
Engineering 155 8 1

Total £1,112 18 11

Of the plant there remains enough of almost everything to finish the work, and there will be a number
of tents and a stock of useful tools on hand when the workis done. Unless any unforseen difficulties
occur, the track will be finished for the balance of the £1,500; but, in case it should not be sufficient,
it would be advisable to have £200 more to draw on in case of need. I might have made some saving
in the work had I at the first fully realised the difficulties of the work, and the fact that the Saddle
could not be reached by the party from either side this season ; in which case I should have worked
with a smaller gang, and a considerable saving made in the item of carriage. The packing for a large
gang, besides the conveyance of tools, coals, &c, engaged a number of horses, and was very expensive.
As it was, I hoped all the time to be able to get round the Canon Creek cliff before the snow fell; and
had I been able to do so with the number of hands I had at work, I believe I could have easily finished
to the Saddle.

Description of Track.—The track rises at a grade of 1 in 12 for 1 mile 38 chains throughout this
length, the sidling is steep and the ground much covered with rocks; thence it runs over a rock-
covered plateau, 20 chains, this length is comparatively level, but very rough; thence 15chains of easy
sidling-grade, lin 15, ground rocky. In the next section a fall of 1 in 10 for 3-| chains, thence 20
chains grade falling at about 1 in 17, all easy sidling ground but much covered with rocks; from
thence is run level, passing over a large face swept by avalanches, and over a snow channel. A better
grade could be obtained by grading steadily down from C.; but the line would run through most
difficult ground, as it would have to wind through moraines and very broken country. My line just
heads the moraines and broken ground. To the cliffs of Canon Creek is one steady rise, the grade
varying from 1 in 15 to 1 in 17 throughout this length, the sidlings is very steep and rocky, the track
runs through several snow channels and shingle slides, the last 36 chains is entirely through loose
rock and shingle always on the move. During frosty weather rocks from the cliffs above frequently
break away and roll down into the river.

A. Dudley Dobson.

Westland.
Mahitahi to Haast Road.—Length, 21 miles 30 chains ; clearing, 33 feet; formation, 9 feet;

metalling, 5 feet; 2 bridges, &c. Of this road 9 miles 30 chains were completed during the year
ending 30th June, 1882,at a total cost of £2,779 os. sd. ; and 11 miles 70 chains remain to be done
during the present year, the contract price for which is £6,758 Bs. 7d.

Mapourika to Gillespie's Road.—Length, 20 miles; clearing, 33 feet; formation, 9 feet; metal,
5 feet; 2 bridges, &c. Only 2 miles 65 chains of this road were contracted for during thepast year,
contract price, £570 10s. The next 15 miles are surveyed ready for tendering: the whole of the
survey will be completed by next month.

Mathias Pass Road.—Length, 23 miles; clearing, 33 feet; forming, 7 feet; metal, 4 feet. In
progress of survey only; no part of it contracted for yet; benching along the line of road (1-J to 2
feet wide, cost to June 30th, £622 lis. lOd.) is being carried on simultaneously with the survey.

The Dittman's Town to Christchurch Road and Lake Mapourika Road were constructed by County
Council according to survey plans and specifications prepared by the department. The work is
nearly completed.

On the Dillmanstown to Christchurch Road, 6 miles are cleared, formed, and metalled through-
out; clearing, 33 feet; formation, 14 feet; metalled, 10 feet; cost, £1,891 17s. Mapourika Lake
Road, 4| miles, cleared and formed throughout, metalled for only 2 miles 68 chains ; clearing, 33
feet; formation, 6 feet; metalling, 4 feet. Two bridges, of the respective lengths of 26 feet and 36
feet by 7 feet in width, comprised in this contract. Cost, £859.

Gerhard Mueller,
Chief Surveyor.

Otago.

Within the Lawrence and Tapanui districts or localities some good and useful work has been done
during the year under the various votes granted by Parliament, as the formation of a road from Law-
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rence on to Run 106, recently sold on deferred payment; a road from Kelso up the Pomahaka river;
and one from the Tapanui railway on to the lands recently surveyed on Run 140 A. Mr. Smaill,
County Engineer, who has the supervision of the works, reports thus on them:—

Vote 107, item 68.—The length of road leading to Run 106 along the east bank of Tuapeka stream,
now under contract, is 4J miles, and will be formed to the width of 15 feet, including the necessary
culverts, &c, the steepest grade being 1 in 9, and the extras, in the shape of ditching and metalling
the worst places, at the contract schedule rates, including cost of supervision, will nearly absorb the
vote. A further sum of £700 will be required to complete the works across the Crookburn on to the
main ridge, including a deviation through Mr. Smith's land, facing the Waitahuna stream. When
that is done the settlerswill have two passable roads, one leading up the Tuapeka stream to Lawrence,
the other via Waitahuna stream to Havelock.

Vote 107, item 70 : Road TapanuiRailway to Run 140A.—The length under contract is 144chains,
and is being formed to the width of 18 feet. The steepest grade is lin 9, and that only for a short
distance. An additional sum of £600 will be required to complete necessary works on this road.

Road Kelso to Block XIII., Greenvale.—The work under contract on this road consists of a large
number of culverts, with short pieces of embankment over each roadway at formation level, 22 feet in
width, and grades very easy ; also a timberbridge over the Heriot Burn, 67 feet in length, width of
roadway 14 feet; and when the works are completed therewill be a fairly passable road for a length
of five miles from the township of Kelso towards Block XIII., Greenvale district. This road
should be continued along the banks of thePomahaka river to the Switzer's road; probable cost, £600.

Tuapeka Mouth Bridge, now under contract, is 100 feet in length by 14 feet in width, in three
spans of 33 feet 4 inches each, abutments and wing walls of coursed rubble masonry, set in mortar
and pointed with cement; piers and all timbers under roadway to be Australian iron bark ; the deck
and parapet to be of Tapanui black pine. The structure will be durable, and I have no doubtwill give
satisfaction. (This is a pile bridge.)

Vote 107, item 66: Boad Beaumont to Miller's Flat, via East Bank of Clutha River.—Total length
now under contract miles, to be formed to the width of 15 feet, steepest grade lin 23. Also, two
bridges, one over the Beaumont stream, 53 feet span, the other over Corstorphine Creek, 12 feet
span ; both bridges 10 feet wide, and will have stone abutments set in mortar, the timberof the Beau-
mont bridge to be Australian iron bark under the roadway. Tenders are invited for the formation of
an additional length of 208 chains, and contracts will be prepared for the other portions before next
August.

Vote 107, item 67: Boad to Block X., Binyer District.—Total length now under contract, and
nearly completed, is 112 chains, to the width of 18 feet; the steepest grade being lin 9. This road,
when completed, will be of great service to settlers. A table is appended, showing expenditure on
above.

Wyndham Valley Boad.—Under the direction of this office 4 miles 54 chains of this line have been
made passable for dray traffic, that is up to the ford on the Wyndham river, near Anderson's station.
One small bridge has been built, and numerous stone culverts. Already this road is much used by
the settlers on Anderson's run, but as the money allowed by the School Commissioners for its
construction was limited, and not sufficient to make a thoroughly efficient job of it, it will soon require
attention from the County Council. A foot-bridge has also been erected, under my supervision, at the
ford, on the Wyndham river, so that during heavy floods, which are frequent in winter, traffic willnot
be entirely suspended. The next section of this road, 4 miles 55 chains, had been let to Messrs.
Meston and McConnochie, by the Board of Governors, Otago High School. But here, again, the
money to be expended per mile is quite inadequate to do more than form a road which may be usable
in very fine weather. The formation will be only 12 feet, with stone culverts and one bridge over
Titri creek, and the above mileage reckons from the Wyndham ford at the township up towards the
Chimney Saddle. According to arrangement I have had. theassistance of an Inspector on the works,
without which there can be no guarantee of good and genuine work being done. The remaining
contracts on this road I should have had ready ere now, but, being shorthanded, that could not be ;
however, they will be prepared very soon now, and will, with the one justlet, cover a length over all
of 14 miles 53 chains to the boundary of the Board's endowment.

Boad Fortrose to Waikawa, viS, Tokanui Gorge.—This work has been examined and surveyed by
Mr. Strauchon, who has also made the necessary sections. Specifications will soon be prepared and
everything ready for contract before the good weather comes. A small bridge will be necessary at the
crossing of the Tokanui stream, but theroad itself to be of much use should be formed 5 miles further,
as that would make the lands on the Waikawa runs thoroughly accessible, and without which these
lands cannot be successfully opened up.

Strath Taieri Works.—I have selected road lines from Strath Taieri to Moonlight Flat, and across
the Nenthorn to Mount Stoker land, including bridge sites on Sheepwash and Nenthorn creeks.
Contracts for both of these works have been let, the former for £1,719, and the latter for £1,943.
These works will be of great use, but a bridge over the Taieri river itself I consider of far more
importance in encouraging settlement.

Deepdell Boad.—A good line has been selected by Mr. Barron and myself to give access to the
Pastoral deferred-payment sections at present being surveyed on thisrun, 210, "Deepdell." It is
being surveyed and sectioned by the County Engineer, who will forward his drawings and specifica-
tion to this office for approval before calling for tenders.

Upper Clutha Valley.—The drawings have been examined and approved by me for widening the
track Cromwell to Perriam's, east bank of Clutha, to 18 feet. A bridge plan for Firewood Creek has
yet to come in. When this work is done, it will assist very much in the profitable sale of lands on
run 236 and 239, now under survey, as all crossings of the Clutha river will thereby be avoided, and
a good road from Clyde to Lake Hawea will be available at all seasons of the year.
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Statement showing Contracts entered into; also the Amount of said Contract, and the Value
of Work Performed on each up to Date, at Schedule Rates.

(a) The cost of supervision will have to be added to the contract amounts. That can only be known after the
contracts are completed.

(6) You will note this exceeds the Government vote by £258 17s. 9d. The Tuapeka County Council provides the
balance.

(c) Tenders are invited for an additional length of 208 chains, and contracts for the remainder of the length will
be prepared in August.

(d) You will note this exceeds the Government vote by £732 14s. 4d. The Tuapeka County Council provides the
balance.

W. Arthur,
Chief Surveyor.

Southland.
Seaward Moss Road.—The work upon this road executed during the last year consists partly of

forming and ditching, but chiefly of gravelling that portion of theroad, which during a previous year
had been ditched and formed. The gravelling for the most part extends from near Woodend to the
south boundary of Block VIII, Campbelltown Hundred, and for this distance into the " Seaward
Moss," the road is now very passable at all seasons. For a mile further south the road was ditched
and formed on a previous year; and when the winter is over this portion will be in a fair condition to
receive a coat of gravel. Meanwhile, from the terminus of the old formation southwards to Awarua
Bay, contracts have been let by the Invercargill Road Board, in whose hands the expenditure of the
money has been left, consisting of double ditching throughout, also of culverting, bridging, and
fascining where required. These contracts are now in progress, though owing to the wet and
inclement weather which has lately prevailed, the work has been considerably retarded. When the
works has been completed, and thereafter gravelled where necessary, through communication will then
be opened up between Woodend and AwaruaBay. The advantages of tnis both to settlers on the line of
route and to those who may ultimately settleat the head of the Bay, are very apparent, there being a
good natural road along thebeach.

The Clerk to the Invercargill Road Board reports "that during the past year the Seaward Moss
Road, for which the sum of £924 13s. was voted has been expended as follows, on—lBs chains
gravelling, 63 chains formation, 110 chains ditch-deepening, 16 chains new ditching, and 2 box
drains. These works were carried out on the Seaward Moss Road, through Blocks 11. and VIII.,
Campeltown Hundred."

Wilson's Crossing Road.—On the strength of £1,000 allotted to this road, the expenditure ofwhich
sum has been handed over to the Southland County Council, several contracts have been let. The
most westerly of these contracts begins at the junction of roads situated If miles due east of
Wilson's Crossing Railway Station. From this point the road formation extends continuously along
the south boundary of Block VIII., New River Hundred, tillForest Hill Hundred is reached. At this

C 3.—.5

Titleof Work, orVote.
Amount

of
Contracts.

TotalAmount
of

Contract.
Value of Work

Performed
to Date.

Total Amount
of Work

Done toDate.
Amount of

Government
Vote.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Vote 107, item 68: To open up Run 106—

Contract No. 157.. 158„ 161„ 162

118 10 8
213 15 6
187 10 0
246 9 0

50 0 0

[ 1000 0 0

(a)766 5 2
50 0 0

50"0 0

Vote 107, item 70: Tapanui Railway to Run
140A.—

Contract No. 148„ H9
300 0 0
230 0 0 I 1000- 0 0

534 8 0
438 8 6 972'16 6 53o"o 0

Kelso toBlock XIII, Greenvale District—
Contract No. 145.. 146„ 147

239 13 3
254 4 6
265 0 0

50 0 0
250 0 0
150 0 0 - 500 0 0

(b)758 'l7 9 450"0 0

Tuapeka Mouth Bridge—
Contract No. 154 639 17 0

639 17 0
No progress f Subsidy of

1 £ to £.

Vote 107, item 66: Beaumont to Miller's Flat,
via East Bank of Clutha River—

Contract No. 159„ 160
„' ',, 1'63., 164

230 0 0
374 18 0
389 10 4
315 1 10

I 3000 0 0

(c)1309*10 2

Road to Block X, Benger District—
Contract No. 138.. 143

570 10 4
662 4 0

400 0 0
600 0 0 [ 500 0 0

(d)1232 14 4 iooo"o 0
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latter point, two branch roads begin, one running north-easterly towards Shark's Tooth, and the
other south-easterly to the Makarewa River. All the contracts are now in progress, none owing to
the unfavourable weather, &c, being finally completed. The work in progress on the main part of
the road consists of bush-felling, ditching, and fascining ; also of some culverts and a bridge. The
work in progress on the branch roads consists for the most part of ditching, forming and fascining;
also of culverts where required, more money will be required to properly open up, via Wilson's
Crossing, the Deferred Payment Block north of Shark's Tooth ; but when the present contracts are
completed, theroad in ordinary seasons will so far be fairly passable.

John Spence,
Chief Surveyor.
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Statement of the Extent and Cost of Triangulation executed in New Zealand up to 30th
June, 1882.

Abstract of the Surveyors Employed in each Provincial District, and of the Work on Hand,
on 30th June, 1882.

Crown Grants and Certificates of Title from the Crown Prepared.

6—C. 3. ,

:;unIan Survey. lemenl iurvey.

Districts.
Meridional Costper Major

Circuit. Acre. Triangulation.
Cost per
Acre.

Minor Minor
Triangulation Cost per Triangulation

without Acre. with
Topography. Topography.

Cost
per

Acre.

Acres. a. Acres.
8,060,287
2,770,896

a.
•32
■27

Acres.
125,000

2,240,354
20,000

233,500
37,000

169,448
1,970,000

57,076

d.
■25

1-10
•50

1-62
1-00
1-72
1-50
1-44

Acres.
134,400

2,808,323
a.

1-40
•93

Auckland—prior to 1877...„ since 1876
Taranaki—prior to 1877 ...,, since 1876
Hawke'sBay—prior to 1877„ since 1876
Wellington—prior to 1877„ since 1876 ...
Nelson—prior to 1877„ since 1876
Marlborough—prior to 1877„ since 1876
"Westland—prior to 1877...„ since 1876
Canterbury—prior to 1877„ since 1876 ...
Otago—prior to 1877,, since 1876
Southland—prior to 1877„ since 1876 ...

590,000

211,000

4,997,120

l-'i'o

•19

•125

■083

1,971,120
135,800

3,958,009
251,040

335,680
554,160

1,144,083

■40
•06
■75•76

•25
•80

1-27

. 231,601 1-05

2-07

18^000
745,300

1,759,753
1,356,693

1-90

'98
1-44

205

1-30
1-80
2-43

3,000^000 156,000 301,000
100,880
723,475

:173
•066

•12
•50

146,620
2,818,800*
1,706,152

1-94
f
•746,143,000

10,300,000
133,000
358,400

20,150 1-90

2,535,034
6,581,407
2,028,519
1,520,000

357,660

1-64
1-50
1-04
1-50
1-42

2,94OJ0OO •066

Totals 28,181,120 21,133,44419,672,466 9,931,701

* 1,843,700 acres of this eifche: not reliable ir stations lost. t No! known.

Survt)yors.

Chief Surveyors. District. Triangulation Settlement Survey.
NativeBlock

and Land
Purchase.

Railway,
Road, and

Water-races.Staff'.
Contract or

other
Surveyors.

S.P.Smith
T. Humphries
H.Baker
J. W. A. Marchant
J. S. Browrning .,.

H.G.Clarke ...
G. Muller

19
8
4

12
10
2
5

13
2
3
4

Auckland
Taranaki
Hawke's Bay
Wellington ...
Nelson
Marlborough
Westland

Sq. Miles.
1,676

105
765

Acres.
185,827
32,600
27,268
44,000
95,091

953
49,266

( P.D.P. 31,281)
{ 98,642 j

91,546
15,258

Acres.
271,020
60,000
57,734*
9,150

Lin. Miles;
239

14
145

734f 569 43
J. H. Baker 13 2 Canterbury ... 166
W. Arthur
J. Spence

8
2

1
1

Otago
Southland ... 340

Totals ... 83 26 3,786 671,732 398,473 441

* Native jand Court. t 56 lim;al miles tra- -erse circuit.

District. Number. Cost, District. Number. Coat.

LucHand ...
'aranaki
[awke's Bay
Wellington...
felson
larlborough

630
535
187
310

5
60

£ s. d.
600 0 0
276 0 0
106 4 0
143 5 0

2 2 6
22 10 0

"Westland ...
Canterbury
Otago
Southland

177
1,031

942
539

£ B. d.
30 9 6

279 12 10
400 0 0
200 0 0

Totals 4,416 2,060 3 10
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Land-transfer Work.

Lithographic Printing executed during the Year 1881-82.

Total number of PRINTINGS; 1,250.
Maps Mounted, 1,792.

Abstract of Lithographs Printed.

Wobk on hand, PKlNTiNa Office. — Education, 300; Survey, 11,700; Property-Tax, 2,000; Postal, 2,700;
Public Works, 2,400.

Photographs on hand.—1 plate, Public Works ; 2 plates, Survey Department.

Photographs.

32

District.
No. of
Plans

Passed.
No. ofPlans

Placed on Cer-
tificates of Title.

Cost. District.
No. of
Plans

Passed.
No. of Plans

Placed on Cer-
tificatesof Title.

Cost.

Aucklana
Taranaki
Hawke's Bay
Wellington
Nelson ...
Marlborough

164
60
46
49

144
26

593
847

11
1,756
314

87

£ s. d.
350 0 0
200 0 0
200 0 0
174 8 0
204 7 6
47 15 0

Westlana
Canterbury
Otago ...
Southland

42
100
93
36

180
6,422
2,640
1,318

£ s. a.
21 12 0

779 0 0
480 0 0
210 0 0

Totals 2,667 2 6760 14,168

Department. No. of
Jobs.

Impres-
sions by
Hand.

No. of 3-f~i,„ sions byJobs- Machine.
Department. No. of *m'5r?3-T 1 sions byJobs- Handf

No. of
Jobs.

Impres-
sions by
Machine.

Survey
PublicWorks ...
Telegraph
Treasury
Justice
Geological
NativePatent •Customs
Colonial Secretary
Eaucation
Marine
Defence
Postal

321
156

7
4

34

26
4

41
34
75
21

2
9

16,749
14,683

974
1,400
3,400

2,820
400

2,380
1,485
8,469
1,885

220
1,618

64
10
2

23

190,650
19,350
3,300

34,850

Railway
Architect
Government Printer ...
Immigration ...
Annuities
Property-Tax
Library
Registrar-General
Prisons
Mines
Parliament ...

41
10
14
2
8
3

5,000
500
324
100

1,500
3,84-0

"5

i

7,400

600
13
16
1
3

1,280
406
100
75059

3
43,600

2,600
Total 843 70,283 168 302,950i 600

No.
AverageNo. of

Copiesof
each Lithograph.

No. of
Impressions.

Heaa Office
Aucklana
OtagoSouthland

1,011
26
50
7

369
111
386
121

I
373,233

2,900
19,300

850

Totals 1,094 987 396,233

Department.
No. of Plates

Taken
during the

Year.
Department.

No. of Plates
Taken

during the
Year.

Public Works
Survey
tfuseum
Marine
Education
3-overnmentPrinter

90
174

18
8

18
9

Architect
Insurance

Silver prints
Total

1
2

320

561
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Auckland Trigonometrical and Chain Closures, 1881-82.

Note.—The above shows a fair average of the closures ; it, of course, only includes a few of them.

SCHEDULE A.—WELLINGTON.
Comparison of Bases, taking Waipakura Base, measured by Mr. John Annabell, as Standard for

Comparison, equal 16,128·02 links.

A mean correction of I'B3 links per mile was applied to the old Wellington provincial triangulation distances to
reduce them to the new Wellington City standard survey measurements. This nearly agrees with the results obtained
by major triangulation, which showed that the Wellington distances were short by T56 per mile.

Comparison of Wellington District Triangulations.

33

Trigonometrical lhain.

Surveyors. Number of
Closures.

Mean
Differences of

Bearing
ofClosures.

MeanRatio
of Diff-rence

of Closure
per Mile.

Number of
Closures.

Number of
Traverse
Lines.

Total Length
of

TraverseLines.
Mean

Ratio of Error
of Closure.

i. Weetman
5. C. Goldsmith
j. Cussen
p. Simpson
P. H. Edgecumbe
i. Newmann
5. Lambert
'. E. Cheal
V. J. Parris
3-. A. Martin
5. H.Hardy
I. M. Smith
'.I.Philips
X Stevens
'. Hannah
I. A. Martin
L.M.Ross

6
4

22
5

13"
4"

ll"-3
19"

Iks.
■53
•50
■50

11
6

380
67

37-4
11-9

Iks.
1-6
4

3 11"
1

3

5
10
6

10
5
6
9
3
9
7
1

128
224
102
276
95
46
83

15-6
41-711-7
15-7
22-4
7-1

13-4
10-2
41-5
16-2
3-25

1-4
1-36
IT
5-28
2
2-5
2-2
0-4
2-35
2
01

"i 0-44

2
6
2

10" 0-8
1-9
0-6

130
16

7" fi
4

iio
48

16
6-9

6-5
2

Means and totals j 54
54

75"-3
10"-7

9-27
1-03

98
98

1,705
1,705

265-95
265-95

28-79
1-92

Base. Length. By Whom Measured.

?he "Westmere" (computed from Waipakura, =8,621-00) 8,621-53
8,623-4

diff. P87

Mr. John Annabell and the Chief Surveyor,
Mr. J. Mitchell.

?he"Okirae"

= P74 per mile.

10,835-24
10,836-00

diff, 0-76

Mr. John Annabell.
Computed from Waipakura.

?he"TeRuanui" ...
=0'56 per mile.

4,314-4
4,314-6

diff. 0-2

Mr. D. H. Munro, computed from Wai-
pakura.

= 0-39 per mile.

Surveyorand Survey
District,

a
£ & 3fc o a£ H 2

CO

Side. Bearings. Distances. P
S 0"

Remarks.

O / // Iks.
28,350-1

53-1
diff. " 3-0

Iks.
G. A. Northcroft,

Puketoi.
(Comparison with

original work by
A. Dundas and
J. Kelleher.)

10" K, Rakonui, to J, Butters ... Mr. Northcroft's lay
within limits of
original triangula-
tion.

Puketoi, to K, Rakonui 292 15 7
15 10

0-9

I, Table, to J, Castle Ridge
diff. 3

23,621-0
25-2

diff. ' 4-2 1-4
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Comparison of Wellington District Triangulations-continued.

Surveyor and Survey
District.

0Ki C O

0. u B> u a
<!W g

Side. Bearings. Distances. SE!
.2 ft
Q

Remark;

Polygon rouna F, Benmore...
Oft/ Iks.

25,208-7
10-2

diff. " 1-5

Iks.

0, Castle, to Q, Grant 333 58 42
59 1

diff. " 19

0-5

>. A. Northcroft,
Aohanga.

with
work by A, D.
Wilson.)

15" K, the Peak, to I, Breakdown 33,088-3
88-8

diff. " 0-5 j
23,026-4

25-7
diff. " 0-7

24,344-1
46-1

diff. " 20
23,051-4

49-9
cliff. 1-5

23,0543
49-9

diff. " 4-4

20,893-9
97-7

diff. " 3-8

Q, Kupukori, to L, Benvorlich
0*1

Q, Kupukori, to XT, Scrub ...
0-2

X, Mount York, to V, Pukea-
muku

0-7

0/5
X, Mount York, to V, Pukea-

muku
1*4

V, Pukeamuku, to Y, Scrub...

Ct, Waihoki, to /, Breakdown 88 51 34
51 41

diff. " _7
93 27 20

27 15
diff. " 5

43 32 11
32 23

cliff. " 12

1-5

0, Razorback, to Q, Kupukori

X, Mount York, to W, Rara

i", Table, to D, Razorback ... 34,255-0
53-5

diff. " 1-5
19,526-4

26-4
diff. " 0-0

17,805-2
07-0

diff. " 1-8
19,761-3

61-5
diff. ' 0-2

Q-, Camp, to B, Manuhara ... 0'3
3-. A. Northcroft,

Mount Cerberus.
Comparison with
work by A. D.
Wilson.)

14"

J,Pukowhinau, to P, Pukehou
0-0

0-8
U, Korora, to Q, Pukepoto,.,

Q, Pukepoto, to J, Pukewhi-
nau

140 45 52
45 13

diff. " 39
101 17 54

17 52
diff. " _2

80 45 6
44 58

diff. " _8
57 48 4-5

48 24
diff. ' 21

26 18 14
17 41

diff. " 33

00

J, Towai, to Q, Pukepoto ...
A, Manuka, to Z, Huiru

F, Tarahora, to JS, Manuhara

C, Meech, to D, Cerberus ...
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Comparison of Wellington District Triangulations—continued.

Position of Mungaroa by J. McKenzie = S. 27,691-9 E. 23,426-2„ „ J. D. Climio = „ 27,687-3 „ 23,4377
Difference in 50| miles = 46 11'7

Surveyor and Survey
District.

a<u a o
«,■-- ■«g & *<& |

CO

Side. Bearings. Distances.

V ■

g-a Remarks,

Llewellyn Smith,
Tiffin.

(Comparison with
work by H. Jack-
son, J. Mitchell,
A. Dundas, and
M. Carkeek.)

10" J, Mitre, toI, Mount Dundas

F, Harris, to Cf, Pukekino ...

Iks.
40,474-3

88-0
diff. 13-7

30,797-7
801-2

diff. ' 3-5
44,526-0

45-8

Iks.

2-7

Major triangulation
assumed to be cor-
rect.

O,Pope's Hill, toP, Waiobine
0-9■ I

A, Rangitumau, to C, Waka-
papa

T, Reeves, to P, Waiohine ...
A, Kapakapanui, to &, Renata

diff. " 19-8
80,081-4

98-5
diff. " 17-1

40,645-2
533

diff. " 8-1
28,049-9

48-2
diff. " ~TT

18,779-3
79-8

diff. " 0-5

30

V7

1-6

Akatarawa .,.

0-5

Gf, Renata, to F, Pukeruru ,..

Llewellyn Smith,
Mikimiki.

(Comparison with
old work by J.
Mitchell, M. Car-
keek, ana J. D.
Climie.)

J, Mitre, to E, Temara
Oil!

0-2

9"

IV, Holdswortli, to L, Pinnacle

95 12 21
10 46

diff. " 1 35
101 33 36

33 39
diff. " 3

16 0
6 15

The bearings were
brought through
major and minor
triangulation right
across the Island.

N,Holdsworth, toP, Waiohine

R, Hector, to P, Waiohine ...
diff. " 1515

.B, Hector, to &, Renata

94 50 21
49 47

diff. ' 34
249 2 11
249 37 16

35 5
34 22

diff. ' 43
E, Hector, to A, Kapakapanui

convergence of urn idians.

281 51 39
102 26 33

34 54
34 22

cliff. " 32
Distance between ter-

minals, llf miles.
A. and M. Carkeek,

Waitohu

J. D. Climie, Akata-
rawa

14"

9" Waitohu close by positions ~\
between Moutere and >
Waitohu gives )

Saddle to D, Kakanui

N. 82,457-0„ 82,456-6
diff. " 0-4
E. 44,318-3„ 44,314-6
diff. " 3-7

15,345-6
47-5

diff. " 1-9
50,624-2

34-9
diff. 10-7

23,481-0
83-5

diff. ' 2-5

0-03

0-3

10
Kapakapanui to Quoin

H, Kakariki, to Mungaroa ..,
1-7

0-8
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Comparison of Wellington District Triangulations—continued.

Surveyor and Survey « oj

District. «! £ a
xn

Side. Bearings. Distances. u Remarks.. D. Cliinie, Kaitawa 13" Manganui to Wainui

Kapakapanui to Wainui

g-b

Iks.
54,871-5
54,872-Q

dife. " 0-5
54,878-0

diff. 6-5
68,108-3
68,110-0

diff.
30,1069

5-1
diff. ' 1-8

32,139-9
40-4

diff. ' 0-5
21,974-5

71-0
diff. ' 3-5

16,954-7
58-7

0-08

6-9

0-2

Major trig, distance.
By Climie through

Stn GcQt.
By Climie through

Maimgakawa.
Major trig, distance.
By Climie through

trigs. JJ and Gr&.

British Peak to Mount
Yietoria

0-6
r. Snowden,
Nicholson

Port 25"

01
/S-Hawtins Hill ...
A-C

18

α-t
diff. ' 4-04-0 2-0

22,181-2
80-4

C-D
O / // diff. ■8 0-8

F-E

15 16 36
16 09

diff. " 0 27
19 20 24

20_49
diff. ' 0 25

319 20 46
20 38

diff. " 0 8
Polygonal closeswith-

in the work.

β-t

.. Dundas, Poha-
ngina and Orotia

13" Wharite to Mount Taylor ... 129,778-0
87-7*

diff. " 9-7
51,545-4

50-9
diffi.

O-β
"Wharite to M, Mahara

M-N ... 67,856-2
55-7

diff.

o-s

Old Wkarito to S... 28,571-7
65-3

diff. " 6-4
22,565-3

64-5
diff. " 0-8

0-06

AS
1-8

M-A 49,453-9
57-7

diff. " 3-8
40,642-3

41-Q
diff. " 13

67,853-4
55-7

0-3

μ-c
0-6

μ-n ...
0-25

E-C
diff. ' 2-3

33,188-4
90-2

diff. " 1-8

0-27

0-i

* From co-ordinates of old Eangitikei trial fulation.
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Comparison of Wellington District Triangulations—continued.

Note.—The mean discrepancy derived from the foregoing comparisons, without any attempt at selection, between the
major and minor triangulations throughout the Wellington Provincial District, being the work of numerous surveyors)
founded upon many independent bases, amounts to o'B7 link per mile.

Surveys in Wellington Provincial District, 1881-82.—Traverse Closures.

37

Surveyor and Survey
District,

_
da> C o

Ssg> u a
Side. Bearings. Distances.

a <u

5 ft

Remarks.

Uf-CliffNo. 3

C-N

S-M

C, Tawirikohu, to Cf, Mount
Dundas

Iks.
48,260-6

66-9
diff. ' 6-3

29,086-3
80-8

diff. " 5-5
23,922-2

25-7
diff. " 3-5

29,185-0
90-0

diff. " 5-0
28,918-9

13-5
diff. " 5-4

21,504-1
01-0

diff. " 3-1

1-0

1-5

1-2

Polygonal closes with-
in the work.

'. Baber, jun., Wai-
opehu, Arawaru,
and Mount Robin-
son

18"

1-4

To bring Mr. Baber's
work into harmony
with the major
triangulation, an
angular correction
of only 3" was
required.

D, Makahika, to HA, Nga-
puketerua

1-5

A, Tepaki, to K, The Peaks

i-2

Surveyor. SurveyDistrict.
Traverse. -a g

gSi

Closing Error.

Mn. Pr.

Errorper Mile, g, ° m a

1MsMn. Pr. <£ aFrom To

P. W. Knowles ...

.. Dundas and C;
W. Thompson

Pohangina

WaitohuandWai-
opehu

Stream traverse
Cliff 3„ 6
Beehive Creek tr
Rpeg
Peg LITE
Rpeg

Peg XIV '.'.'.
Trig. D
Towmship
Cliff 4
PegXCVIII ...„ LXVII ...„ XCVI
Trig. H
PegXC
Trig. Beavcn ...,, Poroporo...
IT

Stream traverse
Cliff 4„ 7

averse
Trig. AA„ CO
Rpeg
ii

Peg LXXXVIII
Township
Cliff No. 4
Peg XX„ LXVII ...„ XCVI
Trig. H,, l„ O
PegX
V
Peg XL

34
2
1
5
3i
2
1
1|
2
2
2i
If
2i
2i
1a
4

5i
2
2*
3
li
2
li
ii
41
2i
2i

a
ii
5i
ii
li
i2i
3.%
l
if2i
i
1-7

4-3
4-1
3-4
0-9
39
2-1.
5-5
4-4
3-3
7-0
8-3
2-6
2-8
2-3
2-6
3-7

11-3
7-97-9
5-4
1-5
2-5
2-3
2-4
08
1-8
4-5
7-4
3-9
7-4

19-4
8-1

106
1-9
0-6
6-0
1-9

12-2
8-7
2-6
3-7

17-3
4.9
1-0

13-0
14-4
1-9

7-5
6-4
2-0
5-6
9-6
1-3

10-2
16-5
4-8
1-2
4-6
8-3
8-4

12-8
0-4
0-5
23
00
1-3
2-7

11-4
14-8
5-9
9-2
6-8
0-9
63
0-9
5-9
0-8
2-2
1-4
63
0-2
1-6

1-2
2-0
3-4
0-2
1-2
1-0
5-5
3-0
1-6
3-5
3-7
1-5
1-2
1-0
2-6
4-8
2-1
4-5
3-9
2-2
0-5
2-0
IT
1-6
0-5
0-4
2-0
3-0
7-8
4-2
37
4-6
8-5
3-8
0-3
8-0
1-9
7-0
3-2
2-6
3-7

4-6
2-4
1-0
2-6
4-4
1-0
7-5
4-3
6-0
2-8
4-3
1-0
4-5
73
4-8
1-6
0-8
4-7
4-2
5-1
0-1
0-4
1-1
00
0-7
0-6
50
60

11-8
5-3
1-3
0-5
5-0
1-8
4-7
IT
2-2
0-8
2-3
02
1-6

5*
5*
5*
5i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i
3i

16
16
16
16
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

E. R. Poster

Sandy Peg I
j, I„ I„ VII„ VII ...

Trig. Hewi-iti ...
Peg CXXIX ...„ XCVII ...
D
Printers' Plat ...
G
H
I
Peg I„ X

» .X. .Waiariki Stream
J
J

„ XV„ VIII ...„ XIV
Block D
Trig. GrayKopuaranga

W. Snowden ... Port Nicholson...
Peg CXLII '.'.'.
Hewi-iti
T
G
H
I
No. 80
Peg X
G
Grave flag

Ohau Bay
Kaminaru



C—B.
Surveys in Wellington Provincial District—continued.

Note. The total length traversed, exclusive of standard survey, amounts to 163 miles, and the mean errors to
1-8 links and 236 links per mile. Nine-tenths of the work was in hilly forest country. The most discrepant closures
occurred generally upon connecting links between other traverses; accumulated errors are likely to be disclosed in
such cases.
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SurveyDistrict.
Traverse. Closing Error. Error per Mile. DO 2

£~ a *Q) bi»r-^Surveyor.
From To -12 Mn. Pr. Mn. Pr.

'ohn Annabell Waipakura
Ikitara

and Peg I„ I
No. 1
Peg I
Rakautawa
Tokomaru
Trig. N„ O
Rakautawa
Rawaho
Peg XV
Rangitawaki ...
W
Waikupa
Martin's Hill ...

Peg XXX
No. 4
AA
No. 5
Peg XV„ LXII
No. 6
Trig. R

1
24
1
2

3.4

24li
2i
U
l

s.4
2
H
li
li
li
241-2-
1
1
3f
3
5
14
li
3
1

12
12

Bi
3
2
1 1
o4
3
ii

if
2f14
14

12
3.4

1
12
i
ii

14

0-5
0-5
2-1
3-6
01
2-2
3-1
3-7
0-4
1-4

11-3
5-4
4-3
1-9
0-5
3-7
9-8
2-1
1-0
5-4
0-9
10
51
0-1
1-6
2-5
0-4
03
0-5
2-6
OT
01
0'6
0-9
2-6
o-o
4-8
0-5
4-3
0-4
0-9
0-8
0-9
0-9
0-6
0-3
o-o

0-9
10-6
2-1
0-6
3-6
3-2
34
6-5
0-8
o-o
4-1
62
4-1
0-2
1-2
56
66
3-5
0-4
5-9
00
1-9

20-9
3-5
2-1

106
2-9
4-1
2-5
3-3
0-3
0-8
0-4
2-7
3-3o-o

10-0
13-5
0-5
1-0
0-4
0-6
0-7
0-2
0-2
1-6
o-o

0-5
0-2
2-1
1-8
0-1
0-9
2-5
1-6
0-2
1-4

15-1
2-7
4-2
1-5
0-4
3-0'
3-9
1-2
1-0
5-4
0-2
0-3
1-0
0-07
1-3
0-8
0-4
0-6
1-0
0-5
003
0-05
0-5
0'2
0-9

0-9
4-2
21
0-3.
4-8
1-3
2-7
2-9
0-5
00
55
31
3-3
0-2
10
4-5
2-6
20
0-4
5-9
o-o
06
4-2
2-3
1-7
3-5
2;9
8-2
5-0
0-6
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-5
1-1

Si

J. Annabell and J.
P. Sicely

J. P. Sicely
N.J. Tone

Ikitara

Rangitoto
Aohanga

Parson's
Low Ridge
Toetoe
Anderson
Marshall
Tutaekuri
Oldpeg
Horse
Bottle
Wangaehu
Peg XIV,, J.„ XII

Peg XV
Intersection
62
M
Martin's Hill ...
Nelson
Low Ridge
Toetoe
Parson's
Anderson
Peg XV
Cockburn
Oldpeg
Peg IX
Bottle
Peg XXVII ...
River
Peg I„ I„ LXIV

34
3i
3*
3J
8J
34
34

G. Struthers

Kopuaranga

Haurangi
Onoke Wharekauhau ...

A
P
Battery
Peg I
Wharehill
Pukcmanga
Knob
J
Nairn Trig.
Terrace ,,
Ingestre „
Courtenay Trig.
Banks ,,
Riddiford „
Plag No. 4
Mount Cook ...

5454
54
54
54
54
54
54

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
4
4
4

A. E. Ashcroft Wainuioru, Puke-
toi, and Aoha-
nga

Wellington City
standard survey

D
Peg II
A
Peg XIV

„ II
X
J
Peg XXIX ...
Ballance Trig. ...
Courtenay „ ...
Pirie ,, ,..
Nairn „ ...
Howell's ,, .,.

2-7
0-2
2-9
0-2
1-8
1-1
0-9
1-8
0-8
0-2
0-0

6-0
4-9
03
0-6
0-8
0-5
0-7
0-4
0-2
1-3
o-o

J.D. Climie

5) 5)

Banks ,,
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RETURN of Field-work executed by Staff and Contract Surveyors, from 1st July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882.

PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF AUCKLAND.

39

Majoi Trial 1gnlation. MinorTriaDgulatiQn,
T<

Tri
)pofjraphioal

igonumetrical
Survey.

Kural and Suburban. yjwn Beotion Surrey. KtttiLve Land Court Survey. Lam Purchase Savvey.
Eoads, Railways,

and
Water-races.

] Detention
'■ b.vlfativo; Opposition

Causes,
OtherWort. Total Cost

ot
Surveyor

and Party
from 1st July,

1881, to
30th Juno,

lSSi.

District.Surreyor.

Acres.
6

TotalCost. Acres. c <i TotalCost. Acres. c < Total Cost,

ftj
Acres. o<! Total Cost.

y, 1 ° 3
02

< 6 J Total Cost. Acres.
m In O=«'> TotalCost.

ijj_oJ____J . LIi O a;
Acres, i o '&

i -5
o< TotalCost. (3

• !#3 1
0 A TotalCost. j Cost Cost.

Komarta.

1
1

£ £ s, <3. £ s. d.
I

O-. W. Williams
d. £ s. d. d.

0-88
£ s. d.

228 0 0
d. C s. d. s. £ b. a.

28 19 0
s. £ s. a. d. £ p. c\ a. £ b. a. £ £ s, d. . £ .. a.

651 11 4
. £ s. a.
! 909 0 4: Field inspector. Trig, work in[ opiMi country.

Field inspector in charge of
district.

Sections adjoining old work.

Auckland 62,160 193 19 ... 1I
J. O. Barnard ... Poverty Bay 26 21 15 15 15 0 I 5 11-611-6 58 5 0 8 0 0:58 5 0 ) 536 8 2! 510 S 2

S. Weetnian
E. C. Goldsmith
L. Cussen, cadet

and assistant

Waitemata, &c.
Tauranga, &c.
Taupo, ifcc.

275,200
657,000!

0-18
0-25

212 6 4
692 14 8

19,800
6,000

1-28
0-65

123 3 0
15 0 0

3,231
9 323

45
33

4-7
3-2

760 7 2
36G 5 10 "331 5 12 ' ig'"o 0

3-255 13-413-4 42 19 0

180 0 0

42 19 0 215" 13 0
)j 105 18 8

905 10 1
) ■ 800 9 0
i 2,045 4 6

„
577,000 acres trig, and topo-

graphical survey completed in
field at 0'13d. per acre.

Open and bush; partly adjoin-
ing old work.

Sections adjoining old work.
217 square miles triangulation
complete in field.

Sections adjoining old work.

...
F. Simpson Whangarei, &c. .. 41,950 1-45 253 8 11 2,527 41 2-59 32 J> 1 9 130; 24'7 16 15 10 G-OG3 1G'216-2 G8 4 3 4A 0 0G8 4 3 )j 45 7 0I 759 18 9

J. Baber Waipipi, Aliikereru,
&e.

47,360 0-5 110 10 0 930 29 5-8 277 0 0 1-75i 10-110-1 ... 170 0 Oi) 1,012 0 10

F. H. Edgecumbe
and cadet

B. Neumann and
cadet

B. Lambert

Pirongia ... 7,310 62 1-9 705 9 9 73 95 15-6 74 1 4 2-4 11-15
I

11-15 26 15 126 15 1
I ... 797 17 2

Maugonui, &o. 8,850 2'53i 93 4 5 38,400 1-62 260 0 0 2,876 41 4 581 17 5 11 2;1
i

23 9 1 21 0 5
1

42 19 0 889 13 11 55 3)

Taramarama 2,805 1 4 48 15 0 ... 35-5 10-510-5 375 15 0 25 17 0375 15 0 211 15 8 199 1 2 Open, rough country. Also
engaged in road construction.

Hough bush. Some old work.
Adjoining oldwork. 317 acres,

58 section*, of suburban.
Left 13th October, 1881.
Open and bush.
All bush ; adjoining old work.
Tri mgulation ; opau country.
Open and bush; partly adjoin-

ing old work.
Open country; new work.

P. E. Cheal
W. J. Parris ... Hastings ...

Opaheke, &o.
7,040

610
1-4
2-5

43 14 0
G 12 0

3,169
1,552

23
70

2'9
5

466 13 4
388 14 6

i ... 3-75i 1S-71S-7 70 0 070 0 0 10 0 0 703 19 5
754 17 8... !

C. Clayton
J. II. Balneavis...
Gγ. A. Martin ...
W. C. Spencer ...
E. IT. Hardy ...

Waiwera ...
Waimata ...
Kaipara, &c.
Waiapu ...
Tokatoka...

32,000 0-6
1

79 1 4

80,000
49,000

0-5
0-G4

...
167 13 0
130 19 S

439
15,821
1,182

7
23
19

3-8
0'55
5-8

84 10 0
4,45 8 8
346 17 0 5

... I
a

...
33 8 ": 8 0

15,320

G,804 4

2'5 I... J
3-121

153 11 9

9o'll 6

9,465 1... 1
2-D 98 11 10 6 0-756-75 40 10 040 10 0 47 7 8

54 19 0
39 9 10
GO 0 0

172 12 11
798 6 8
592 0 p
607 11 10
697 10 114,161 42 2-07 •130 10 3 34-2: 33 2S'2 48 12 1 2;8 10-310-3 28 17 6

11
28 17 6

I

H. M. Smith ...
J. I. Philips ...
C. Stevens

Patetere, &c.
Maketu, &c.
Maramarua

I
!

11,914
16,667

406

60
83

1-55
0-75
5-9

628 0 0
644 0 0
118 8 4

35
48

2-5
114
60

3

12-3
8-3

120-6
I 21 12 0

20 0 0
18 19 4

1 11 1-5
6-5 !

4-6
10-3
4-6 7 0 0;

10-8 70 7 11 3 8 2
7 0 0:

70 7 11
050 14 fi
710 17 2
381 Id. 124,837 1-5 155 4 7

:
I Open country; partly adjoining

old work. Joined department
5th October, 1881.

Open country; roads previously
surveyed. Joined 5th Octo-
ber, 1881.

Open and bush ; new work.
20,000 acres trigonometrical;

1,300acres sections completed
also in field.

j

J. Hannah Waipu, &c. 26.200 1-93 210 18 0 2 279 20 l>64 187 13 0
I

1

390 15 3

Temporary Staff—
H.A. Martin...
A. M. Boss ... Waipoua ...

Xaipara, &c.
32,955 1-95 2G7 9 11 7,397

2,4:1]
43
20

1-1
2-5

40G 3 4
303 5 1

11-5 46 15 34 10 0 ... : ... I ... i •"... ..'. j 22 0 0 4 0 Oi
765 5 G
713 9 5... ... ...

Totals and 1
Authorized, contrE

neons
bet, and schedule sur-

13 241 17 9
i !

25,260
113,495

! . 1I 74-1 ! 17,205 4 3
4,955 8 1

932,200I
0-23 905 1 0 216,805:

80,136,
1-07!
1-16

966 14 8
3S8 9 11

260,357
70,048

1-09
16

1,178 3 9
479 16 0

86,809
7,511

6ri-Go
1-73
0-82

7,500 6 8
326 8 1

235 373 11
25

2-9 !
2-78

I 306 18 3
i 1,316 0 5

9,606 5j 3* 138 16 9 11-211-2 S35 13 9 304 5 7S35 13 9 2,024 10 . 2
Includes £2,698 advances on

contracts, &c., in progress.
... I: ji "'I Iveyors

211 17 9 138,755'! 2'77 1,622 18 8
i 1

1

138 1G 9 74-1 I ' 11-211-2 835 13 9 304 5 7835 13 9 22,160 12 4Means and 1;otals 1,355 4 7 1,657 19 9 743 36 9,606 5 3-8 2,024 10 2932,200 0-23 905 1 0 296,941 1-09: 330,405 1-2 94,320 1-69 7,826 14 9

PE >VIN )ia: dist: JCT OF TAEAS. XI, -"West Coast Coi (mission.

J. Bird
E. S. Brookes ... Kaupokonui and Cape

Kaupokonui andWai-
mate

200i
8,600| 14

125
6/8-6

1/10-9
57 4. 6'

822 1.7 3
6,750
2,433

1
\

3-9
4-7

110 0 0
48 0 0

713 13 10 830 IS 4
792 2 2

All forest.
600 acres open, remainder

fore3t.
All rural and suburban forest.

Cadet assisting.
1,000 acres open, remainder

forest. Cadet assisting.
' Partly open, but difficult coun-

try. 2Dense forest, rough
country.

2,000 acres opqn. Cadet assist-
ing.

1 Partly open. -Kough forest
country.

All forest.
Open.

... "52 68, 18/10 54 1G 0
... 1 • •• 11 • . .

i
j

Charles Finnerty 12,124 99 1/3-5 733 0 11! 3 46/3/4 138 10 0!I1' 13G 8 0 948 0 6

H. W. Climic ... Waimate and Ngairo 5,490 53 1/8-8 476 1G 2 ... i 4,610 9, 7 133 18 4 505 17 5 799 0 7
H. M. Skeet ... Ngatimaru and Cape "/ '22,000 2-5 225 0 & 2 123,000 1-9 998 6 3 18i 5/9/10 100 4 6; 7 9 7 975 15 10

W. II. Skinner... Oco 3,037 40 1/5 216 12 10 G85 1/6 51 7 0 507 9 8 775 9 6...
F. Duthie Kaupokonui and

Ngaire
Opunake ...
Opunake ...

ors—
Carlyle ...

'1,435 10 /ire 68 11 4 16,413 5-9 131 15 5 2397 10 3 570 14. 4

A. O'Donahoo ...
C.W.H.Thompson
Temporary Survey

T. Mabcn
E. C. O. Smith

Authorized Survey
H. y. Barclay
Skinner and Sole

... 13,250
253

1
9

3-9
2/3-5

210 4 1
28 18 5

137 4 8 353 8 9
28 IS 5...

2,179
2,487

24
35

2/3-3
1/9-2

21-8 0 6
220 1 0! "so 86 13/0 23 8 0

i( '"26 ""I 2/'" 2 12 0
115 2 0 363 2 G

246 I 0
Rough forest country.
Open.

ors—
Ngaire
Hawera and Paritutu '" ! ...

i
!i 100 1 3/7-3 18 5 4 ... I ... 'Mj44/6/4

21/5/4
409 18 0 283 2 0

18 5 4
693 0 0

Forest.
Eailway land plans.... !

1G/7-7;i 78 4 0 100
. I 722 15 3i 30^ 648 12 6 *2,S04 3 5 7,444 17 3Means and 1totals 225 0 6 123,OOO! 1-9 998 6 3 35,572

■ I
400 1/7-5 94 1 3/7-8 18 5 4; 33,4201I 29 5-222,000 2-5 2,893 4 6 82

* Th( item £2,804 3s. 5d. ineli ides Co;it of settleme: it sur ;ing to 2' ',000 acres, 22,000 of which are icarly com]pletcd.ve rs in prog:•ess, amounl
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RETURN of Field-work executed by Staff and Contract Surveyors, from 1st July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882.
PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF HAWKE'S BAY.

PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF WELLINGTON.

MbJOI
T<ipo graphical

and
igonometrical

Survey.
Ruraland Suburban.

Roads, Railways,
and

Water-races.
Surveyor.

Triaiigulation. Mim>r Tri; igulation. Tr

Acres. ~ ■-

251 ° u
co a.

JSative Land Court Survey.

O'JT:
6 .

O

Other Work. Total Cost
of

Surveyor
and Party

from Jst July,
1881, to

30th June,
1S32.

Remarks.

Acres.
. U
O <]
O u

P.

Total Cost. Acres.
6

c <!
03
P.

TotalCost. Acres.
6

O t,

P.

Total Cost. Total Cost. Acres.
o

o 41 Total Cost.
03
P.

i oS TotalCost. Cost.

Staff Surveyors—
"I

W.Hallett (one cadet ■{
assisting)

a. £ s. a. a. £ s. d. a. £ s. d. s. a. £ s. a. s. a. £ s. a. £ s. a. £ s. d. £ s. a. £ s. d.
Te Mata, Oero 1
Kidnapper >
Maraekahu j
TeMata ...
Heretaunga
Waihua ...
Pohui
Matapiro and Patoka
Clyde and Mohaka ...
Malian ga ...
Wakarara...
Ruataniwha
Mahonga and Nuhaka
Mahia
Clyde and Waihua ...

135,800! !•06 35 3 1

12,480 '■78 41 13 4

78,820
20,350

•82
•82

268 16 1
69 10 7

292
2,131

2
7

7-4
7-4

■

9 0 8
65 19 4

15-5
3

24
9-5

11-75

7 16 11
716 11
716 11
7 16 11
9 4 0

121 12 0
23 10 9

188 6 11
74 10 8

108 2 6

25 "o 0
1,172 2 6

79 0 3

1
YIncludes 15 miles standard traverse on main roads. Open country.

J
Open.

33

L 10,240 1-27 54'"7 0 1,479
4,209
2,224

1
9

17
2/11

10-24
2/6

216 15 6
179 11 0
278 0 CM

30 5 3 Open. Absent on sick leave nine months.
) Part bush ; very troublesome surveys ; adjoining unreliable magnetic work.
i Moved from Takapau District before completing surveys there.
(J? 1 v, 1 i work experienced connecting roads with old surveys.
Open, hilly ground.

W. Laing ...
P. Rich ... j
J.D'Arcy Irvine J 24-5 12 0 0 294 'o 0 15 10 0

721 0 3
35,200 1-47 216 0 0 724 3 10

28 12 0B. Lambert
Contract Surveyors—

J. Rochfort

ii' 9 0 0 99 0 0

Wakarara... 240 11 2 £4-7 14s., Contract No. 7, completed last year, standard surrey, Town of
Napier; one-half of cost to be paid by Corporation.

Roads completed last year.
Roads not completed.
J Contract No. 9, bush.

A. H. Ross
C. D. Kennedy
Drummond and Gil- (

lefct IPrivate—C. D. Kennedy

Ruataniwha
Kuripapanga
Woodville
Tahoraiti ... 5,120 3 64 0 0 8,026

1,080
38
18

1/6-9
1/9-14

630 17 5
95 2 7

18 11 8
34 15 8

2,140 l
178' 0 0

Totals 135,800 •06 35 3 1 17,600 1-44 105 13 4 144,610 1-01 608 13 8 19,441 85 1/6-21 1,475 6 6 2,140 99.i; 8 3 0-6 809 2 6 70 15 3 3,196 17 4

A. Dundas and cadet ...
P. W. Knowles
E. R. Poster and cadet
L. Smith

Pohar.gina
Waitohu, &c.
Kopuaranga, &c.

6,600
7,227.
3,264

41
38
33

l/8i
1/4|
4/8J

558 12 10
506 8 6
775 4 0

500 2 2/8" 66 IS 4 '4 10 0 0 40 0 0

70 18 4
59 13 10

1,202 8 8;
565 10 4
936 5 5
818 13 9

Hilly, forest country ; assisted in inspection.
Hilly, forest country.
Hilly, forest country, adjoining old defective surveys.
Hilly, forest country.... 1

60,775
87,500
25,000

If' 1*
i

363 1 7
628 18 0

33 0 0 j 84 l/2i 5 0 0
150"4 7

G. A. Northcroft Puketoi, &c. 1 107 1 11 948 18 5 Hilly, forest back country.
J. I). Chmie and cadet Port Nicholson 1,494 18 7 1,322 3 4 Cost of Wellington City standard surrey, comprising 31 trig, stations, 384

concrete blocks, and 38i miles standard traverse.
Greater part hilly, forest country; application surreys, surrounded by old

work. Joined office staff.
Hilly, forest country.
Includes cost of Bull Town standard surrey, comprising 33 concrete blocks

and 7 miles standard traveroo.

W. Snowden... 33 1,414 9 3/2, 225 0 0 If 13 0 0 22 13 0 63 18 11 312 3 11
I

J. Annabell ...
J. P. Sicely ... Waipakura, &c.

Wangaehu, &,<-. 3,ioo 16 "2 11
5,700 4 111 19 8 4,830 26 1/6 362 7 1 21

22£
9 19 11
8 13 8

209 19 3
194 8 6

52 15 3
190 17 0

866 16 0
592 13 9ii

N. J.Tone ... j
Aohanga, &c.
Kopuaranga, &e. j 1,440 4 24 18 0 12,626 41 l/3i 840 11 8 5,587 1 71 174 16 3 n 15 2 9 56 15 6 12 10 10 607 19 8 Greater part hilly, forest country.

L. Jackson ...
G. Strutheri ...
C. W. H. Thompson ...
A. E. Ashcroffc
E. V. Briscoe
Contract and jchedulc

surveyors
Totals

Waipawa, &c.
Pohangina, &c.
Puketoi, &e.
Port Nicholson

4,715
6,141

200

14
36

1
l/9i
l/8i
l/7i

419 6 0
517 6 8

16 0 0
m 8 7 5 90"'l 2

125 0 0
34 2 0

218 12 6
554 19 1
561 16 8
275 2 0

72 7 4
274 9 0

Has retired from the service.
Part hilly, forest country; scatterea application*, costly to define.
Hilly, forest country."is 11 19 5 155 13 1 26 17 2

72 7 4
188 15 01,015 "l6 l/8i 85"u 0

Miscellaneous surveys.

4,541 2-17 41 0 11 178,975' 1* 1,136 19 3 47,101 210 1/91 4,225 16 9 7,102 19 Hi 327 8 6 762-TO 0 6i 769 12 6 2,650 0 9 10,190 19 10
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RETURN of Field-work executed by Staff and Contract Surveyors, from 1st July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882.
PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF NELSON.

PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF MARLBOROUGH.

PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF WESTLAND.

Majoi Triaiigulation. MinorTriangulation.
Ti
Tr

ipojrraphical
and

igonometrical
Survey.

Em•al and Suburban. Gold- fining Sui■vey.
Roads, Rail-

and
Water-rat

ivays, OtherWork. Total Cost
of

Surveyor
and Party

from 1st July,
1881, to

30th June,
1882.

sea.
Surveyor. District. Remarks.

Acres. l/> °
O uffi

ft

TotalCost. Acres.
6

O uKi
&

TotalCost. Acre3. In °o<t]
q
ft

TotalCost. Acres. i'i
CO

c ■<
ft

Total Cost. Acres. *1
CD

03

o<sp.

TotalCost. 0) il Total Cost. Cost.

d. £ s. d. a. £ s. d. a.
3

£ s. a.
50 0 0

Revision
80 7 8

s. d.
3/2-8

10/1-8
2/4

£ s. d.
311 6 4
713 1 3
629 17 8

s. d. £ a. a. £ s. d. £ s. a. £ b. d. £ s. a.
G. B. Sinclair 4,000 1,290

1,405
5,400

17
12
48

1
i - 79 18 4 715 7 3 £438 not completed last year ana revisea this year.

A. P. Rawson 11,024 1-7 , * 1,255
(. 267

104
214

"74
2
7

17

14/
5/

23/3
12/7

884 8 0
67 6 6

110 0 0
134 18 0

58 0 0
235 18 4

768 5 4 In bush; scatterea sections.
3. A. Montgomerie 1,905 32 2/4-3 224 18 6 } 71- 5 19 9 46 8 8 1,459 0 0 Caaet over two years.

Triangulation, &c, in progress. One caaet.
One cadet assisting.R. T. Sada ...

J. Snoagrass ...
J. H. Jennings

6,000 i-7 43 i7 0
2,873
3,040

937
954

62
51.
19
9

2/11-3
3/104/7-8
7/6-4
/6

401 16 0
582 13 0
218 0 9
359 14 7

15
111

6 14
0 10 0

91 0 0
115 0 0

246 3 2
35 0 0

848 19 2
911 8 0

Revision | 214 13 16/1-5 174 12 0 5i 0 10 0 52 10 0 105 11 6 810 0 10 Heavy bush and rough.
P. S. Smith ...
J. P. Thompson
C. Galwey
C. Lewis
Contractors, &c-—

J. Rochfort
J.B. Saxon
R. A. Young

i 79,781

15,318

2

2"
664 16 10

127 13 2

9,492
3,370
2,622

5
67
30

4/4-7
2/

237 6 0
740 11 7
262 5 6

59
104

7
7

18/11
12/

55 16 0
61 19 0 "31 4 6 0 15 0 0

457 5 3
38 18 0
121 0 4

( 831 10 5
I 527 17 8

839 14 0
587 18 0

? 130,000acres minor trig, and sectional work in progress. One cadet.
No cadet.
Also engaged in explorations.

5,107
3,171

490

55
43
7

2/2-7
1/9
1/11-2

568 13 3
277 9 3
47 7 9

568 13 3
277 9 3
593 10 3

Balance of last year's Contract No. 10.
Paid by fees.

'"978 o9| 11/2 546 2 6 3*

Totals 116,123 1-9 966 14 8 42,056 457 2/71 5,575 1 5 3,195 1861 12/9 2,035 2 0 43i 7 8 9 319 18 8 1,377 14 11 9,739 13 5

*Mhleral. Lesi fees depoisited for sur- ■eys 2,333 0 9

7,406 12 8£

A.D.Wilson

E. F. Goulter Gore
Hodder ...
Linkwater

804
13,127
2,000
2,993

601

1
S
2

44
3

1/6
/4f
/10i

1/1
1/5J

60 10 0
231 16 7

88 3 4
159 11 11
45 0 0

39 6 0

1,036 14 8

i 619 7 10

i 91 3 6

Combined major and minor triangulal ion, embracing Cloudy Bay, Taylor
Pass, and parts of Blue Mountain, Hodder, Cape Campbell, and Clifford
Bay Survey Districts.

( Heavy bush.
j Partly open and partly manuka scrub.
1 Principally bush and broken country.(, Major portion heavily timbered; revision survey partly done.

„
Revised 40" 0 0

J. O. Western
(scliodulo)

Cloudy Bay \ Paid for by applicant. Open, level country; adjoining old surveys.
A. W. Carkeek

(schedule)
Alfred Dobson

(autliorized surveyor)

Linkwater
Wakamarina, Onama-

lutu
123 "9 46 3 6

90 0 0 Heavily timbered and broken country. Paid for out of deposit fees.
4i 42 16 O; 192 13 3 192 13 3 This survey was executed on behalf of and paid for by Public Works

Department.

Totals 2,029 19 3 Of this amount, £55 has been placed to credit of Public Account, £135 paid
for by applicant out of deposit for survey, and £192 13s. 3d. by Public
Works Department.

19,525 II 585 1 10 123 9 U 42 16 0 192 13 3 125 9 6

Note.—Major triangi
Total cost of

ulation in p:
office work

•ogress b;
(half-salt

y Mr.
iry of

Wilson, 320
Chief Surve-

,700 acre;
for and 1

; cos
iraug!

it to date, £1,
litsnien), £57l

,257 5s.
6; inci<

4d. s
lental

commem3ed 1st May, li
i, including chi

881.
lef surveyexpense; ir's t:•avellinj expenses, £i 13; t< ital cost of field-work, a>665 6s. 2d. total cost of lepartment, £2,294 6s. 2d.

Vf. G. Murray Totara, Waimea, Ma-
hinapua, Kanieri,
Toaroha

17,920 /3 223 16 10 1,165 L8 2/7-2 151 12 6 178 s: 10/3-5, 91 14 6 ,44 9 3 311 5 0 329 6 6 1,107 15 4 Bush country; expensive district within a, gold field. Unassisted by cadet.
The road and water-race surveys were carried on in a part of the district
very broken and difficult of access ; the continuance of bad weather and
Hoods during the last four months to a great extent also account for the
apparently high rate per mile.

E. J.Lord ... Greymouth, Waimea,
Hohonu, Arnold

25 0 65 0 0
Revision 444 8 8 6 6 0 351 12 0 113 0 0 1,005 6 82,000; 12,080 1/3 358

5,815
35
44 j 1/5-2 15 2! 8/4-8 22i 15 12 6 Broken forest country within a gold field. No cadet. The rural and

suburban survey consists principally of revisions of old surveys and con-
nections with survey on true meridian or with trigonometrical stations.
Included in the cost of rural and suburban survey is the sum of £43 for
extratrig, tubesplaced atstreet corners within theBorough of Greymouth.

Expensive and heavily timbered country within a gold field. One cadet
assisting for seven months.

Densely timbered country ; expensive; within a gold field. No cadet. The
cost of triangulation also includes the carrying of standard bearings
(outside triangulated area) up the Rivers Karangarua and Maintain.

Rough bush country, within a gold field. No cadet.

3. N. Smyth Okarito, Waiho, Gil-
lespie's

Okarito and Jackson's
Bay circuits

117 10 8 235 9 10 27 9 11 577 9 10 23 5 0 953 15 421,665 1/3 1,80- 23 2/7-3 21

G. J.Roberts 39,994 0-75 125 0 0 46,081 1-6 315 0 0 128,000 1-8 947 16 1 8 4 0 0 32 0 0 1,419 16 1

H. G. Price ... Totara,Toaroha, Turi-
whati, Waimea

18,405 102 2 2 2,560 34 13 4 1,48- 4/6 322 13 0 62 19/6-5 60 11 0 10 11 7-2 52 18 0 238 14 0 811 11 61-3 3-25 13

Totals 39,994 0-75 125 0 0 66,486 1-6 442 2 2 182,225 1-8 1,388 16 11 10,576 126 2/2-2 1,154 4 0 255; 23 12/5-2 158 11 6 63i20 17 4 1,325 4 10 704 5 6 5,298 4 11
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RETURN of Field-work executed by Staff and Contract Surveyors, from 1st July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882.
PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF CANTERBURY.

MajorTriangulation. Min<)r Trij igulation.
Ti

Tri
and

igonometrieal
Survey.

Eural and Suburl >an. 'ection oads, Ratt-
and

Water-ra<
,vays,

Other Work. TotalCost
of

Surveyor
and Party

fromI st July,
1881. to

30th June,
1882.

'own Survey.

District.
:es.

Surveyor.

Acres. o< Total Cost. Acres.
6

Total Cost. Acres. Io % Total Cost. Acres.
O2 ft

TotalCost. s
41 S

Total Cost. i la Total Coat. I
I

Cost.

.Remarks.

0. W. Adams Sciwyn
d. £ s. d.

92,871
a.

2-60
£ s. a.

1,006 15 2
s. d. £ s. d. s. a. £ s. d. M. eh. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. a. £ s. d.

1,006 15 2

T. 1ST. Brodrick Ashley
j,

Waimnto
120,488 •71;' 360 15 8

37,030 •94 145 "V 2

849
r202

500
27

6
1

I 4 10 254 7 8 '36 6 10 I S 872 3 3

24,960 acres completed in the field last year. Country triangulated this season
high and difficult.

C 1 19,000acres topographical survey only in Ashley District, 285,525 acres topo-1 graphical survey only in Waimate District; both over high and rough
country. Cadet assisting. Sectional work Ashley District in forest. 3 Plus
£142 15s. for work partly done but not completed last year (see Returns toSOth June, 1881). 3 V

1 6* 36 6 10 2 181 14 1
L. O. Mathias Ashley 2,301

rl80
1,291
j-231
875

rl59
4,483
r551
8,040

riL,414
1,156
»-126
3,662
»-241
2,935

r3,360
5,055
H78
889

rl,966
1,614

rl,175
12

r50
14,992

r290
6.857
rl50
9,271

j-5,439

50
11

161
6

19
2

37
19
56
21
12
18
3

25
7

60
66
60
11
24
37
43
17
2
2

164
7

90
2

90
35

ii 0
j> ...
5,

j, ...
Selwyn %'i 520 11. 0 8 "27 20 0 27 0 0, 6 0 0 24 0 0 571 11 0 Principally suburban work ; sections under 10 acres.

David Watt Ashley
j,

,j ... Akaroa %"a\ 722 11 0 722 11 0 Open hilly country.
J. E. Pickett Selwyn

0 ioi
0 64

411 "il 7
411 11 7

823 3 2 Mainly open pastoral country. Cadet assisting.
G-. H. M. McClure '.'.'.

)>

Q-eraldine 2 7J 687 4 7 687 4 7 Open, rough, hilly country.,,
.f. 8. Welch "'. Akaroa

Rough hilly country, with bush in gullies. Small sections.James Hay
,, ... ... a"Vj 837 13 1 837 13 l!
» ...

2 in 808 9 0 808 9 0 Partly bush land.
Arthur Houghton ... j> ... . ...
Andrew Seafcon

j, ..• 4 "'ei 647 0 3 647 0 3 Intricate Peninsula surveys ; bush land.

K. McMcol '..'. 5, ... 51 714 15 3 i- 714 15 3 " '> )51 ,, ... ... J

I3) •" Grcraldiue l 2i 938 16 0 37 71 15 0 55 10 0 994 6 0 Openland in Mackenzie country. Cadet and party assisting.
A. O'N. O'Donahoo... Ashburfcdn ...

471 15 7
If. C. White Waimatc 1 4 471 15 7 Seven months' work. Transferred to North Island.

i"oi 779 7 10
22 88 12 G 55 0 0 831 7 10 Openland; partly plains and partly bush.

Standard work. Recently resumed duty.

[ Principally sections surrounded by previous surveys.

II. Maitland
Christchureh Office ...
Timaru Office

5, ... ...
Goraldino
Ashley, &c. ...
Greraldine
Wai mate
Selwyn, &c. ...

7,868
4,833
j-255

24

164
75

4
2

0 Of 23 18 6
155 12 0 -155 12 0

23 18 6
5 19 7"'g 7 2 6

McTntyre, Lewis, and
Fooks

William Darby
James Adam

jrk done at 0 vvner's oxpen 0.'24 56 4 3 ) 6S" 6 9Wo se

Waimate
Ashley 433

r78
yc21,013

27
9

12

5 4|
1 1
0 4|

116 18 0
4 4 6

418 10 2

62
}..,

212 i6 io; 201 11 6 93 0 3 414 9 9
422 14 8

( 4i miles standard work at £15, £63 15s. ; work done, but plans no'- yet to1 hand, £29 5s. 3d. : total, £93 Os. 3d. Remainder town or suburban work.
Pastoral country.,, ,,

Total staff 120,488 ■71 360 15 8 129,901 2-12 1,152 2 4 131,370 1,477
Contractors.

J. Cumine
W. Darby...
W. A. Nalder
J. Cumine... ~)
D. McGdll...
J. H. R. King
D. McG-ill... l>
W. Darby
W. A. Ilarpei'
F. Howden J

1 31 8,861 16 8 134 45C 15 6 310 4 0 4 0 6 0 21 0 0 466 13 2 11,071 16 10

Waimate 720
4,774

264

0 11|
1 1
1 9|

35 12 6
258 11 10J

23 17 61
35 12 6

258 11 10
34 1 6

fl43 5 7
113 14 2
82 4 9

<J 286 16 6
40 11 5

154 7 10
l_ 16 0 0

12,237 2 11

J Balance of contracts not previously returned.
Partly bush survey.Ashley

7!
22;

6 1 22 8 0" 10 "4 0

Percentages paid on ~\
work veturned last >
year J

I

Total :
I

itaff and contractors ... 466 13 2120,488 •71 360 15 8 129,901 212 1,152 2 4 140,128 1,512 1 3k 9,179 18 6 131 450 15 6 319 4 0 5 22 6 9 8 34 4 0

Note.—r, reserves ; pc, pastora! country.
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RETURN of Field-work executed by Staff and Contract survayors from 1st July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882.
PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF OTAGO.

T«

Tr.
ypogra

am
igonon

Surv

phical
L
letrical
v-

Rural and Subi irban. Town Section Survey. JNati

S 0-J «J TotalCost. Acres.

ive Land CourtSurvey. Gold-Mining Survey.
Roads, Railways,

and
Water-races.

Detention
byNative
Opposition
or other
Causes.

Other Work. TotalCost
of

Surveyor
and Party

from 1st July,
1881, to

30th June,
1882.

Mini>r Triangulation.

Remarks.
Surveyor, District.

§<i Total Cost. Acres.
<0

TotalCost. 43'iAorea. oV
02 P.

TotalCost. sh -c ° Total Cost.
2.7, »gj o

o ° o ro 3H ■•rl O «jj Total
Cost.

d
£ o§ Total Cost. Cost. Cost.Acres.

B. d.' £ s. a. s. d. £ s. a. s. a. £ s. a. s. a. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. d. s. d. £ s. a. £ s. a. £ s. a. £ s. d. £ s. a. £ s. a.
f£100 for triangulation begun in Waikawa ana

Mokoi'eta Districts, for which area cannot bo
■{ estimated. £60 P.D.P. survey of Run No.
| 132, just begun. Cadet assisting. Unusually
L wet season.
Cadet assisting.

Otara, Tuturau, Toi-
tois, Mokoreta,
Slopedown, Kuri-
wao

Blackstonc, St. Ba-
thans, Turnagain,
Maniototo, Naseby,
Long Valley, Ma-
norsiae

Leaning Rock, Tiger
Hill,Poolburn, Ne-
vis, Lanaer, Ban-
nockburn, Eraser-
siae,Wakefield

Kurow, -Waikouaiti,
Mount Hyde, Moe-
raki, Otago Penin-
sula, North Har-
bour and Blueskin,
Hawkesbury, Ota-
kia, Clarendon

Waikaia, Wart Hill,
Lammerlaw, Hedge-
hope, Glenkenich,
Rankleburn

Waitahuna, Table
Hill, Teviot, Tua-
peka East

Coneburn, Shotover,
Nevis, Kawarau,
EarnslaV, Skippers
Creek, Dart, Upper
Wakatipu, Glen-
orchy,Martin'sBay

Nenthorn, Strath
Taieri

Waitahuna, Teviot,
Benger, Pomahaka

Lower Wanaka, Lower
Hawea, Cardi'ona

}' = 100 0 0 i i! 346 14 4
60 0 0

6 8 9 6 8 19J 18 2 6 346 13 3 67 0 5 929 14 8John Strauchon 5,969 35 28 3

Davia Barron ... 17,753 43 0 9§ 707 6 11 68 14 9| 50 5 10 262 18 1 1,020 10 10

A. R. Mackay ... 852 14 8 61 9 8 914 4 4 High, coW country, and surveyor has great
amount of travelling.222,454 •92

G-eorgeMackenzie 50 7 6 185 1 10 55 0 0 12 0 11 906 13 7 Mostly rough, bush lana ana small sections. Sur-
veys small ana far apart, involving a gi'eat
amovuit of travelling.

2,900 152 4 2 604 3 4 26; 32 31 6 33- 38 11 1

W. B.D.Murray 175,000 ■os;! 484 14 6 8,912 45 0 10| 398 9 4 ... 20 0 0 903 3 10 Caaet for four months. Rough and high, but all
open country.

John Langmuir... 440 18 5 15 0 3 15 0 9 0 3 27 0 9 12 0 0 483 14 2 Cadet assisting five and a half months ; on leave. six months. All open country.
11,120 60 0 9|

E. II. Wilmot ... 349 4 3 118,000 •57 285 3 4 148 2 4 17 5 4 21 0 48 6 0 5 0 0 20 0 0 69 11 4 789 10 3 Cadet assisting. £349 4s. 3d. minor triangu-lation in Martin's Bay, work incomplete-; all
bush-work. £69 lis. 4d. cost of search for
young Raymond. Rural sections, no number
reported. ' Nevis triangulation is very rough,
but open country.

Open country.W. Armstrong ... 18,524 20 401 7 1 95 2 11 496 10 00 51
D. W. Gibson ... 1,143 22 4 10| 278 12 2 111 1 10 8T% 59 5 V 2f 42 14 0 380 11 9 A cadet assisting. Partly bush surveys.

H.A.R. Earquhar 13,690 36 0 5 288 12 7 156 16 1 445 8 8 Open counti-y.

Private Surveyor.
J. Campbell

Contract.
Dennison & Grant

449 4 3 515,454 ■76| 1,622 12 6 80,159

305

413

5

0 10.|

2 10

3,543 9 6

43 3 0

26 3: 31 6 50 7 6 362 4l! 10 9l 194 8 6 230

694

25

14

14 Of
3 3|

161 12 5

114 5 0

28i 15 6 2 436 8 55 0 0 756 19 5 7,270 2 1

157 8 0 Scattei'ed and small surveys.

160,000 ■60 400 0 0 400 0 0 Great dela,)*7 causea by baa weather and excessive
ruggedness of country.

Meaiqs and totals ■72 0 lOt] 3,586 12 6 26i 31 6 50 7 6 362 41 10 9 194 8 6 924 39 5 U| 275 17 5 28| 15 6 2\ 436 8 0449 4 3 675,454 2,022 12 6 80,464 418 32 55 0 756 19 5 7,827 10 1
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RETURN of Field-work executed by Staff and Contract Surveyors from the Ist July, 1881, to 30th June, 1882.
PROVINCIAL DISTRICT OF SOUTHLAND.

Bural and Suburbsin. Toi Section Siirvey. >ads, Kaib
Water-i

ivaya, and
.'aces.

Other Work. TotalCost
of

Surveyor
andParty

from 1st July,
1881, to

30th June,
1882.

Eemarka.Surveyor. District. 4o +*
S3.2

<!

Acres.
<3§

to

Cost
per Acre. Total Cost. -3

Costper
Allotment. Total Cost. i3 TotalCost. Cost.

Staff.John Hay

William Hay ...
Longwood ... ... "Invercargill, New Biver, Mabel, Jacob's

Eiver, Forest Hill, andWaiau Districts
Campbelltown, Invercargill, Taringatura,

Eyre and Hokonui Districts

3,780
13,435

63

77

s. d.
4 9-7

0 llf

£ s. d.
909 0 0

657 15 0

14

23

54

22

£ s. d.
0 10 0

1 10 0

£ s. d.
27 0 0

33 0 0

1
£
6

£ s. d.
6 0 0

£ s. d.
27 10 0

140 15 0

£ s. a.
969 10 0

801 10 0

Work alia
Two bu^The towns!
Work se

Mve secti4

ost entirely in heavy bush. Exceptionally long traverses in proportion to acreage.ih traverses, 15 chains apart, running parallel for some 6J miles.
hip sections in bush ; also twenty-three rural sections, embracing 420 acres, in bush.
iattered.
jns, comprising 455 acres, in bush. Surveys unusually dispersed. Some seventy-
fetions, covering 8,660 acres, were mostly in difficult swamp.

James Blaikie ... 14,964 125 1 0-234 762 16 6 762 16 6

Fee System.
J. A. Robertson
R. 0. Taylor ...
T. S. Miller ...
Dawson and Moors
George Hately ...

seven set

Longwood and NewRiver ...
Lindhurst and Wairio Districts
Forest Hill and Mabel Districts
Wairio and Invercargill Districts
Invereargill andWinton Hundreds

330
9,440
1,791

312
400

4
10
7
2
2

3 2-2
0 8-8
1 36
a 2-5
2 10

52 10 6
346 15 8
116 18 9
34 9 6
56 13 6

52 10 6
346 15 8
116 18 9
34 9 6
56 13 6

Two saw-u
Spotting sj
Spotting st
Saw-mill at
Saw-mill 4

were pai
Saw-mill a{
Saw-mill a}

pill areas and two mineral areas, in bush.
(irveys (purchases).
jirveys. Two saw-mill areas, each 200 acres, included.
fea of 200 acres included.teas. Pees stated are per scale, though, owing to exceptional circumstances, thev
A privately.
Ireas.J.R. Cuthbertson, jun. ...

Harold Brodrick
Invercargill and Jacob's Eiver Hundreds
Winton

410
200

3
1

2 66
2 1

52 7 6
20 17 0

52 7 6
20 17 0 (rea.

Means and totals 45,026 1 4 3,010 3 11 37 76 0 15 9i 60 0 0 6 0 0 168 5 0 3,214 8 11294
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